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Abstract

Materials Science has in recent years become a high priority research

area, having been identified as a growth sector for the UK economy

over the next decade. Breakthroughs in this field are likely to have a

significant impact on every area of our lives.

There has recently been a trend toward automation at beamlines

which is driven by rapid technology advancement. This technology

advancement has improved the quality of experiment data and has

allowed data collection times to improve exponentially.

The Materials Science Research Group in the Institute of Math-

ematics, Physics and Computer Science, at Aberystwyth University

have achieved international recognition for their research on materials

under extreme conditions. They have a rich history in the develop-

ment and use of specialist instruments to conduct real time surface

analysis. Their custom made instrumentation has allowed them to

greatly improve experiment throughput. Automation of the group’s

ultra high vacuum chambers is therefore a further enhancement that

is advantageous, important, necessary and inevitable.

This thesis presents the research undertaken to study what is re-

quired to provide automated sample positioning inside vacuum cham-

bers that are operated under ultra high vacuum conditions, as the first

step towards automation. As part of the research, a prototype auto-

mated positioning system that employs state of the art model based

visual tracking techniques was developed to gain an understanding of

the challenges the ultra high vacuum environment presents.



Experimentation was carried out to assess the effects of different

lighting conditions on tracking, evaluate the tracking library, extract

suitable extrinsic parameters for tracker initialisation, and evaluate

both monocular and stereo mode tracking.

Key findings were that the model based tracking is a suitable ap-

proach for an automated positioning system but that performance

depends on having suitable port placement for the cameras. Stereo

tracking provided the best performance but was still prone to diver-

gence at certain relative positions of the manipulator. On linear runs

the average error was 0.06mm. On rotational runs, anti-clockwise

runs proved better with an average error of 2◦ to 3◦.

The high errors of mixed rotational and linear tracking runs did not

match the visual outputs indicating that there were inherent errors in

the data evaluation. Tracking output video footage is available at [8].

More work is needed to take the system forward and close the tracking

loop. Recommendations for improvements were provided.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

Materials Science is a vast interdisciplinary field that has in recent years become

a high priority research area, having been identified as a growth sector for the

UK economy over the next decade [11, 25]. Breakthroughs in this field are likely

to have a significant impact on every area of our lives, such as more efficient

solar cell technology, superconducting materials, nano materials and technology,

advanced metal alloys for space, biomimetic tissue and many more.

It is a field of study that aims to both understand and define the properties

and structure of matter, and engineer or improve materials to produce or exhibit

some desired properties such as thermal, optical, magnetic, electrical, mechanical,

or deteriorative properties [15].

Two important aspects of materials science are processing and analysis. A wide

range of processing and analysis techniques are employed to characterise, probe

or alter the surface, internal or chemical structure of materials at the microscopic,

molecular, atomic and subatomic levels. Some of these techniques require very

high energy sources so can only be applied at facilities such as synchrotrons.
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Synchrotrons are cyclical particle accelerators which use guided magnetic fields

in a closed path to produce artificial electromagnetic radiation by accelerating

particles into a synchronised particle stream. The benefits of synchrotron radia-

tion are:

� high flux;

� wide level of tuning in energy levels from sub-electron volt to mega or even

giga-electron volts;

� high polarisation;

� small beam profiles;

� monochromatic beam;

� better instrument technology and continuous improvement.

However, these facilities are very sought after, and access to beam-lines and ex-

perimental end stations can in some cases be expensive, and difficult to acquire,

due to both strict application protocols and heavy use by other national and

international research groups. Therefore, most experiments not requiring syn-

chrotron sources will usually be conducted in-house at university laboratories, in

vacuum chambers and other specialist instruments1.

The range of analytical techniques and methods available at synchrotron fa-

cilities is large and varies across facilities, but can be broadly classified into the

following:

� absorption / emission;

� diffraction and scattering;

� imaging and microscopy.

1Note, other equipment is also in use, but discussion thereof is beyond the scope of this

thesis.
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However, these techniques are not strictly exclusive to synchrotrons; as previously

mentioned, most experiments not requiring high flux will be conducted in-house

at universities or other research institutions. This is important because it allows

research to continue at an acceptable rate throughout the year as opposed to

large periods of inactivity between scheduled access to synchrotrons, which can

amount to several months. It also serves as a revenue stream for universities

undertaking contract work from companies.

The Materials Science Research Group in the Institute of Mathematics, Physics

and Computer Science (IMPACS), at Aberystwyth University have achieved in-

ternational recognition for their research on materials under extreme conditions.

They have a rich history in the development and use of specialist instruments

based on the detection of light and electrons to conduct real time surface analysis

on the structural and chemical state of materials under UHV (ultra high vacuum)

conditions [32, 33, 34, 56]. This unique combination of techniques1 has been de-

veloped for both in-house and synchrotron applications to study materials such

as organic thin films for solar cells, terrestrial and space minerals, catalysts, and

more recently, Graphene [23]. Their custom made instrumentation allows them to

process samples in-situ and analyse them in real-time and in parallel using more

than one analysis technique simultaneously; an aspect that has greatly improved

experiment throughput. There are still a number of aspects that prevent this

system from reaching its full potential in terms of throughput, repeatability and

data quality. The following section provides a brief discussion on vacuums, vac-

uum chambers and the experimental process because it provides the background

to the motivations for undertaking this research.

1.1.1 Vacuum Chambers

A vacuum is a volume from which air or other gases has been removed; the

amount of gas removed from this space depends on the application. At normal

atmospheric pressure there is an abundant amount of molecules that are colliding

1FastX-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS), REal time Electron Spectroscopy (REES)

and Low Energy Electron Diffraction (LEED), X-ray absorption and light emission.
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with each other and bombarding surfaces. This action effectively contaminates

surfaces either by attaching themselves to the surface or through reactions with

the surface. The higher the vacuum, the lower the molecular bombardment, and

the cleaner the surface stays. A minimum level of contamination is necessary for

surface analysis; this is made possible at ultra high vacuum.

A vacuum system consists of a set of valves, pumps and pipes which maintain

a volume of low pressure inside a vacuum chamber [68].

Samples are manipulated inside the vacuum chambers by means of a manip-

ulator which is a customisable drive system made up of a number of modules,

each providing movement in one direction. There are four degrees of freedom on

both of the Aberystwyth chambers, that is, a translation in the x, y, z axes, and

a rotation around the primary vertical z axis. The manipulators are mounted

vertically on the top port located at the centre of the chamber.

As part of the initial vacuum system setup, when new instruments are added

or part of the system has to be opened, and to speed the process of evacuation to

low pressures, it is sometimes necessary to perform a bakeout. Baking the system

accelerates desorption and reduces pumping times. Baking temperatures range

between 200◦ and 250◦ Celsius for new or contaminated systems and 150◦ – 180◦

for subsequent bakeouts. During the baking process heat sensitive instruments

have to be removed.

1.1.2 Experimental Process

A typical experiment in the Aberystwyth Materials Research Laboratory, will

involve sample preparation and insertion, sample alignment to determine nor-

mal emission, sample cleansing (heating and cooling), measurements, and some

sample processing, which may involve transfer of the sample to another chamber
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Figure 1.1: The REES vacuum system with transfer chamber on the right and

spherical analysis chamber in the rear. Manipulators are mounted vertically on

top port.
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Figure 1.2: The REES vacuum system during bakeout.
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(transfer or plasma chamber). If the sample is moved from the analysis cham-

ber, then realignment will have to be repeated because the position of the sample

within the sample holder may have changed. This is problematic for repeatability.

The process of preparing a sample for analysis is as follows; the sample is

mounted in a custom made molybdenum holder of approximately 22mm× 11mm

in size. Experiments are typically conducted under UHV base pressures of 10−10

millibar, so to introduce the sample into the main chamber, it is transferred from

atmospheric pressure on a sealed magnetically coupled arm via a z-drive running

through the load lock, which is then evacuated from atmospheric pressure to

reach equilibrium with the analysis chamber. Evacuation can take up to three

hours. The sample is then positioned in a slot on the sample holder in the analysis

chamber, and manoeuvred into the optimal position via the manual x, y, z slide

and rotary drives.

Optimal positioning is vital to obtaining good quality experimental results, but

there is no standard set of documented positions that samples are placed at. This

is because the sample may be moved from the sample holder to one of the other

chambers multiple times during an experiment so it may no longer be inserted at

the same position in the sample holder slot again. Additionally, samples are not

always uniform, some may be slightly larger or thicker than others, so repeating

positioning across experiments is difficult. Therefore, to ensure that the sample is

in the correct or optimal position, the emission lines are monitored and placement

is adjusted until normal emission is achieved. This may have to be done multiple

times during an experiment if the sample is moved. Positions are usually recorded

in a lab book but only serve as an approximate guide for subsequent experiments.

Sample insertion, transfer and positioning is an error prone and time consuming

process because it is difficult to see the sample through the available viewports

while simultaneously manipulating the sample holder into an optimal position.

This is further exacerbated by the delicate nature of the sample holder and mag-

netic coupling; the sample can easily be dropped causing significant delays. If the

sample is dropped during this process, it has to be retrieved. This means that the
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chamber has to be opened, resulting in contamination by atmospheric gases such

as oxygen. Once contaminated, the system has to be baked out and evacuated to

ultra high vacuum (UHV) again. This process can take up to three weeks before

the chamber is once again ready. This is costly in terms of time and financial loss.

Due to the use of X-rays, for health and safety reasons, the available viewports

are covered with lead shielding during experiments further limiting views. The

lack of sample visibility is even more evident when using synchrotron radiation

because the user cannot be in the same room as the experiment due to a high

level of radiation.

1.2 Motivation

This research was motivated by the benefits that automation will provide in ad-

dressing the issues that are preventing the system from realising its full potential.

In the previous section these issues were discussed and it was shown that sample

insertion and transfer is error prone and time consuming, that there is a lack

of visibility when manipulating the sample, and that repeatability in positioning

is challenging because of the sample being moved between chambers during an

experiment.

Optimal positioning when the sample is facing the detector is found by mon-

itoring the emission lines, this too can be time consuming and imprecise. Lack

of visibility makes positioning and insertion more difficult. Issues with optimal

positioning of the sample are also challenging for the repeatability of experiments

and data quality and ease of operation affects the throughput.

By providing a view of the inside of the chamber, and automating the position-

ing aspect of sample manipulation, the computer vision based prototype system

developed as part of this research was aimed at providing the first steps towards

automation. Automation should promote ease of operation, improve efficiency

and throughput, and improve data quality and the repeatability of experiments.

An added benefit is that any improvement in throughput will potentially increase

revenue by enabling more contract work to be undertaken.
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At this point the astute reader might ask why computer vision techniques are

necessary when there are already highly accurate off the shelf motorised drives

available for vacuum system stages, the precision of which is hard to improve on

with any vision based system?

The primary reason that a computer vision approach was taken is that, al-

though this research is a first step toward automation, the ultimate goal is to

fully automate the experimental pipeline, which includes the insertion of samples

into the vacuum systems. Insertion of the sample into the sample holder means

that two objects would need to be tracked and so for collision detection, a vision

based system is vital.

For the purpose of this prototype system, the imprecise fabrication of the ma-

nipulator rods and sample holder mounting platform introduce uncertainty in

terms of their exact positioning, which cannot be accounted for by drive encoder

output alone. There are also other aspects that might further affect the uncer-

tainty of the position of the sample holder, for instance, expansion / contraction

under heating / cooling. The drive motors can also fail to reach the desired po-

sitions either due to unresponsiveness, over shoot or backlash. A vision based

tracking system independently validates the position of the sample holder, show-

ing the tracking results visually while additionally providing a view of the inside

of the chamber.

A further motivation for automation and therefore this research, is that there

has already been a trend toward automation at beam-lines. Driven by rapid

technology advancement which has improved the quality of experiment data and

has improved data collection times significantly. This in turn has increased de-

mand for synchrotron facilities further to the point where they are heavily over-

subscribed. There is a global effort to optimise access and facilitate operation

through the automation of facilities world wide. This effort will be reviewed in

more detail in Chapter 2
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1.3 Research Question

The research question that this research set out to answer is:

“How can state of the art model based visual tracking techniques be leveraged to

position a sample inside a UHV chamber under wide camera baselines and what

level of repeatability can be achieved?”

1.4 Aims and Objectives

1.4.1 Aims of the Research

The aim of this research was to provide a prototype automated sample position-

ing system for UHV chambers in order to evaluate the tracking approach and to

develop an understanding of the unique challenges that a fully automated system

using computer vision techniques and robotics, would need to overcome. Primar-

ily, the work in this research was focused on providing repeatable positioning of

the sample holder.

1.4.2 Aims for Automation

The aims for automation of these types of vacuum chambers are to facilitate

operation, improve the quality of the data and repeatability, and to increase

efficiency by providing higher experiment throughput.

1.4.3 Objectives

� To show that state of the art model based tracking techniques can be applied

to this problem in order to provide repeatable positioning of the sample

stage.

� To make a contribution towards the efforts of our colleagues in the materials

research group by providing a first step towards a novel enhancement /

extension to their existing specialist equipment.
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� To provide repeatable positioning of the sample stage with computer vi-

sion coupled with robotic actuators that move the rotary and translational

drives. Positioning must be possible in three axes, x and y translation and

z rotation.

� To provide a view of the inside of the chamber in the form of a live feed.

� To provide the 3D position of the sample.

1.5 Key Contributions

The key contributions of this research are:

� a contribution towards the efforts of our colleagues in the materials science

research group has been made by providing the first steps toward a novel

enhancement / extension to their existing specialist equipment;

� a thorough evaluation has been made of a state of the art model based track-

ing technique, implemented in the ViSP library, in terms of its application

in a challenging setting;

� a thorough analysis of the challenges that automation of these vacuum sys-

tems pose has been made and recommendations are provided in Chapter 6.

1.6 Thesis Outline

The rest of this thesis is structured as follows:-

� In Chapter 2, the current state of beamline automation is discussed and

vision based tracking and related work is reviewed.

� In Chapter 3, the experimental set-up is presented.

� In Chapter 4, camera calibration and experimentation is presented.

� Chapter 5 presents the positioning system in more detail, as well as the

evaluation and characterisation of the tracking.
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� In Chapter 6 the thesis is concluded, outcomes are discussed, recommenda-

tions made, and future work is outlined.
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Chapter 2

Background and Related work

2.1 Introduction

The aim of this chapter is to provide the reader with some background into

the current automation landscape at synchrotron beamlines, and in laboratories

worldwide. This chapter also provides a review of tracking in general, and then

focuses on model based tracking and visual servoing methods. This part of the

review should highlight the difficulties of tracking in general and demonstrate

why a model based approach is an appropriate technique for tracking under the

vacuum chamber environment.

2.2 Beamline Automation

Since 1999 there has been a trend toward automation at beamlines which has

been driven by rapid technology advancement. This technology advancement has

improved the quality of experiment data and has allowed data collection times to

improve significantly. This in turn has increased demand for synchrotron / light

source facilities further to the point where they are heavily oversubscribed.

Existing Beamline Automation Systems (BLAS) are mostly found in the area

of Crystallography, in particular the study of biological macromolecules, where
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samples are typically either cryogenically frozen, in solution, or powder micro-

crystalline.

One of the earliest examples, is an automated system for mounting pre-frozen

crystals [19], it is based on a small industrial pick and place robot that uses a

magnet tool to extract samples from, and into a cassette, it uses a cryotong tool

to transfer them to the beamline goniometer head. This system was implemented

at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory (SSRL).

In [76] a highly automated crystal centring and data collection, management

and processing system for the French Beamline for the Investigation of Proteins

(FIP) at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF), is described. This

system consists of the automated control of beam intensity and automated align-

ment of the beamline, automated recalibration of the monochromator, and an

algorithm developed for automated alignment of protein crystals in the cryoloop

at the centre of the diffractometer. The software control system allows the user to

prepare the diffractometer, do an energy scan, prepare and run data collection, to

select the mode of operation, beam controls and other parameters. Data collec-

tion then runs unattended and online. Data reduction is also provided. Sample

insertion onto goniometer head is still performed by user but there were plans for

it to be automated.

A fully automated system for detecting and centring crystals for X-ray Crys-

talography is presented in [3]. Image processing techniques are used to centre

crystals frozen on a holding loop. Centring is achieved in two steps; the loop is

centred at low resolution and then positioned at the centre of the image plane,

then the crystal itself is centred on the rotation axis at higher magnification.

An automatic data collection system was implemented on seven insertion device

beamlines at the ESRF [12]. The data collection pipeline consists of automatic

sample mounting, alignment, characterisation, data collection and processing,

reports, and is made available online via web services.
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At the European Molecular Biology Laboratory (EMBL) Hamburg, an auto-

mated sample changing robot for Small Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS) of bio-

logical macromolecules in solution was prototyped and tested [77]. The system

consists of an automatic sample changer, a motorised stage, an in-vacuum sample

compartment, and a video monitor to observe sample measurement. Macromol-

lecular solutions and buffers are held in cooled storage trays in the dedicated

liquid handling system. Solution is extracted with a needle which is positioned

via an x, y, z translation stage and transported into the in-vacuum measurement

cell via polytetraflouroethaline tubing. Sample volume is monitored through an

optical flow sensor. After measurement, and before the next sample is loaded,

the system is cleaned. Loading and cleaning was timed at between two and two

and a half minutes resulting in a throughput of 12 samples per hour and a failure

rate less than 0.5%.

The automated sample changer described in [59] showed that a small inexpen-

sive sample changer based on a 5 axis servo controlled model robot arm could be

implemented. This system was developed and integrated into a neutron diffrac-

tometer at the Canadian Neutron Beam Centre.

At the Open-pool Australian lightwater reactor (OPAL), a sample changer for

room temperature experiments in a vacuum chamber, was implemented on a

powder diffractometer. It consisted of an off the shelf Epson four axis pick and

place robot, and a 200mm vacuum chamber. Efficiency was greatly improved,

samples no longer need to be handled when they are still radioactive, and the

system offers remote monitoring [70].

A semi automated crystal mounting device is described in[51]. The automa-

tion happens at the sample preparation stage. It is semi automated because the

protein crystal is harvested from the crystal drop manually, the device then re-

moves the solution from around the crystal by suction and flash freezes the crystal

automatically.
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The Diamond Light Source (DLS) Macromolecular Crystallography (MX) beam-

lines have been using robotics for sample changing since 2007 [69] and have more

recently undertaken a project to upgrade and fully integrate the robotic sys-

tem into the beamline control system while also optimising peripheral devices

and improving performance and reliability. The new robotic system is based on a

Mitsubishi RV-6SL arm and a custom integration system that controls all periph-

eral devices. It was installed in 2015, and has since been installed on a further

four beamlines.

This short review has shown that automation at beam-lines is important, nec-

essary and inevitable. The examples reviewed here have also shown that although

automating beamlines is challenging, it is viable and worthwhile because automa-

tion has facilitated operation, improved data quality, repeatability, operational

safety, and throughput.

Although a number of automated systems have been found, they are focused

on the area of biological crystallography where the equipment and method of

operation are typically different in nature to the systems at the Aberystwyth

University Materials Research Laboratory. These differences are in terms of the

sample composition, their sizes, storage, holders and insertion, and vacuum con-

ditions. Throughout this investigation, no automated UHV positioning system

of the type implemented for this research were found.

2.3 Positioning System Overview

In this research, a prototype automated vision based positioning system was

implemented to track a sample inside a vacuum chamber and position it repeat-

edly at various positions throughout an experiment. In Section 1.1.2, we saw

that during an experiment the sample is translated and rotated in the chamber

to position it relative to the instrumentation for both processing and analysis. So

being able to keep track of where the manipulator and sample holder are, with

some level of confidence, meant that the appropriate tracking techniques had to

be used. This included taking into account both the positive and the negative
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aspects that would impact on the success of tracking. For instance, the following

positive aspects of the vacuum system could be exploited:

� the camera equipment will be stationary during tracking;

� the approximate location of the tracked object, which is positioned at the

centre of the chamber, is known and should not change beyond the expected

range of movement or degrees of freedom. The expected motion is therefore

not random or erratic;

� the dimensions of chambers and sample holders are known, this 3D infor-

mation could be exploited.

However, the more challenging aspects posed by the vacuum chamber environ-

ment constrained the choice of appropriate techniques. These were as follows:

� the chambers are small, dark and confined spaces with very shiny and some-

what specular surfaces causing any incident light to be reflected in all di-

rections. This can cause saturation, or sudden fluctuations in illumination;

� the homogeneity of the textureless and shiny surfaces of the chamber walls

and sample holder;

� the clutter caused by the sample assembly services and other instrumenta-

tion;

� out gassing in the vacuum environment excluded the use of fiducial markers.

Although using a single camera for monocular tracking, could have proved suit-

able, it would not provide the redundancy to failure and accuracy in measure-

ments that two cameras can. Especially in situations where translations toward

or away from the camera are taking place. Therefore, the positioning system was

based on using two cameras. Unfortunately, the problem with port availability

and suitability, which results in wide baselines and highly disparate views of the

sample holder, makes stereoscopic tracking very challenging. Figure 2.1 shows

how two highly disparate views can make stereo tracking challenging because of

the lack of correspondences between the two views.
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(a) Port on horizontal plane (b) Port elevated from horizontal plane

Figure 2.1: Sample holder as seen from two viewing ports. In the second view

the sample holder is also rotated at 90◦ relative to the camera.

The positioning system was therefore aimed at exploiting the 3D knowledge

about the chambers, and harnessing the benefits of using two cameras, but not

in the traditional stereo approach. The approach used in this system is a model

based [31], [21] approach offered by the ViSP library [62].

This review will now present an overview of motion tracking in general to

highlight the important aspects common to all tracking approaches. Then stereo

vision, wide baseline stereo and multi camera systems, optical flow methods, and

monocular tracking will be discussed to provide a background to related work in

the voluminous tracking field. It should also reinforce why model based tracking

was appropriate for this research. The review will then focus on model based

tracking and visual servoing approaches.
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2.4 Motion Analysis and Tracking

Motion analysis is an area of study in computer vision that analyses and tries

to make sense of, or make use of information of apparent motion extracted from

a sequence of images. The word 'apparent' is used because there is no way of

determining whether it is the camera that has moved, if the scene within the

image is moving, or if both the camera and objects in the scene are in motion.

Since the first workshop on motion in 1979 [1] the field has continued to grow,

mostly through improvements in technology and with much effort by the research

community. Today, motion analysis is applied in many areas such as traffic con-

trol, tracking and surveillance for security and defense, autonomous vehicles and

robot navigation [84], satellite imagery for meteorology, social media, augmented

reality and human-machine interaction. Although widely applied in the field,

there is as yet no foolproof solution to the challenging set of problems and it

continues to be a very active research area.

The motion related problems can be grouped into the following broad areas:

� motion detection;

� detection and localisation of moving objects;

� tracking objects;

� deriving the structure of objects or scene;

� pose estimation.

In this work we are only concerned with object tracking and camera pose estima-

tion, so will not discuss the other areas of motion analysis any further.

Tracking monitors the motion of objects or cameras spatially and temporally,

and can also include the extraction of the 3D pose of the camera or object. This

is a challenging task. Not only is the relationship between an object and its

projection in the image complex, but it is made even more challenging by the

following aspects:
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� noise, introduced by the image acquisition process;

� clutter, caused by background or other objects in the image that have a

similar appearance to the tracked object;

� occlusions, partial occlusions or self occlusion that can be caused by the

object moving behind static elements in the scene, or when other moving

objects occlude the tracked object, or the object’s motion can cause it to

occlude parts of itself;

� changes in appearance due to motion;

� illumination and changes in ambient lighting that have an effect on the

object’s appearance.

These aspects cause uncertainties and ambiguities that increase the complexity

of the tracking process. For example, a small object that is close to the camera

and moving slowly can appear the same in the image plane as an object that is

far away, large, and moving fast [48]. Thus, prior knowledge of the domain can

help in reducing the complexity; this can be knowledge of the camera motion,

the time intervals between frames, or it can be knowledge about the structure or

position of objects themselves.

In general terms, the important components of any successful tracking appli-

cation that needs to localise tracked objects are:

� camera calibration;

� detection;

� motion estimation.

In practice, there are many approaches to all three of these components; each is

composed of related sub elements such as feature extraction, feature matching,

optimisation, 3D reconstruction and pose estimation. The techniques selected

and mathematical formulations are in each case specific to the application.
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Camera calibration has been a very active research area and there are many

approaches documented in the literature. This aspect of tracking becomes very

important for accurate localisation and precision in robotics, augmented reality

and industrial applications, among others. Calibration will be addressed in more

detail in Section 2.5 but the discussion will only serve to highlight the different

general approaches in terms of which is applicable to this research. It is therefore

not an in depth review of camera calibration, as that is beyond the scope of this

research.

There are a vast number of approaches to tracking; according to [102] what

differentiates them is their approach to target object representation, the choice

of features, and how they model motion.

Generally, tracking techniques fall into two broad areas; feature based and ap-

pearance based. Feature based methods rely on feature extraction, and feature

tracking either by means of optical flow or correlation. Appearance based meth-

ods analyse raw images from a statistical perspective, or make use of raw images

with very little or no processing taking place and have the advantage of reducing

the computation and complexity associated with feature based methods. The

rest of our discussion will be centred on feature based approaches.

We can further differentiate feature based tracking into two approaches, the first

being monocular tracking and the other stereo tracking. Feature based stereo-

scopic vision and tracking will be discussed in Section 2.7, the discussion will then

move on to monocular tracking approaches in Section 2.8.

Sometimes, to further refine tracking results, bundle adjustment can be used

as a final step in the reconstruction process. Bundle adjustment is an important

step that is useful in calibration [42], structure from motion, pose estimation,

tracking [96] and simultaneous localisation and mapping (SLAM) applications.

Due to its usefulness and applicability in this context, we will briefly discuss it in

Section 2.6.
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2.5 Camera Calibration

Camera calibration is a vital component of any computer vision application where

3D reconstruction of a scene or localisation of objects or targets is required. It

is important in situations when an object needs to be localised to a high degree

of accuracy such as medical applications, mechanical dimension measurement or

automated assembly of components. It is also important for pose estimation in

robotics and autonomous vehicles, or for inferring the 2D image coordinates in

3D model driven inspection and assembly, or for model based tracking for the 3D

to 2D prediction of the model’s position.

Camera calibration is the process of estimating the intrinsic and extrinsic pa-

rameters, as well as the distortion coefficients of the camera. The intrinsic pa-

rameters define the internal geometric and optical characteristics of the camera,

while the extrinsic parameters define the relationship between the camera and

the world coordinate system. That is, they describe the transformation from the

camera frame to the world coordinate system and vice versa [94]. The distortion

coefficients model radial and tangential distortion of the lens.

In a standard pinhole camera model, the relationship between a 3D point

M = [x, y, z, 1]T and its projection m = [u, v, 1]T in the image plane, is given by

λm = K[R|t]M, (2.1)

with K =

fx γ u0
0 fy v0
0 0 1

 (2.2)

where λ is an arbitrary scale factor, K is the intrinsic matrix, with (u0, v0) the

coordinates of the principle point, γ the skew factor between the x and y axis,

and (fx, fy) the focal length, [R|t] are the extrinsic parameters (the rotation

and translation) relating the world coordinate system to the camera coordinate

system. K[R|t] is also commonly referred to as the projection matrix or camera

matrix, and shall be denoted by ξ.
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Camera calibration is therefore the task of estimating the eleven parameters

of the camera matrix ξ. There are five intrinsic parameters and six extrinsic

parameters. In stereo calibration, the fundamental matrix which encapsulates

the geometry between two or more cameras, mapping any point in one image to

its corresponding point in the other image, is also estimated.

The general steps, common to most calibration techniques, are:

� feature detection;

� estimation of the camera matrix ξ;

� recover K and [R|t] from ξ;

� refine K and [R|t].

The differences between techniques is their approach to these steps. In many cases

the formulations are different but the underlying mathematics remains common

among techniques [38]. Distortion coefficients may or not be considered; when

calculated, this may either be as part of the initial camera matrix calculations

[13], or after the camera matrix is factorised [94, 104] and depends on whether a

linear or non linear approach is taken.

Camera calibration approaches can be grouped into three general areas; pho-

togrammetric calibration, plane based calibration and auto or self calibration.

Photogrammetric methods rely on the use of control points or objects whose di-

mension and position in the image are known with a high level of accuracy. These

methods typically require an elaborate set up and expensive apparatus but pro-

vide the best accuracy over-all. Two examples of Photogrammetric nonlinear

calibration methods that estimate the parameters to a high level of accuracy are

[13, 35]
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Plane based camera calibration relies on the use of a calibration target with

planar pattern of known dimension. Images of the pattern are taken from different

orientations. Knowledge of the plane’s motion is not required. These methods are

typically more flexible and easier to implement than photogrammetric approaches

and are also more robust than auto calibration approaches. This method of

calibration is the easiest and most popular approach. Two of the best known

examples of plane based techniques are [94, 104]. Another plane based method

[92] was also developed at about the same time as Zhang’s method, it requires a

minimum of three views if only the focal length is to be recovered and at least

five views for all five intrinsic parameters.

Auto calibration methods use no calibration target or objects, they rely on

image information alone. These methods can further be grouped into three ar-

eas; those that assume constant internal parameters [4], those where the internal

parameters vary [73], and those where camera motion is known or constrained

[41]. In these methods, one or more cameras are moved through a static scene

while images are captured. The internal and external parameters are recovered

from the point correspondences between images. Typically, only three views are

required but accuracy and reliability can be increased with more images. These

methods are not always reliable or as accurate as plane based and photogram-

metric methods.

Calibration methods also vary in the number of parameters that they recover;

this then determines the level of reconstruction that is possible. Weak calibra-

tion only recovers a subset of parameters and enables recovery up to a projective

structure. Whereas recovery of all the parameters allows for a full euclidean

reconstruction. In auto calibration approaches, stratified methods [43, 73] that

first recover a projective structure and then 'upgrade' to an affine or full eu-

clidean reconstruction circumvent the computationally expensive Kruppa equa-

tions. Kruppa equations were often used for extracting K because they relate

the intrinsic parameters to the epipolar geometry between two views.
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Camera calibration research has spanned many years and there is a voluminous

amount of contributions to the field. This short review serves only to describe

what camera calibration entails, and to identify the different approaches available

for calibration because the vacuum environment constrains how the cameras are

calibrated. An in depth review of camera calibration is beyond the scope of this

research.

2.6 Bundle Adjustment

Bundle adjustment has its origins in the photogrammetric field. It is a method of

refining a reconstruction to produce optimal 3D and camera parameter estimates.

It gets its name from the fact that the problem is conceptualised as the bundle

of rays between a set of 3D points and the camera centre that are adjusted

simultaneously with each iteration of the optimisation.

The aim of Bundle adjustment is to minimise the reprojection error between a

set of predicted and the observed image measurements. It does this using second

order optimisation techniques such as Gauss-Newton and Levenberg Marquardt,

to adjust the estimated parameters in steps, converging to a global minimum.

Bundle adjustment is very flexible in that is allows for any number of param-

eters and can be adjusted to a wide variety of problems. For instance it can

handle various 3D features or camera types, information sources, scene types and

error models, and because of its matrix sparsity, can handle missing data [93].

Generally, the parameter set can include one or more camera poses, the set of 3D

points, the corresponding 2D points, and intrinsic camera parameters but can also

be extended to include further parameters. It requires good initial estimates and

can become a large optimisation problem when many parameters are estimated.

2.7 Stereoscopic Vision

Stereo vision has been an active area of research since the 1970s. Early work

was primarily concerned with trying to understand the mechanism of stereopsis
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and human vision, seeking to ground the research in biological processes [63],

image understanding in terms of objects and their structure, and the recovery

of 3D descriptions of objects. Since then the field has matured and grown, the

number of approaches and applications have exploded, and the focus of research

has shifted from the fundamental issues to include new areas such as occlusion

handling, the combination of stereo and motion tracking, multi-camera stereo [81],

wide baseline stereo, parallel implementations and real-time computation[90].

The aim of stereo vision is to recover 3D structure of the scene, the real world

position of objects, or in some cases the position and orientation of the camera

from a set of images. In a conventional stereo set up the images are usually taken

simultaneously by two cameras where there is only a lateral displacement between

them. This means that the baseline is aligned to the horizontal co-ordinate axis,

and the optical axes of the cameras are parallel. But in practise cameras may

also be displaced in orientation where the cameras’ optical axes are not parallel.

The process in stereo vision or stereo tracking is characterised by the following

elements:

� camera modelling and calibration;

� feature detection;

� feature matching;

� localisation or reconstruction.

In practice, feature detection, feature matching and reconstruction consist of a

subset of steps such as a matching cost computation, cost aggregation, disparity

computation / optimisation and disparity refinement [81], and in the case of

sparse maps, interpolation [6].
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Camera modelling is fundamental to the success of both monocular tracking

and any stereo tracking application because it is the representation of the physical

and geometric attributes of the camera, or stereo rig. The camera model defines

the geometry of the projection of any 3D scene point onto the corresponding 2D

image point and maps camera co-ordinate points to the world co-ordinate points,

or relative to the second cameras co-ordinate points. It also models distortions in-

troduced by the image formation process; as previously mentioned in Section 2.5,

two common distortions are radial and tangential distortions [6, 84].

In most cases, the standard pinhole camera model is assumed and the camera

model is determined through an appropriate calibration procedure. The geometry

of two cameras is defined by the epipolar plane which extends from the optical

centres of the two cameras to any point in the 3D scene. The line connecting the

two optical centres is the baseline. The intersection of the epipolar plane with

the image plane is called the epipolar line. Any given point in one image, when

projected into the second image must lie on the epipolar line in that image. This

aspect turns out to be very useful during feature matching because it limits the

search space to a single dimension and is known as the epipolar constraint. The

fundamental matrix encapsulates this geometry and maps a point in one image

to its corresponding epipolar line in the other image.

The camera model and epipolar geometry enable 3D reconstruction of the scene.

Camera calibration is therefore a very important element in the stereo vision

pipeline but in practice, there are numerous approaches where uncalibrated cam-

eras are used, and part of the stereo problem is to first determine these parameters

and then derive the fundamental matrix.

Feature acquisition or detection plays an important role in stereo vision and has

a direct influence on the matching scheme that is applied. During this element

of any stereo application a set of features is selected for correspondence matching

in one image, or in both images.
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Methods can be broadly classified into area based or feature based [6, 27]

approaches. In area based or block based approaches, an interest operator locates

areas that have a high likelihood of being matched; these methods are also known

as correlation matching because they are based on the assumption that regions in

correspondence have very similar intensities. Costing functions for these features

are statistical in nature, either searching for a maximum score or minimum error.

These methods usually result in dense disparity maps. Their disadvantage is

that they are sensitive to depth discontinuities [14], regions of uniform texture

and changes in perspective.

Feature based approaches use point features that are salient edges and linear

edge segments, lines, vertices, and curves. During feature matching simple com-

parisons are made between attributes of features and so they are more efficient

than the area based methods. They are also more stable to changes in contrast

and lighting. These approaches result in sparse disparity maps. They were quite

popular during the 80s due to their efficiency but became less popular in the

90s because of improvements in block based methods, and the need for dense

disparity maps. The task of extracting meaningful features from images has been

central to many computer vision tasks and is in itself a vast area of research.

Many publications are dedicated to this single aspect but are beyond the scope

of this thesis.

In feature matching, the locations of the features from one image are sought

in the second image with the aim of finding the projection of the same physical

points in both images. Finding correspondences between these image points is

a challenging task because ambiguities often arise where more than one point in

the second image is matched to a single feature in the first image, or where one

point in the second image is matched to more than one feature in the first image.

This often occurs as a result of areas lacking texture, occlusions, specularities,

and periodic structures in the scene.

Computing the similarities between the features is therefore both time con-

suming and computationally intensive and there is a trade off between accuracy
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and speed. There are a number of constraints that help reduce the complexity

associated with the correspondence problem, some relate to the geometry of the

imaging process, others to the photometric properties of the image, and some

refer to the nature of the objects within the scene. These constraints are briefly

discussed because they illustrate how they can help toward reducing complexity.

As we have already seen, the epipolar constraint reduces the search space to one

dimension because according to projective geometry, corresponding points can

only lie on epipolar lines. Two constraints formulated by [63] are the continuity

constraint and the uniqueness constraint. The uniqueness constraint says that

there can only be one match for a pixel in image b for any given pixel in image

a, but this falls apart in cases where a sequence of points in a ray appear as a

single pixel in one image and yet from the view point of the second image appear

as individual pixels, resulting in more than one match. The continuity constraint

or disparity smoothness constraint says that matter is cohesive and so changes in

surfaces vary smoothly, in other words disparity changes at the same rate almost

everywhere except at depth discontinuities.

The photometric compatibility constraint states that the differences in pixel

intensities of points in both images should be small. The feature compatibility

constraint says that features can only be matched if they have the same phys-

ical origin, for instance a discontinuity in the object’s surface. The geometric

similarity constraint arises from the observation that geometric characteristics of

features are similar, such as the length or orientation of a line. The disparity

limit constraint states that there is a limit to the disparity range to which depth

can be resolved. The figural disparity constraint requires continuity of disparity

along contours in both images, and it should also fulfil the disparity smoothness

constraint [84].

The ordering constraint [78] says that for surfaces of similar depth, correspond-

ing feature points will lie in the same order in both images, but this falls apart

when there are large discontinuities in depth. The mutual correspondence con-

straint helps to minimize the number of points without matches by enforcing the
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rule that each point that is matched in one direction should also have a match

in the opposite direction. For instance a point matched from left image to right

should also exist when the search is reversed and performed from right image to

left.

Matching techniques are broadly differentiated by the primitives used for match-

ing1 and by the imaging geometry2 [27], and are classified into local and global

methods.

Local methods are characterized by the fact that they compute costs at the

local level and then seek global consistency through aggregation; typically their

primitives are area based features. As mentioned in the previous section, cost

functions are statistical in nature and based on correlation. In these methods,

the emphasis is on matching cost computation and cost aggregation. Disparity

calculation is usually based on winner takes all optimisation. A disadvantage of

this is that uniqueness of matches is only enforced in one image.

Global methods work in an optimisation framework where the aim is to find the

disparity that minimises a global energy function. They are based on smoothness

assumptions, ie. that changes in images occur at the same rate globally. These

methods perform most of their work during the disparity computation stage and

often do not perform aggregation [81].

In [36], a global method based on Level Sets that use partial differential equa-

tions to evolve the solution surface is presented. Other global methods include

max-flow and graph cuts [78], dynamic programming, simulated annealing, and

belief propagation, among others. They are the most accurate methods but are

also computation and memory intensive, and slow. This makes them unsuitable

for use on high resolution images [39] and real-time implementations. According

1Matching primitives are area based features and point based features.
2Parallel and non-parallel, stereo or multi-camera.
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to [90] eight out of the ten most accurate stereo algorithms are global optimi-

sation algorithms, the best of these are the max-flow graph cut methods which

were first presented by [78].

Not all stereo correspondence approaches fall neatly into these two categories

though, one recent novel approach [39] computes a dense map from an initial set

of robust sparsely matched support features. The features are a set of pixels that

can be robustly matched based on their texture and uniqueness. Consistency on

these features is also imposed through cross checking. A probabilistic approach

is then used with a generative model to reduce the search space traditionally

associated with global methods by producing a dense reconstruction without the

need for global optimisation.

In [50] an optical flow based registration method which is applied to stereo

is presented. This method optimises the search for the best disparity map by

minimising the disparity estimate iteratively. It computes the intensity gradient

of small regions of pixels in both images and compares them. The results are used

to modify the current disparity estimate. The amount of comparisons made are

reduced with a hill climbing approach that guides the search for the next point to

evaluate. The disparity measurement is refined iteratively in a Newton-Raphson

like manner. A coarse-fine approach is also used to further refine the disparity

estimate; first, smoothed low resolution images are used to obtain an approximate

match, then the algorithm is run again on higher resolution images.

The output of the feature matching step is the disparity map. Disparity is

defined as the difference in position of a point in one image when matched with

its corresponding point in the second image. Often, the results are not good

enough and need further refinement. For instance, some methods result in sparse

maps and therefore need interpolation to create dense maps. In other cases, sub-

pixel refinement is applied. Occlusions are dealt with using techniques like cross

checking; spurious mismatches are removed.
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In the reconstruction phase, the three dimensional structure of a scene is mod-

elled, or the location (3D coordinates) of an object within the image in the world

reference frame is computed based on the camera model, projective geometry

and the disparity map. Depth determination is achieved through triangulation,

which is made difficult when matches are incorrect or unreliable. The error in

depth measurements is directly proportional to the disparity errors and inversely

proportional to the baseline of the stereo system. Lengthening the baseline can

therefore improve depth measurements but has the effect of increasing the area

that must be searched, and the problems associated with establishing correspon-

dences.

2.7.1 Wide Baseline Stereo

In the previous section wide baselines were introduced as a way of improving

depth measurements in the refinement process of stereo reconstruction, although

this is certainly true, it is not the only reason for having a wide baseline stereo

rig. In multi camera systems, multiple views enable better reconstruction of 3D

models, and help in resolving ambiguities and occlusions.

Wide baselines can also provide better performance in cases where improve-

ments in the accuracy of the depth range to objects are required. An example

of this is found in [71] where a system that builds terrain maps on Mars is pre-

sented. The stereo setup consists of a single camera capturing images of the

terrain from different view points. The arbitrary baselines and change in view

point between images, along with imprecise odometry measurements mean that

the camera’s relative position and orientation aren’t precisely known. So the

processing pipeline includes a motion refinement stage where the estimate of the

camera motion and pose is refined so that the images can then be rectified before

disparity calculation and triangulation.

Wide baseline stereo is approached in the same way as conventional stereo in

that the process or paradigm remains the same. However, the features need to be

more robust, and the techniques adjusted to address the new problems introduced
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by changes in perspective and lighting, the increase in search space due to larger

disparity between images, and occlusions that might be present in one view and

not the other. All of which make wide baseline stereo a more difficult task.

For instance, large correlation windows are no longer appropriate because they

are not robust to perspective distortion, or may straddle areas of discontinu-

ity or partial occlusions [91]. Cross correlation is not robust to foreshortening

and other geometric transformations which are common under wide baselines.

This therefore poses potential problems when defining similarity measures on in-

tensity neighbourhoods, and for techniques such as Random Sample Consensus

(RANSAC), which are typically used for consistency checking or determining the

epipolar geometry / fundamental matrix. RANSAC suffers in cases where false

matches outnumber good ones.

So in this case, robust features and their selection becomes vitally important

because they reduce the number of potential mismatches, resulting in better

accuracy and improved computational complexity. In particular, invariance to

geometric and photometric transformations, and feature size and shape have been

areas of focus.

A number of approaches address these issues; [65] propose a robust region based

feature description and selection method based on maximally stable extremal re-

gions that are invariant to affine transformations. Images are thresholded through

a full set of grey levels and distinguished regions detected. Distinguished regions

are the set of maximal regions that remain contiguous. The invariant descrip-

tions are based on complex moments of the region once a transformation that

diagonalises the covariance matrix has been applied. For matching, first poten-

tial candidates are selected by a voting mechanism, then correlation is applied to

select the best candidates. Finally RANSAC is applied iteratively to extract the

epipolar geometry.
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In [95] an approach based on local affine invariant regions is presented. The

local characteristics provide robustness against occlusions and changing back-

grounds while the invariance provides immunity to changes in viewpoint and

lighting. This is an intensity based method that starts by using non-maximal

suppression to select local extrema in image intensity. Regions are then con-

structed by further analysing and evaluating the intensity along the set of rays

emanating from these extrema and selecting the points along these rays that are

themselves extrema. These points around the local extremum are then linked and

form an irregularly shaped region which is replaced by an ellipse with the same

shape moments. Regions are then doubled in size thus increasing the discrimina-

tive power of the region, facilitating the matching process further. Each region is

characterised by a feature vector of generalised colour moments and correspon-

dence is sought through nearest neighbour classification. Regions are matched

based on the Mahalanobis distance, and are cross correlated for consistency. False

matches are removed by applying constraints, and finally the epipolar geometry

is estimated using RANSAC.

The two approaches above extract surface patches where the shape of the re-

gions have to adapt to the viewpoint but in [80], the authors propose an approach

that aims for the same level of invariance without depending on an adaptable

shape. This is achieved by using texture region descriptors based on the statis-

tical distribution of the surface texture aggregated over a region. The images

are first segmented into regions with different textures, invariant descriptors are

then computed, potential matches are established, and verified based on interest

points in the regions and the affine transformations provided by the descriptors.

Further match points are generated for each of these verified regions, and finally

the fundamental matrix is estimated.

The two previous examples were based on finding distinct regions, whereas [74]

used local planar homographies to define a view invariant affinity measure, and

to restrict the search space when generating potential matches. Their algorithm

works in two ways; in the first instance, it generates homographies from feature

groups, and in the second, it generates them from pyramids.
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The generated homographies simplify the search for corner matches and reduce

the search space by predicting the approximate position for the match. They

are used to generate the set of potential matches that are consistent with them

(homographies). Two approaches exist; the first finds all matches consistent with

a single planar homography. The second finds new homographies from an initial

homography, and then uses these to generate new matches that are consistent with

each of the generated homographies. The fundamental matrix is then computed

using RANSAC and a set of consistent matches.

2.8 Monocular Tracking

Monocular tracking tracks one or more objects with a single camera. Although

parallels can be drawn between stereo tracking and monocular tracking, there

are some important distinctions. In monocular tracking, the images are from a

single stream, captured temporally and usually at a higher rate, therefore, the

spatial disparity between image pairs is smaller than stereo image pairs. Un-

like stereo, the displacement from one image to the next may not be due to a

single rigid transformation. Like stereo, the monocular tracking process consists

of feature detection, and feature matching, which use the same techniques to

compute and detect features, establish correspondences and check for consisten-

cies. They both provide the same 3D information but they do so from different

outputs and by different means; in stereo, a disparity map is produced and the

3D pose parameters are computed from the disparity map, camera model, and

projective geometry whereas monocular tracking provides a motion map from the

established correspondences, motion parameters and pose are extracted from the

motion fields.

In feature based tracking methods, a set of sparse 2D features or interest points

are extracted from an image, then inter-frame correspondence between these fea-

tures is established, and the motion field is computed. The motion field is a 2D

projection of the 3D movement. Motion parameters such as rotation and trans-

lation, are computed from the motion fields. In a motion field each feature is
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assigned a velocity vector which contains the direction, velocity and distance to

the feature from the camera [84].

Like the feature selection process in stereo approaches, features generally take

the form of fiducials, points, colour, edges and corners, line segments, contours,

interest points, SIFT [61], SURF [10] and texture [57]. Although the problem

with point features are that they are very susceptible to noise [1, 85]. Here too,

the choice of features and thus feature matching techniques is application specific

and there is no single technique that suits every situation. Typically, the feature

matching techniques are iterative, first reducing the number of potential matches

through constraints, and then selecting the best match, this is either based on

minimising the error or maximizing the likelihood of the match.

We have already seen that finding correspondences is a complex task because

of the matching ambiguities that arise when a single feature has a number of

potential matches in the second image, or when there are no matches. This can

be due to noise, occlusions, areas of low texture, specularities, periodic structures,

or the appearance of new objects in the scene that can cause further ambiguities.

As in stereo, the task can be made simpler through assumptions, prior knowl-

edge, and constraints. For instance, because changes are typically small due to

small inter-frame displacements, continuous brightness and motion smoothness

assumptions are often made. Further assumptions include common motion and

mutual correspondence, small acceleration, maximum velocity, motion smooth-

ness, and minimal occlusions [84, 102], expecting the continuity of features be-

tween frames, and that the features remain in the field of view (FOV) [85]. In

some cases minimal occlusions are assumed. An object’s apparent motion can

also be constrained by assuming constant velocity.

The maximum velocity assumption says that there is only a certain distance

that an object could have moved in the time interval since the last frame. This

constrains the search for a matching point to be limited to the circular area

around that point. The point’s location in the previous image is taken as being
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the centre of the circle, the search space extends along the radius which is the

maximum distance.

The common motion and mutual correspondence assumptions are closely re-

lated in that they are based on rigid body motion. Common motion says that all

the points on an object will move in a similar way, and mutual correspondence

says that on a rigid body each point in one image will correspond to exactly one

point in the next image. Exceptions to this are occlusions and self occlusion un-

der rotation. The small acceleration assumption says that the change of velocity

in time is limited by some constant.

In [26] a feature based tracking algorithm is described. It tracks line segments

over a sequence of images taken from an indoor robot. It reduces the corre-

spondence matching complexity through a predict and match cycle where a set

of Kalman filters predicts the most likely position of the line segment tokens in

subsequent images. The matching cost function takes the predicted parameter

values and their uncertainty as well as the current parameter values and their

uncertainties into account. A token is only considered for matching if the Ma-

halanobis distance between it and a potential token inside a search window is

below a given threshold. Selection of the best match is based on a winner takes

all basis.

In [85] a feature tracking algorithm based on adaptive windows is presented.

It determines the focus of expansion (FOE) and time to contact for navigation

tasks. Candidate features are locally unique pixel intensity matrices1. It uses

an adaptive window to search for a match in the second and subsequent images.

Initially the window is larger and is placed on the second image in the location

of the original feature in the first image. A local search then finds the feature by

selecting the maximum matching coefficient, this determines the initial motion

model. In subsequent images, the window size can be reduced and temporal and

continuity checks are made to ensure that the correct matches are established.

This method makes use of an adaptive threshold that ensures that the features are

1 n x n brightness patterns that are distinct from their neighbours.
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still tracked even though they may undergo changes in appearance. If a feature

is lost or occluded, then the search window is simply made larger again to widen

the search.

The paper by [48] describes an autonomous spacecraft guidance and navigation

system used for landing on an asteroid. This system is based on a two frame mo-

tion estimation algorithm. Features are based on a pixel intensity neighbourhood

that has strong texture and is robust to small changes in illumination and viewing

angle. To reduce computation time a small set of pixel locations are randomly

chosen for evaluation in the first image until enough features that are suitable

have been selected. In the second stage of the algorithm, the optical flow feature

tracking algorithm based on Shi-Tomasi’s feature tracker [83] is applied. Once

features have been found in the second image, the motion parameters are com-

puted in a two step process. First the estimated motion parameters are applied

and iteratively refined using LMedS (least median squares), the best estimates

are then input to a more robust non linear motion estimation algorithm that

minimises the error between the features in the first image and their projections

in the second image. Because the camera does not differentiate between large

objects that are far away, and small objects that are near and appear the same,

it cannot convey scene scale accurately so this motion parameter (magnitude of

translation in depth) is computed from laser altimetry readings.

Feature based approaches are more robust than optical flow methods when the

interval between image frames is larger. This is because larger movements result

in larger image displacements. However, these methods tend to result in sparse

velocity maps.

Optical Flow Based Methods

In the optical flow approach, a dense velocity map is computed from local, tem-

poral, and spatial derivatives of image brightness values without the need for

establishing correspondences between the frames in a sequence. Optical flow

methods are only robust in situations where motion is small or limited between

frames [48]. The process consists of two steps; in the first step the optic flow
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is computed from the changes in intensity values, and in the second step the

3D motion and structure is computed from the velocity fields [1]. In this case

a velocity vector is computed for each pixel and only contains a direction and

velocity component but it allows both motion parameters and distance or depth

information to be extracted.

There are a number of instances when the optical flow cannot be computed.

For instance, the aperture problem, where the motion of a set of lines travelling

left to right can appear to be moving top to bottom and thus produce the same

spatio-temporal responses.

To reduce complexity, optical flow computation is also based on a number of

assumptions such as velocity smoothness, where the optical flow is assumed to

be smooth, therefore all neighbouring areas will have similar velocities [44]. Con-

stancy is another assumption that is often made. This assumption is similar to

the smoothness assumption, except that it assumes that the optical flow is con-

stant for certain areas of the image and may differ for other areas, but will always

be constant within a region inside an object. The restricted motion assumption

says that optical flow is the result of a restricted motion [1], and the constant

brightness assumption says that the observed brightness of an object is constant

over time.

Realistically, these assumptions often do not hold; the velocity smoothness

assumptions are broken because optical flow will change greatly in highly textured

areas or across depth discontinuities and at moving boundaries. This causes errors

to propagate globally and has prompted a variety of techniques to overcome these

issues.

An indication of the variety and types of approaches to optical flow can be

seen in [9] where a number of techniques were evaluated; this was done at the

level of the three cited computation steps. The three steps were listed as pre-

filtering or smoothing with low/ bandpass filters, the extraction of measurements

(spatio-temporal or correlation surfaces), and the integration of measurements
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to produce the 2D flow field. In total, nine methods were evaluated; these were

classified into four areas, differential techniques, region based matching, energy

based, and phase based techniques. The comparison included conceptually dif-

ferent techniques as well as different instantiations of conceptually similar tech-

niques.

The differential techniques include methods that use first and second order

derivatives with local model fitting, or global smoothness constraints. Region

matching techniques include methods based on the laplacian pyramid and a

coarse to fine SSD (sum of squared difference) matching strategy, and a two

stage matching method. The energy based method is based on a least squares

fit of spatio-temporal energy to a plane in frequency space, and the phase based

methods include a method based on DOG (difference of Gausian) zero-crossings

applied to edge maps, and a method that defines the component velocity in terms

of the instantaneous motion normal to level-phase contours. This paper only il-

lustrates a limited number of methods, which by no means gives a measure of

the vastness of the literature and techniques devoted to optical flow. What is

interesting to note from this evaluation is that the Lucas Kanade algorithm was

found to be the most reliable, with a good level of accuracy. This method has

endured and has been applied in many areas such as image alignment [5] and

motion tracking among others.

An interesting and probably one of the most famous tracking algorithms is

proposed in [83]. This optical flow feature tracker is interesting because instead

of selecting features such as corners, textures, zero crossings, that appear to be

discriminative, features are chosen because they are good to track. In other

words, features are continuously monitored throughout the tracking process, and

if they are too dissimilar they are no longer tracked. The tracking algorithm

uses two motion models; the first is based on translation alone and tracks the

small inter-frame movements, and the second model is based on an affine model

of image changes. It is used to monitor the features over the larger cumulative

changes that happen over multiple frames.
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A more recent paper [49] presents an implementation of the Lukas-Kanade

optical flow method that employs a more flexible motion model than the original

translational model to overcome projective transformations or in-plane camera

rotations. Because this affine photometric model is computationally expensive,

they make use of the parallel processing ability of a GPU which allows for the

simultaneous tracking of 1024 features at video rate. The authors have chosen an

extension of the KLT algorithm [83] called the inverse compositional algorithm,

which does not recompute the Hessian matrix at every iteration. This method

reduces the complexity considerably and was found to be the most efficient in [5].

Generally, optical flow methods suffer from sensitivity to noise due to their

dependence on spatio-temporal gradients. They require the motion to be smooth

and small, and that the motion varies continuously over the image [1]. Most also

require the image to be preprocessed [85].

2.9 Tracking Discussion

Up to this point, this review has concentrated mainly on the detection aspect of

the tracking pipeline, and has said very little about localisation, pose estimation

and motion estimation. That is because the detection and matching of features

is fundamental to the success of any tracker. The aim of the review is to show

the difficulties associated with finding features that can be tracked reliably. We

have seen that regardless of whether a monocular or stereo approach is taken, the

difficulties in finding correspondences remain, and where wide baseline stereo is

concerned, feature detection and matching needs to be more robust.

In Section 2.3 the surfaces of the chamber were described as textureless, shiny

and somewhat specular. The appearance of any surface is therefore partly a

reflection of other surfaces in the chamber, resulting in surfaces with quite a

homogeneous and similar appearance. This makes detecting features reliably in

the chambers more challenging than under normal circumstances. In some prior

experimentation with feature detectors [2, 10, 16, 17, 37, 58, 61, 79] matching

difficulties were indeed encountered.
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(a) Back side of sample holder. (b) Front side of sample holder.

Figure 2.2: SIFT matching results on two consecutive images in a sequence.

In most cases, there was a high level of erroneous matches; good matches were

sparse. Some feature detectors (SIFT, SURF and ORB) performed better on

the front part of the sample holder than on the back while others (FREAK)

performed better on the back than the front. Figure 2.2 shows an example where

SIFT performs better on the front of the sample holder than the back. This was

seen as problematic because tracking accuracy would decrease when the sample

holder was facing away from the camera. Any detector would need to be stable

regardless of viewpoint. Features on the sample holder were often matched to

other areas of the chamber. Even when the search area was restricted to the

sample holder alone, there were too many incorrect matches. Stereo matching

was made impossible by the highly disparate views, and the change in appearance

of the sample holder in these views. Edge detection, on the other hand, performed

well, in the sense that the sample holder was readily identifiable.

The review will now continue by looking at the approach taken in this research,

it will first describe the model based tracking approach and will then continue with
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an in depth look at the theoretical framework behind ViSP, the visual servoing

library used in this research.

2.10 Model Based Tracking

In model based tracking, a model is used to track one or more targets in an

image sequence. At each frame, the pose of the target object is estimated based

on the minimisation of the error between the projected model and the measured

evidence in the image. The word model is a broad term and in practice, models

can take many forms, for instance, there are appearance models, surface models

[72], keypoint metric models [18], among others. This section is focussed on

methods that use 3D geometric CAD based models.

The main advantages of using CAD models is that known 3D information

about the scene or target can be exploited. This results in improved performance

because there is in most cases no need for complex motion models and no need

to maintain state models either, there is also no need for the extra computation

associated with feature detection and correspondence matching in feature based

methods. These methods are also robust to occlusions and appearance changes

in the target object.

Geometric model based tracking falls under the general area of edge based

methods where projections of the models are matched to the image gradient.

Edge based methods are easy to implement, computationally efficient and stable

to changes in lighting conditions, this includes cases when surfaces are specular

which can cause sudden changes in illumination [57]. There are essentially two

approaches in this area; in the first approach, contours are extracted from the

image and then fitting to the model [52] is attempted. In the second approach,

the model is projected into the image and strong gradient responses are sought

in the image at a short distance from the projected model, without extracting

contours [40]. Most model based trackers take the latter approach.
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The process in model based tracking involves the following steps:

� projection of the model into the image plane;

� edge detection;

� pose estimation and optimisation.

The first step requires an initial estimate of the camera’s or object’s current pose;

this implies that these methods cannot be entirely automatic and require user

input to initialise the tracking. There are hybrid methods that address this issue.

For instance, in [53] they describe a method which during the training phase

projects images as single points to the eigen-space, each point is then stored with

a corresponding pose. During initialisation, a given image is projected to the

eigen-space and its pose parameters are retrieved as the closest point on the pose

manifold. These pose parameters are then used to initialise tracking and project

the wire frame model into the image. In most cases, the standard pinhole camera

model is assumed and the model is projected into the image using the camera

matrix.

During the next step, the model edges are associated with edges [40] or contours

[64] in the image. This is done by identifying 'control points' on the visible model

edges, and then performing a 1D search for corresponding image edges, to the

normal of these points. Some methods search in the eight cardinal directions [54],

while others search only in the same direction as the orientation of the model line

[22, 97]. In [100] the 1D search is performed in what they term as 'quasi-normal'

direction at 45◦ intervals from the four cardinal directions. The distances between

the model edges and the corresponding image edges are therefore the error that

has to be minimised, and the edge locations at time t + 1 make up the image

Jacobian that relates the variation of the edge features observed in the image to

the 3D motion of the tracked object or camera.
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The next step is to estimate the pose, and optimise. This is much like the

pose estimation problem in camera calibration where the camera matrix is solved

from corresponding 2D and 3D points, and the intrinsic and extrinsic matrices ex-

tracted. Indeed some model based methods calibrate one or more cameras as part

of the tracking loop [29, 64]. Generally, whether only the pose, or both pose and

intrinsic parameters are solved for, this tends to be formulated within a minimi-

sation framework, either through linear least squares minimisation, or non linear

least squares. Methods vary but many favour robust estimation, substituting

M-estimators [86] in Iteratively Re-weighted Least Squares (IRLS) formulations

to remove the effects of outliers [18, 21, 22, 30, 97].

In practice, there are many implementations and not all of them conform to

the classical model. For instance, edges tend to have very similar appearances

and so when there are a set of edges that are close together, such as in clut-

tered environments, ambiguity arises. There are methods that account for this;

hybrid methods use a combination of features such as interest points and a 3D

model [18, 60, 82], some methods allow for multiple hypotheses in edge detection

[30]. Some methods make use of Bayesian filters to establish motion models for

pose prediction to overcome these problems, or in instances when there is large

inter-frame motion. In this approach [103], a Kalman filter with backtracking

capabilities was implemented so that if a new pose and the uncertainty bounds

did not support the model to scene pairings, they could be undone. In [89] multi-

ple hypotheses are selected at the low level edge detection stage, and at the high

level, where the output from the multiple hypothesis tracker is used to guide a

particle filter towards an accurate and robust solution.

2.10.1 Visual Servoing

Visual servoing is a technique that uses visual information to control the motion

of a robot or end effector / manipulator, relative to a target object [45]. Various

camera placement configurations exist; the two fundamental ones are, eye-in-hand

where the camera is attached to the robot manipulator, or eye-to-hand where the

camera is stationary and observes the workspace. There are three control schemes;
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Image-Based Visual Servo (IBVS) control, Position-Based Visual Servo (PBVS)

control and hybrid control which is a combination of both IBVS and PBVS.

IBVS control schemes operate in the image plane, the error is therefore defined

in terms of 2D image feature parameters and the control law minimises the error

between the desired position and the current position in the image space. PBVS

operates in the task space, features are extracted and used to calculate the pose

of the target in relation to the camera. In many cases pose estimation between

the target and the camera is achieved through model based methods.

ViSP

The model based tracker from the ViSP library, used as part of this research,

uses a visual servoing approach for monocular and stereo 3D tracking. It treats

pose estimation as a full scale non linear optimisation problem, which, like visual

servoing, consists of minimising the error between a current state and a desired

state. Only in this case, the error minimisation is between the forward projection

of a model and its observation in the image. This optimisation is essentially a

simple form of bundle adjustment and its objective function is formulated as:

e =
k∑

i=1

(si(r)− s∗)2,

where e is the error to be minimised, k is the number of features in the image, r is

the camera’s pose, s is the projected model features, and s∗ the observed data in

the image. As we have seen throughout this review, there is always noise present

that can affect the robustness of a tracker. This noise can be due to the image

acquisition process, changes in illumination, occlusions, shadows or reflections,

or even errors in the tracking itself. Therefore, as in most model based methods,

to reduce the effects of outliers, the objective function is modified to apply an

M-estimator. It is applied in a IRLS method in the form of a weight representing

the confidence in each feature. The error to be minimised is now:

e = D(s(r)− s∗)),
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where D is the diagonal weighting matrix. The M-estimator weights reflect the

confidence in the accuracy of each feature The influence function on the weights

is Tukey’s hard re-descending function. It ensures that outliers have no effect on

the virtual camera motion.

The servoing control law that relates the motion of the camera to the changes

in the image is therefore:

v = −λ(D̂L̂s)
+D(s(r)− s∗)

where v is the velocity of the camera, −λ is the decay rate of e as it nears

s∗ and (L̂s)
+ is the pseudo-inverse of the approximation of the image Jacobian

or interaction matrix (Ls) , defined such that ṡ = Lsv, and D is the diagonal

weighting matrix.

Model based approaches rely on correspondences between an object model and

local features in the image for pose computation. The ViSP model based tracker,

tracks the lines of the projected model by searching for similar contours in the

image. The model lines are sampled at regular intervals determined by each line’s

length and a sample step parameter, so if a line is long it may be sampled at 3

or more points. At each of these sample points, a 1D search for corresponding

edges is performed in a predetermined direction to the normal of the line. Only

edges with the same direction as the line are considered. To achieve real time

performance, 180 precomputed oriented gradient masks, indexed according to

the contour angle, are used to detect similar contours through a convolution

operation. Masks are limited to a 7× 7 pixel neighbourhood for efficiency.

Thus pixels with the closest luminance to the reference pixel are selected as the

most likely match. These points are used to calculate the error or distance from

the projected line to the image feature. Contours in the image are modelled as

lines, the distance between a tracked point feature and a line feature is modelled

as the perpendicular distance from the point to that line. These are referred to

as distance features; an example of the distance feature can be seen in figure 2.3.

These distance features define the parameters in the interaction matrix which
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Figure 2.3: Image recreated from [20] showing the distance feature which is the

perpendicular distance from a point to a line.

links the variation of the distance between a point and the moving line to the

camera motion. See [20] for details of the interaction matrix of a line, and [45] for

the complete derivation of the interaction matrix. It is then possible to compute

the pose from all the features by stacking each feature’s interaction matrix into

a large interaction matrix and then iteratively minimising the reprojection error;

this is done within a bundle adjustment optimisation framework using either

Gauss-Newton or Levenberg Marquardt techniques.

2.11 Discussion

This review was focused on three areas, the first dealt with the beamline au-

tomation world wide and has shown that automation at beamlines is important,

necessary and inevitable. The systems reviewed here have also shown that al-

though automating beamlines is challenging, it is viable and worthwhile because

automation has facilitated operation, improved data quality, repeatability, oper-

ational safety, and throughput.

The second area that the review focused on was feature based visual tracking.

The reason for this was to highlight the difficulties associated with tracking ob-

jects, and to show the many approaches aimed at overcoming those difficulties.
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Usually there is always some trade off and there is no single approach that suits

every occasion. The biggest drawback with feature based methods is that they

rely on finding corresponding features across image sequences, we saw that this

is challenging because of noise, clutter, occlusions, changes in appearance and

illumination. Most feature based methods were not as suitable for tracking in the

vacuum chambers as edge based methods were because finding enough reliable

matches was difficult due to the nature of the chamber’s surfaces and the wide

baselines that resulted in highly disparate views. Although Optical flow based

methods offer robust solutions and are widely used, these methods assume con-

stant illumination, which cannot be guaranteed in the vacuum chambers. The

shiny and specular surfaces reflect any changes in incident light, so any movement

outside the chamber causes fluctuations in illumination. This would appear as

if motion had occurred within the chamber, causing ambiguities. Optical flow

methods are also prone to drift.

Another important aspect that this review covered was camera calibration.

The vacuum chambers constrain how the cameras are calibrated because plane

based methods cannot be used to calibrate the cameras while mounted. Auto

calibration methods rely on finding corresponding features in image sequences,

and as we have already seen this is very challenging. So this method of calibration

was not suitable, and neither was the photogrammetric approach because of the

elaborate set up and specialised apparatus typically required by these methods.

This meant that other options had to be explored.

The third area that the review looked at, was model based tracking. It showed

that these edge based methods exploit 3D information about the tracked objects.

They are more robust than feature based methods because edges can be matched

to the model more reliably given a reasonably accurate initial pose. They are also

robust to illumination changes in appearance. Another benefit is that because

these methods extract a pose as part of the tracking loop, they can be used to

calibrate the extrinsic parameters. These methods are used in industrial settings

to assemble micro components [87, 101], in medical applications to track forceps

[66], and in space applications [28] where they have proved to be accurate and
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robust. When taken into consideration, the points raised in this review have

shown that model based tracking was an appropriate approach for this research

given the challenges and constraints that the vacuum chambers present.
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Chapter 3

Experimental Set-up

3.1 Introduction

This chapter presents an in depth description of the experimental set-up used in

this research. A brief discussion of the chambers is also provided which helps to

establish the context under which the research was undertaken. It also sets the

background for the discussion later in this chapter relating to the constraints and

limitations associated with the development of an automated positioning system

for vacuum chambers in general.

There are currently three vacuum chambers in the Aberystwyth Materials lab-

oratory. Two are online, which means that they are under vacuum and in use.

The third chamber, which shall hereafter be referred to as the XRD chamber, is

offline and therefore not under vacuum.

The work undertaken in this research was carried out on the XRD chamber.

The reason for focusing development on this chamber is primarily because it is

off-line and therefore provided the necessary access, both in terms of time1, and

physically. With this chamber not being under vacuum, it was possible to open

1The two online systems are in use, so it would be difficult to have access to them.
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it without fear of contamination or the need for bake outs. Figure 3.2 shows an

image of the smaller on-line chamber.

Although development was focused on the XRD chamber, wherever possible,

measures were taken to ensure that the proposed system remained readily trans-

ferable to the two online vacuum systems. These two vacuum systems will now

be briefly described, the XRD system will then be discussed in more detail.

3.2 Aberystwyth Vacuum Chambers

All the chambers are constructed from Austenitic stainless steel, their port widths

are standard1 ranging between 19mm to 250mm. Port depths differ. All three

chambers have their manipulator mounted vertically on the top port aligned with

the centre of the chamber.

The manipulator is used for sample manipulation within the chamber, and is

comprised of the sample holder, sample services, rotary and translation drives or

modules. The manipulator on all the chambers is a customisable drive system

made up of four modules, each module providing movement in one direction.

There are four degrees of freedom; x, y, z translations and a z rotation around

the vertical axis.

Although the manipulators vary across the three systems, only their z slide

modules have different precision and travel distances. The way in which the drives

operate are standard across all three chambers which means that actuators and

motor controllers, can be transferred to any of the live systems.

The sample holder is a mounting platform that attaches to the rotary drive’s

shaft and provides services such as heating, cooling or thermocouples to the

sample. The sample itself is in most cases attached to a molybdenum plate,

which then slides into a slot on the sample holder.

1Standard industry wide, regardless of manufacturer.
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(a) Synthetic diamond (b) Gold film

Figure 3.1: Example sample plates with mounted samples.

Sample holders are not uniform across the three chambers. Sample plates

and samples themselves vary widely too. For instance, sample sizes can range

between 3mm× 3mm and 10mm× 10mm. Thicknesses vary but will not exceed

a maximum of 2mm. Due to the wide range of samples used, sample shapes also

vary1. Figure 3.1 shows two sample plates with mounted samples.

3.2.1 The Online Vacuum Systems

The two on-line vacuum systems consist of vacuum chambers, the attached in-

strumentation, the pumps and piping, power supplies and software. The analysis

chambers on both systems are spherical in shape and are near replicas, the dif-

ferences between them are port sizes and their angular placement.

Each vacuum system has specialised instrumentation attached such as twin

anode X-ray sources, helium plasma sources for XPS, Ultra violet (UV) radiation

sources, argon ion sputter guns, Dicor quadrupole mass spectrometers, Raman

spectrometers, LEED units, plasma filament heaters, lasers, hemispherical elec-

tron analysers and detectors (Charge Coupled Device (CCD), Micro-Channel

Plate (MCP)).

1Samples can be diamond, metal, gold, ceramics, among others.
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The angular placement of these instruments in respect to each other and the

sample is important because in some cases, it can lead to errors in measurements,

or in other cases they may cause contamination of the analyser. For instance,

in Angle Resolved X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (ARXPS) and XPS, the

intensity of the measured photoelectron peaks is determined by the angle between

the X-ray source and the sample1. According to [88] this angle is typically between

δ = 0◦ and δ = 60◦, and that for most commercial XPS systems δ is at the magic

angle of 54.74◦ where there is no effect of anisotropy on the photo-ionisation

cross section and therefore no correction of Relative Sensitivity Factors (RSFs)

is necessary [75]. The analysers on both systems are placed at 90◦ to the sample

stage, and on the REal time Electron Spectroscopy (REES) system the X-ray

source is placed at the magic angle.

All the system instrumentation is connected to custom MS WindowsTM based

software that records the experimental variable parameters as well as instrument

system control parameters such as lens mode, dwell time and acquisition energy.

3.2.2 ApREES

The ApREES chamber system is comprised of one twenty six port 30cm austenitic

stainless steel analysis chamber, and a fast load-lock entry chamber isolated from

each other by a UHV valve that is hand operated. Both are serviced by ro-

tary turbo and ion pumps. The analysis chamber is also serviced by a titanium

sublimation pump to achieve the required UHV base pressures. The chamber is

equipped with a twin anode X-ray source, an argon ion sputter gun, a Raman

spectrometer, electrospray deposition system, Knudsen Cells, a custom tunable

laser light source, and a hemispherical electron analyser. It has a single bellows

HPT manipulator. The z slide drive on the manipulator has a travel distance

of 100mm. The sample holder on this system is a custom made heating stage

of approximately 25mm × 35mm and is made of stainless steel, tantalum and

molybdenum.

1This is through photoelectron emission.
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Figure 3.2: The online ApREES chamber.

The ApREES system has recently been used to investigate the interaction of

light with wide band gap materials such as diamonds[24].

3.2.3 REES

The REES vacuum system, is larger. It has three austenitic stainless steel cham-

bers; a spherical twenty six port, 30cm analysis chamber, a 19 port transfer or

processing chamber, a plasma chamber, and a fast load-lock. Each is equipped

with a UHV hand valve and a gas line system of 1
4

inch piping which are pumped

by turbo and rotary pumps for high vacuum and quick evacuation.

The analysis chamber is pumped by a titanium sublimation pump, and an

ion pump which evacuate the chamber, keeping it at the required pressure. The

preparation chamber and load-lock are serviced by turbo pump. Pressures be-

tween the chambers are not uniform so each is isolated from the other by the

UHV hand valve and gas line system.
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The chamber is equipped with a twin anode X-ray source, an argon ion sputter

gun, a helium plasma source for XPS, a UV radiation source, Dicor quadrupole

mass spectrometer, a LEED unit, and a hemispherical electron analyser and de-

tector. The electron analyser is a SPECSTM Phoibos 100mm diameter hemisphere

and the detector is a 640 × 480 pixel CCD detector with a P43 phosphorescent

screen and a 40mm Micro-Channel Plate (MCP).

The analysis chamber has an Omniax dual bellows manipulator. Typically,

these manipulators offer better sample stability and larger travelling distances.

The vertical axis z slide drive has a travel distance of 100mm.

The sample holder or stage measures approximately 24mm× 34mm, the face-

plate is made from 0.3mm thick tantalum with two 1mm tantalum wires spot

welded onto the back, which guide sample insertion. The sample is heated by a

boraelectric heater, and a thermocouple is wired onto the faceplate to measure

temperatures.

The REES system has recently been used in experiments to monitor surface

processing of solids[98], and to investigate the epitaxial nature of graphene growth

on diamond surfaces[23].

3.3 XRD Chamber

The XRD chamber is a standalone offline chamber that is cylindrical. As such, it

has no instrumentation attached to any of its ports. Like the two online analysis

chambers, it’s diameter is 30cm. Its height is 50cm, 57cm when the top flange

where the manipulator is mounted, is in place. It has twenty one ports which

are uniformly placed on three planes around its circumference. Five of these are

large ports, all the rest are small ports measuring 4cm in diameter.

The flange on the largest port contains a further set of ports which have not

been included in the port count because this set of ports are where the deposition

instruments are usually mounted. The port therefore has a plate fitted on the
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Figure 3.3: XRD chamber showing port flange on the left, containing the addi-

tional instrumentation ports that have not been included in the port count.

inside which focuses the area of input directly onto the sample thus obscuring the

view of the sample holder to any camera. These ports are mostly very narrow

and deep, and are therefore not suitable for mounting cameras on anyway, see

Figure 3.3 for an example of the unsuitability of these ports.

3.3.1 Ports

There are four small ports on the top ‘plane’ that are unsuitable for mounting

any cameras because their placement is such that the sample holder is either not

visible, or becomes difficult to view at certain positions. Some are placed facing

directly downwards, offering a view that is parallel to the sample holder so it is

not visible at all, while the others are tilted at angles of approximately 45◦ to the

vertical plane. Although the sample holder is visible from these ports, it can be

translated out of view. Additionally, the ports on the bottom plane are placed

too low; the sample holder cannot be viewed from these ports at all.
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The usable ports are located on the central plane, and are placed approximately

45◦ apart around the circumference of the chamber and provide a direct view of

the sample holder. There are 4 large ports on this plane, each placed 90◦ apart.

The largest port, is approximately1 19.8cm in diameter (inner diameter), with

a depth of approximately 7.7cm to the outer flange which is 25cm in diameter.

This is the port that has all the additional instrumentation ports on the outer

flange, as well as a tube mounted on the inside of the flange with a plate on its

end which extends into the chamber. The rest of the large ports on this plane

are all approximately 14.9cm in diameter (inner diameter), and vary in depth.

There are also 4 small ports on this plane, each placed at 45◦ angles from the

large ports. These ports are all approximately 4cm in diameter and 4cm in depth

to the inner flange. One of these small ports, port 14 (Section 3.3.2), has a further

flange extension of 13cm. It is therefore not of use because its distance from the

centre of the chamber provides a very restricted view of the sample holder. An

image taken from this port will have most of its area taken up by the inside of the

port itself, with only a small area at the centre of the image showing the sample

holder. This means that there may be positions that the sample holder is not

entirely visible. An example can be seen in Figure 3.4.

The ports are hand welded onto the chamber; further welds exist on the outer

edge of the port where the inner flange is attached. Flanges have two parts, an

inner flange that is fixed in place, and the outer flange that can be removed.

Outer flanges or Conflat Flanges (CF flanges) can either be glass view-ports or

fixed blank flanges. Outer flanges are secured in place with bolts and sealed using

copper gaskets which fit into a knife edge profile on their inner face.

There are a number of different types of glass flanges available; some examples

include borosilicate, tin oxide coated, lead coated, sapphire, or fused silica quartz.

Although the exact type of glass flange currently in use on the XRD is not known,

the glass in the viewport flanges is most likely borosilicate because this is the

most commonly used type in industry due to its optical properties. The lead

1Due to measuring difficulties, some measurements had to be averaged
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3.3 XRD Chamber

Figure 3.4: Image captured from port 14, with a depth of 13cm, showing a

restricted view of the sample holder.

coated glass flanges were replaced as these have an almost mirrored and darkened

appearance which is not suitable for camera work.

Some distortion on the outer edges of the glass flanges was noticed but it was

difficult to determine by eye, if the glass is rounded, and if so, to what extent.

Figure 3.5 shows an example of a glass flange with the glass mounting. Distances

between the edge of the flanges and the glass are very small, for example, the

small port flanges are just 12.5mm thick, there is approximately 1mm distance

from the glass to the outer edge of the flange and 7.5mm from the inner flange

to the glass. Measuring these distances accurately would require specialist tools

and is beyond the scope of this work.

3.3.2 Port Numbering

For identification, the ports on the chamber were numbered column wise, starting

with the port directly above the largest port. This is the port with the additional

ports on its flange, it is easily identifiable, see Figure 3.3. Numbering starts above

this port, continues down the column, then returns to the top again, to the left

of this port. There are only two small ports on the next row, then three to the

left again and so it continues around the cylinder. In figure 3.6 only the central
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3.3 XRD Chamber

Figure 3.5: View of one of the large viewports, and how the mounting makes it

difficult to determine if the glass is rounded.

plane’s ports are shown with their port numbers, this will serve as a reference for

the discussion that follows. Ports will hereafter be referred to by their numbers.

3.3.3 Manipulator and Drives

Like the ApREES chamber, the XRD chamber’s manipulator is an HPT manip-

ulator. As previously mentioned, it has 4 degrees of freedom, that is, three linear

slide drives, translating the sample holder in the x, y and z axes, and a rotary

drive rotating the sample holder around the primary z axis.

The x and y drives are both limited to a 25mm range. There are 100 grad-

uations per full rotation of the manually operated barrel type micrometer, each

graduation represents 0.005mm (5 microns). This means that there is 0.5mm per

whole revolution of the micrometer on both x and y drives.

The z linear or slide drive has a travel range of 150mm, and comes with a

vacuum compensation spring to reduce the load on the z micrometer. There are

also 100 graduations per full rotation of its micrometer, and since there is a 1mm
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3.3 XRD Chamber

Figure 3.6: Top view of the modelled ports with their respective port numbers.

Positive x axis to the right, positive y axis towards the viewer.

travel per full rotation of the micrometer, these graduations therefore represent

0.01mm (10 microns).

The rotary drive is a direct drive; there is no gearing in the drive which means

that when it is rotated by any number of degrees, the sample holder is rotated by

the corresponding amount. The rotary drive module provides what is termed as

‘R1’ rotation, this is a rotation about the primary axis. It does not provide any

further rotations such as azimuthal or sample tilt / flip. The range on the rotary

drive is 360◦, each graduation on the manually operated micrometer is equivalent

to 1◦.

The sample holder is 35mm in height, 25.5mm in width, and 3.6mm in depth.

This depth is made up of a 1.5mm back plate, and two further plates bolted
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(a) z Slide drive (b) z Rotary drive

Figure 3.7: Rotary and slide drives showing travel range, 1mm graduations on

slide drive and 1◦ graduations on rotary drive.

on the front of the plate. Its front plate is offset from the primary z axis by

approximately 15 mm. It is made from the same materials as the Rees chamber’s

sample holder but does not provide any heating or cooling services, although a

thermocouple is wired onto the faceplate.

3.4 Constraints

Although the research contained in this thesis was carried out on the XRD cham-

ber, the description of the two live systems is important because it serves to help

the reader understand the constraints under which the developed system has have

to operate.

The two online vacuum systems operate at ultra high vacuum (UHV), typically

at pressures of 10−10 Torr. This constrains camera placement because as we have

seen in Section 1.1.1, it is vitally important to keep the interior surfaces as clean

as possible. Therefore, cameras cannot easily be mounted inside the chamber.

Any camera mounted inside a UHV chamber would need to be specialised scien-

tific grade, vacuum compatible and hermetically sealed, capable of withstanding

the extreme conditions. The camera would have to be immune to out gassing,

specifically because of any oil or glue that may be present in the lens housing.
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3.4 Constraints

Figure 3.8: XRD chamber’s sample holder showing the slot that the sample plate

slides into.

This also constrains any tracking system wanting to make use of fiducial mark-

ers because any materials used as markers would have to be non out-gassing.

Cameras mounted externally cannot remain permanently on the chambers;

they have to be removed during bake outs, or may have to be moved when

an instrument is mounted or unmounted. After each move or bake out, the

cameras have to be re-calibrated. Camera calibration is further constrained by

the chambers being under vacuum because a target cannot easily be placed inside

the chamber. This aspect will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 4.

Port availability is also a constraint. With a 30cm diameter sized chamber,

space is very limited. Although there are twenty six ports, most of these are

occupied by instruments. And because some instruments have to be mounted on

specific ports, it constrains the placement of cameras. This means that mounting

ports have to be chosen from the remaining available ports. It may therefore

not be possible to mount the cameras on the ports that offer the best views

for tracking, and may result in highly disparate views. Stereo tracking under

wide baselines and non aligned optical axes, is difficult due to correspondence

problems, and even more so when the object to be tracked has a small area such

as the sample holder, and when both background and object are textureless.
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Port dimensions and placement also constrain port selection because the ports

cannot be too deep or too narrow. This causes the barrels to appear in the image.

Port placement can restrict the view of the sample as it may be translated out of

view, or it may provide a view where tracking is made difficult.

An example of how port availability and placement constrain the selection of

suitable ports can be seen on the REES chamber. There are only ten ports on this

chamber that do not have instruments mounted. Of these, only eight are worth

considering based on size, the others are too small. Out of these eight available

ports, four may prove sub optimal because of their dimensions. Narrow ports

restrict the field of view, and even more so when combined with a large depth.

There are therefore only four ports remaining that have suitable dimensions (12,

14, 21, 22), port 12 and port 22 may prove best because they are positioned at

90◦ (perpendicular) and 58◦ on the vertical plane, providing a straight on view

and a slightly elevated view of the sample holder. Whereas port 14 and port 21

are placed at 40◦ and 124◦, this larger angular displacement makes the sample

holder more difficult to track. See Figure C.1 which is a CAD design of the REES

chamber showing these port positions.

The texture, which is very homogeneous, is a difficulty that constrains the

choice of approach to tracking. The homogeneity of the surfaces of the chambers

and sample holders make feature matching highly error prone because features

from entirely different areas in the image have the same appearance, resulting in

many false matches. Even when a small area of interest is defined around the

sample holder, ambiguities arise. The specular and shiny nature of the surfaces

of the inside of the chambers, and the sample holders add further difficulty be-

cause they reflect the objects surrounding them, which in this case is the walls

themselves, adding to the similarity in appearance of features.

Earlier in Section 1.1.2, it was shown that sample sizes are not uniform in

shape, size or appearance. This constrains what is tracked because the sample

itself cannot be reliably tracked due to the size and shape variability. If one were

to track the sample, then providing a geometric model becomes difficult and if
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possible, a model for each sample would need to be generated. This is not feasible.

There is also a further problem with tracking the sample, which is that mounting

the samples onto the mounting plate is not a precise procedure, there is no set

position to place them at and even if there was a set position, being mounted by

hand means that they will not always be mounted exactly at the same position

anyway.

Another problem which adds uncertainty and variability to the tracking of the

sample itself is that the samples are sometimes moved from the sample holder

to the transfer or the plasma chambers, for further processing during the exper-

iments. When placed back in the sample holder, there is no guarantee that the

mounting plate will be reinserted in exactly the same position as it previously

was.

The mounting plates are not precision engineered and are by no means a stan-

dard size. So again, multiple models would be necessary. Tracking the mounting

plate is also difficult because when it slides into the sample holder, its edges

become obscured by the sample holder.

Although the sample holders also vary across the systems, there are only three

systems at the Aberystwyth University materials science laboratory, so this is

more feasible in terms of modelling. The sample holder is also fixed in relation to

the manipulator and should therefore not change its position beyond the expected

four degrees of freedom. It should therefore be possible to infer the sample’s

approximate position from the sample holder’s position1. The sample holder was

therefore chosen as a good starting point for tracking.

On the XRD chamber the vacuum constraint was not an issue, but this element

still constrained the developed system because the cameras had to be mounted

externally. And although the chamber is not under vacuum, the approach to

camera calibration is still just as relevant. Port availability is also not a constraint

1This cannot be entirely accurate due to the uncertainty in positioning of the mount plate

upon insertion and reinsertion into the sample holder slot.
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on the XRD system, however, port placement and dimensions are. Only the ports

on the central plane are suitable, and as previously shown, one of these is not

suitable due to its dimensions.

Illumination is not a constraint but it is a difficulty that had to be addressed

because of its effect on the chamber surfaces. The levels of ambient light have

to be kept constant, and a balance has to be achieved between having sufficient

light for the images to have contrast without saturation. This is a difficult task

to achieve when working with shiny and specular surfaces. On the two online

chambers this aspect should not be much of an issue as they both have good

internal lighting, but the lights may have to switched off during parts of the

experiments.

3.5 The Positioning System

Based on the above mentioned constraints, the developed system had to meet

the following requirements. No element of the solution should be intrusive to the

UHV experimentation process. Cameras had to be externally mounted. Cameras

should be small and light so that they can easily be mounted on the chambers.

Camera mounts should be portable between chambers and easy to put in place

and move. Robotic actuators had to be compatible with the manipulator and

stages on all three chambers.

The positioning system developed as part of this research therefore consists of

three robotic actuators, two small USB cameras and the software components

that drive the hardware and track the sample holder. Figures 3.9 and 3.10 show

a high level view of the positioning system. Two diagrams are shown because the

system was implemented with the capacity to track in either stereo or monocular

modes.

The two linear actuators provide x and y translations, and the rotary drive

provides z axis rotations. The choice of three actuators was purely due to time
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Figure 3.9: High level view of dual camera monocular tracking system.

constraints for the project, but the z rotary actuator was deemed a better choice

than a z linear drive because the scope of its motion provided more value.

Two cameras were selected for image capture, because with a single camera the

accuracy of the depth component of the pose, when the object translates toward

the camera, becomes more unreliable. Therefore, two cameras should provide

better measurements and redundancy.

3.5.1 Calibration Software

The calibration software was composed of a python script that automated the

experiment pipeline, it called a simple C++ executable that performed the cal-

ibration, and output the data to file for further processing by the same python

script or various other scripts that extracted the statistics from the data and

plotted the results. The C++ executable calibrated the extrinsic parameters by

making use of the Visual Servoing Platform (ViSP) model based tracker to track
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3.5 The Positioning System

Figure 3.10: High level view of stereo camera tracking system.

a model of the chamber in the images. Because the object being tracked (the

chamber) was static, the aim was to fit the model to the features thereby refining

the initial camera pose estimates.

Two further C++ programs were also developed as part of the calibration

experiment; the first generated models in ViSP’s custom format, and the second

was developed at a later stage, to manually manipulate the models into position

in the image.

3.5.2 Positioning System Software Components

Although Thorlabs provides a windows based software suite with their motor

controllers, there is no support for Linux based operating systems. So software

drivers had to be developed to interface with the controllers. This software com-

ponent was developed in C++, and it exposed all the functions to initialise, issue
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moves, and communicate with the actuators to retrieve positional data. It com-

municates with the APT controllers via a USB to serial electrical interface using

a low level communications protocol.

The second software component in the positioning system is responsible for

capturing and acquiring images from the two cameras, and interfacing with the

tracking library. A small extension for the ViSP library was developed to inter-

face with the IDS uEye camera API. It makes use of another 3rd party library

(imalib)[55]; some functions in this library were added or altered.

The third component in the positioning system is the ViSP library [62]. It

provides the positioning system with both monocular and stereo model based

tracking, as well as the functionality to display the results of the tracking in real

time. This is an open source library; besides the above mentioned extension, no

further code was added or produced for this component. In other words, this

component does not form part of the code developed for the positioning system.

The user interface component provides the user of the positioning system a

means to input the desired moves, stop the motors, and monitor the current out-

put of the tracking both visually, and in terms of current camera poses. Finally,

the application controller contains the logic for the positioning and tracking loop

and brings all the components together as the complete positioning system. Fig-

ure 3.11 shows the UML diagram of how the components interact with each other

and Figure 3.12 shows a screenshot of the user interface.

A further small Python post-processing script was also developed that maps the

rotational components for the camera pose outputs to the actuator outputs, and

should be incorporated into the main software at a later stage. These software

components have been made available on github [7].

The hardware for this system will now be discussed briefly, along with any other

experimental set up details that were required. The software will be discussed in

more detail in Chapters 4 and 5.
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Figure 3.11: UML Diagram showing positioning system components.
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Figure 3.12: Positioning system user interface showing tracking outputs.

3.5.3 Manual Drive Characterisation

To track the sample holder’s position as it is manipulated inside the chamber, it

is important to understand the characteristics of the drives and their movements.

For instance, if there is any slack or backlash on the drive, this needs to be

identified, and where possible, quantified. The resolution of the manual z linear

drive was checked against the values in the laboratory manual, see Table C.1 for

details. The manual linear x, y, and rotary z drives were also characterised but

because they were later motorised, these details are not included here because

they are no longer relevant. Their resolution is reported in the above mentioned

table. Details of the motorised drives will be discussed later.

A discrepancy in the resolution of the z slide drive was found. In the manual,

the stated resolution is 5µm but as noted above, this value is actually 10µm. A
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slack of approximately 25 graduations was noted, this is equivalent to 250µm.

This was noted only when the drive is at its initial position or 0mm. Although

the travel range of this drive is 150mm, on this chamber, it is restricted to 140mm

because one of the ports on the lower plane extends into the chamber preventing

the full range of movement.

3.5.4 Robotic Actuators

Three off the shelf motorised drives and two motor controllers were purchased

and mounted on the manipulator. These replace the manually operated barrel

type micrometers on the x, y linear and rotary z drives. The z slide drive has not

yet been replaced; it will require a heavy duty motor that will have to be custom

made at a later stage.

The two linear x and y actuators are driven by a BSC203 benchtop three

channel stepper motor control unit. Both actuators are Thorlabs DRV013, 25mm

trapezoidal stepper motor drives offering a 25mm travel with a repeatability that

is better than 1µm. When coupled with the Thorlabs BSC203 stepper motor

controller, these actuators have a resolution of approximately 50nm or 409,600

microsteps per revolution, that is, 200 steps per revolution, and 2048 microsteps

per step.

The rotary z drive’s actuator is powered by a single channel TDC001 T-cube

DC servo motor controller. This actuator is a Thorlabs PRM1Z8 precision mo-

torised rotation stage. The rotation is driven by a DC servo motor equipped with

a high ratio gearbox and rotary encoder. This actuator provides 1 arcsecond

resolution over 360◦ or 1
3600

of a degree resolution.

Although Thorlabs provides a windows based software suite with their motor

controllers, there is no support for Linux based operating systems. So software

drivers had to be developed to interface with the controllers. This software pro-

vided all the functions needed to initialise, issue moves, and communicate with the

actuators to retrieve positional data. Communication with the APT controllers is

via a USB to serial electrical interface, using a low level communications protocol.
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Figure 3.13: x and y stage actuator mountings.

3.5.5 Actuator Installation

The manually operated micrometers on the stages were not standard, so the off-

the-shelf actuators did not fit directly into the mounting barrel. Custom mounting

brackets were therefore made by the IMPACS workshop and secured to the x and

y stages. These mountings are easily transferable to the live chambers. Figure

3.13 shows the new actuators and how the mounting brackets and actuators are

mounted onto the stage.

Although the range of travel on the x and y drives is 25mm, this movement

is restricted. The actuators have been mounted so that when the shaft of the

actuator is fully retracted at its hardware limit, this point marks the furtherest

safe vectorial position at the left most point. This is set as the home or 0 datum,

not the centre. So in this case, the vectorial displacement is therefore calculated

from the left most point of the area of the circle tracing the 25mm range, to the

right most point. In order to ensure that the manipulator’s rod is not damaged

at the opposite end on each of the drives, a software limit switch had to be

implemented. At a vectorial displacement of approximately 25mm, x = 17.7mm

and y = 17.7mm. Therefore, both axes have a software limit set of 17.7mm.

Figure 3.14 illustrates how the vectorial displacement was calculated.
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Figure 3.14: Vectorial displacement from leftmost bottom corner to rightmost

top corner.

The limits were validated by manually moving the actuators to their limits,

and measuring the x and y distance on the stage plates. The position of the rod

was visually checked to ensure that it had not made contact with the flange.

The rotary actuator was mounted onto the manual rotary micrometer with a

plastic adaptor that fits over the micrometer. The rotary actuator fits over a small

circular extension on the adaptor. Both it and the adaptor are fastened into place,

and onto the manual micrometer with screws. When the actuator rotates, the

adaptor rotates the micrometer and rotary axis. To prevent the whole actuator

from rotating with the manipulator, a pin which fits into a bracket on the stage,

holds it in place. This pin allows the actuator to wobble slightly in order to

overcome any build up of torsion.

3.5.6 Camera Equipment

Two IDS UEye 2250se industrial cameras with the following specifications were

used:

� resolution 1600(w)× 1200(h);
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� colour (Bayer filter) sony CCD sensor with square pixels 4.4µm in size;

� frames per second: 12fps;

� pixel clock frequency between 5 and 30MHz;

� C-mount Lens mount;

� USB 2.0 interface;

� dimensions: 34× 32× 34(w, h, d);

� weight: 75g;

A 8mm C-mount lens was selected for use with the cameras because its field

of view was narrow enough to not capture too much of the barrel of the port in

the images, allowing a clear view of the sample holder. The sample holder is also

within the focusing distance for the lens. This focusing distance is approximately

between 18cm to 64cm, give or take 1cm either side. The sample holder is located

at the centre of the chamber. When manually operated, its range of translation

in the x and y axes is 2.5cm which means that it can be located at a distance of

12.5cm to 17.5cm away from any given port. The usable ports on all the chambers

have varying depths between 4cm and 10cm. This means that when the depth

of the port is 4cm, and taking into account an extra 2.2cm for viewport glass

width and distance to camera sensor, the sample and sample holder should be at

a distance of at least 18.7cm to 23.7cm from the camera.

At the top end, when the port depth is 10cm, and again taking an extra

1.95cm1 into account, the sample holder will be at a distance of between 24.45cm

and 29.45cm from the camera. Figure 3.15 shows how images taken with a 1.4mm

to 3.5mm wide angle lens, capture the port barrels and provide a poor view of

the sample holder which appears small and distant in the image. Whereas those

taken with the 8mm lens provide a much better view of the sample holder.

1This is an approximate value which is based on glass thickness and distances to camera on

large ports and port mount from XRD chamber.
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(a) Top port, wide angle lens (b) Top port, 8mm lens

(c) Port 12, wide angle lens (d) Port 12 , 8mm lens

Figure 3.15: Difference between the wide angle lens and the 8mm lens taken from

two ports.
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3.5.7 Camera mounts

Some camera mounts were designed and made by the IMPACS workshop. The

specification was that the mounts should be adaptable to different port sizes,

be easily transferable between chambers, and should be secured onto the ports

firmly. The cameras, when mounted should be centred, and positioned against

the glass on the viewport.

The prototype port mounts are made in two sizes; this is because on the XRD

chamber there are only two port sizes in use. All the mounts are made up of two

parts; a small plastic disc (camera mount) which fits around the camera flange,

and a plastic port mount.

The camera mount disc is secured in place by the camera lens which is then

screwed into the camera flange. Because the lens is wider than the flange, the

disc cannot fall off the camera. There is also a small side screw which further

secures the camera in place allowing for precise positioning once mounted. The

disc has three holes drilled into it, these fit onto bolts which are secured onto the

port mounts.

The small port mount fits over the port flange, it has a central hole which fits

against the glass and which the camera lens fits into. It is secured onto the ports

with 3D printed custom plastic grips.

The large port mount is a flat plate that fits over the large flange, it too has

a hole that the camera lens fits into. There is a plastic disc bolted onto its face,

the bolts extend outwards. Like the small mounts, the camera mount disc fits

onto these bolts.

3.5.8 Lights

Typically, the level of illumination inside a chamber depends on the number of

free ports with glass flanges, their size, and the brightness of ambient light. All

three chambers are small confined spaces, which means that they are naturally
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(a) Camera mount for small ports. (b) camera mount for large

ports

Figure 3.16: Prototype camera mounts for chamber ports.

Figure 3.17: Mounted camera.
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dark inside, but the two online chambers do have internal lighting. There are no

lights inside the XRD chamber, which is problematic.

The surfaces inside the XRD chamber are very shiny and specular. Any incident

light entering through the ports is reflected from one surface to another, and if too

bright can easily saturate images. A further problem is that because the chamber

is dark inside, the cameras’ auto settings compensate by increasing the exposure.

This results in too much light being captured by the sensor which saturates the

images for a few frames, then the auto settings, in trying to correct this, over

compensate and the images end up being too dark.

Getting the light levels to an optimum where an image is not too dark, has

enough contrast and little or no saturation means that a balance has to be struck

between getting the camera settings right, ensuring that there is enough ambient

light, and that the light levels are constant. Ambient light levels have to be

controlled to avoid fluctuations because changes in the light levels are immediately

reflected off the specular surfaces darkening some areas and saturating others.

Too much variability between frames affects the tracking process.

Controlling the ambient light can be difficult because light levels change from

day to day depending on the weather. Any movement in the lab also affects light

levels because the changes are reflected off the interior surfaces. In an effort to

balance light levels inside the chamber with ambient light levels, thus reducing

the effect that fluctuations have on the images and tracking, three LED port

lights were made by the workshop.

Two were mounted on the bottom ports so that their light will interfere less

with the camera and sample holder, the third is placed on one of the top ports.

These lights provide sufficient light that does not shine onto and reflect off the

surfaces, over exposing parts of the images. Although diffused their reflections

can still be seen in the images. A single high powered LED light system is also

placed inside the chamber. Figure 3.18 shows one of the small port lights.
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Figure 3.18: A LED port light.

3.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, the online chambers were briefly described, providing a view of

the constraints under which any tracking system would need to operate. These

constraints were applicable to both the online and offline chambers, and placed

limitations on how the experimental system was implemented, and ultimately on

its success. From these constraints, the requirements for the tracking system were

defined. The experimental system was then briefly introduced and its hardware

components were described in more detail. In the following chapters, the software

for the experimental system will be discussed and evaluated.
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Chapter 4

Camera Calibration

Camera Calibration is fundamental to applications where accurate 3D locali-

sation of an object is required, such as industrial assembly or monitoring ap-

plications, photogrammetric applications, 3D reconstruction, stereo vision, or

tracking.

In Chapter 2 we saw that there are a number of different approaches to camera

calibration, each depends on how much is already known either about the scene

or the camera parameters themselves. Photogrammetric methods make use of

objects of known geometry to infer the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters from

images, while auto-calibration or self-calibration methods take advantage of image

correspondences from static scenes to infer the parameters.

In plane based calibration techniques, a calibration target of known dimensions

is photographed from different viewpoints. This seems to be the most popular

approach in many cases due to its good accuracy and ease of use [104].

Unfortunately, this approach is not entirely feasible for the online vacuum

chambers because they are under vacuum. Placing a target of an appropriate

size in the chamber, without opening it is not possible. A small calibration

target, the size of a sample plate (22mm x 11mm) does exist, and could possibly

be used but it would take up to 3 hours to introduce into the chamber via the load

lock which has to be evacuated from atmospheric pressure to reach equilibrium.
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If the target should fall in the chamber, then it would have to be retrieved, the

chamber would be contaminated and require a bake out.

Other options for calibration exist [67, 99] but are also not feasible. There

were multiple reasons making this option not viable. There are no surfaces to

project a structured light pattern onto that could be seen from two or more

views, if a surface could be found, the light would be reflected everywhere by

the specular and shiny surfaces and might interfere with the calibration process,

there are many obstructions such as ports and wires that would interfere with

the projected light.

Using point correspondences is also not viable because, the views from different

ports are so disparate that finding correspondences is very unreliable and almost

impossible. Finding features that are unambiguous and that can be reliably

matched was, in some prior experimentation, shown to be difficult because of

the homogeneous, shiny and specular nature of the surface of the inside of the

chamber. Using markers as features is possible but the vacuum environment

constrains this, markers have to be of a material that will not out-gas. These two

problems are why the model based approach for tracking was chosen in the first

instance.

The approach taken in this project, was to separate the intrinsic and extrinsic

calibration. Intrinsic calibration was carried out off the chamber, using the plane

based calibration procedure mentioned above, while extrinsic parameter calibra-

tion was carried out on the chamber itself. With the assumption that the cameras

would not be tampered with once the intrinsic parameters were calibrated, and

the cameras carefully mounted.

The software developed as part of this research makes use of the ViSP library.

The library’s model based tracker outputs the current camera pose estimate at

each frame. Exploiting this feature, extrinsic parameters can be extracted by

tracking a model of the whole chamber.
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So for the extrinsic calibration, the approach taken was based on using a 3D

model of the inside of the chamber, projecting it into the image and attempting

to fit the model onto the features in the image by tracking the model. The pose

of the camera was extracted from this tracking procedure. The only drawback

was that unlike self calibration techniques, the tracking procedure requires an

approximate initial pose.

This chapter describes the attempt to develop a calibration method that is

useful for the automated vacuum system. Experimentation undertaken to char-

acterise the tracking outputs, and the effects of different lighting conditions, is

also described in this chapter.

4.1 Chamber Coordinate Reference System

A coordinate space is a space in which a point or object is represented by set of

coordinates that uniquely determine its position in that space. It is therefore a

space with a reference system. The Cartesian reference system is a coordinate

space where the coordinates define the distance of a given point from the inter-

section of the perpendicular axes. In a 2D Cartesian coordinate system there are

two axes on a plane, and in a 3D Cartesian coordinate system there are 3 mutu-

ally perpendicular axes. The intersection of the axes is defined as the origin of

the coordinate system. The coordinates are of course defined in the R3 euclidean

space.

Coordinate systems can further be classified into left handed and right handed

systems. In a right handed system, a positive rotation is anticlockwise around

the axis of rotation, and clockwise under the left handed system. The vacuum

chamber’s and manipulator’s coordinate reference system is a right handed system

even though, its z axis represents the axis in the vertical plane and its positive

direction points downward. To preserve the right handed relationship between

the axes, the positive y axis points toward the viewer and represents the depth of

the chamber. Figure 4.1 shows the difference between the two reference systems,

and Figure 4.2 shows the vacuum chamber’s reference system.
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(a) Left handed

reference system

(b) Right handed refer-

ence system

Figure 4.1: Left and Right handed coordinate reference systems.

Figure 4.2: The XRD chamber manipulator reference system.

In applications like graphics, games, model based tracking, robotics, virtual or

augmented reality etc., one often has to deal with multiple objects, each with

their own reference frame. To carry out operations such as rendering objects, or

in robotics manipulating objects, the frames have to be aligned to a common or

global reference frame. Indeed in the case of estimating the extrinsic parameters

for the camera we are looking for the transformation from the object or world

reference frame to the camera’s reference frame.

4.2 ViSP Tracking Library

The Visual Servoing Platform (ViSP)[62] is an opensource cross platform library

developed by the Lagadic Team at Inria Rennes. The library is developed in

C++, and provides image processing and both feature based, and model based

tracking out of the box.
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Model based tracking with this library is a relatively straightforward process.

A 3D model is defined in a file, intrinsic camera parameters are required and an

initial pose is also required. The model based tracker tracks the lines of the 3D

model which are projected into the image plane, by searching for similar contours

in the image. The model lines are sampled at regular intervals and at each of

these sample points, a 1D search for corresponding edges is performed in the

direction of the normal of the line. Only edges with the same direction as the

line are considered. At each frame, the new camera pose is calculated based on

the minimisation of the error between the existing features in the image and the

projected model. In depth details of how the model based tracking for this library

is implemented, were discussed in Chapter 2, Section 2.10.1.

4.3 3D Model

No CAD model for the XRD chamber was available, so a wire frame model based

on the physical measurements of the mid section of the chamber was created.

Only the mid section was modelled for simplicity, computational efficiency, and

because this is the most important part of the chamber as it is the only part that

any cameras will be mounted on.

The model is therefore made up of the set of 3D points that form the intersec-

tion of these eight ports with the chamber, and the points at port depth where

the flanges are secured to the chamber. Line segments connect each point to its

nearest point in an anticlockwise direction.

Model points are generated from measurements of port radii and depths which

were physically measured using a combination of callipers, telescoping guages,

and rulers. The accuracy of these measurements is constrained by the fact that

the chamber is a small confined space. This makes parts of the port inner edges

almost inaccessible for taking measurements, both in terms of the measuring

itself, and having a reasonable view of the measuring implement.
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Port 02, (see Figure A.1 for a reminder of the port numbers), was particularly

problematic when measuring because it has an attachment with a plate that

extends into the chamber. This plate is offset to the right (when seen from port

12) from the origin of the port. It is also tilted with the top part extending

further into the chamber than the bottom part. The plate is mounted on a tube

which is attached to the inside of the flange.

The tube is not well made and is therefore not symmetrical, it also obscures

the centre of the port. Measuring the plate offset from the inside of the chamber

was not possible because of space constraints, visibility and access to the port

from other ports. There is also a small half plate attached to this plate, it too

is offset both from the origin of the plate and the port origin. This half plate

extends further into the chamber than the plate; it is hand made, of soft metal

(molybdenum) and buckled in such a way that its distance from the plate is

not uniform. For instance, it is approximately 22mm off the plate at its top

point1, approximately 21.5mm off the plate on its leftmost bottom point, and

approximately 19.5mm off the plate at its rightmost bottom point. There are

therefore bound to be some errors on this part of the model.

There are also weld seams where the ports attach to the chamber, which are

visible as edges in the images. This means that although they are uneven and

introduce further errors to the model, they had to be modelled to prevent the

model’s port edges from latching onto the outer ring of the seams instead of

the inner ring. Modelling both prevented this from happening. The seams were

modelled as a double line on all the ports.

So where inconsistencies in measurements arose due to welds, changing values

from the callipers, lack of light, or measuring difficulties, a set of 10 measurements

were taken and averaged.

1This is approximately the top point, the exact top point of the half plate cannot be

pinpointed.
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The model was created in the chamber’s coordinate reference frame, in keeping

with the operation of the drives on the manipulator. As previously explained, the

coordinate reference system is a right handed system with z being the vertical

axis, and positive z pointing downward.

Although the ports when viewed in images appear circular, they are in fact

'pringle' shaped, this means that the points at [±xradius, 0, 0] extend into the

chamber further than those at [0, 0,±zradius]. These 'pringle' shaped points were

generated as follows:

a =
√

(r2c − r2p),
b = rc − a,
x = rp × cos(α),

y = b− (
√

(r2c − x2)− a),
z = rp × sin(α),

where rp is the radius of the port and rc is the radius of the chamber. Figure 4.3

shows the geometry of the above equations. What is shown in the image as

y′ is the y coordinate. The positive z axis faces down away from the viewer.

The coordinates of the points at port depth on the flange, are circular and were

generated as follows:
x = rp × cos(α),
y = depthp,
z = rp × sin(α),

The points for the two plates on port 02 were generated from the parametric

equation of a 3D circle given by:

x = c1 + rp × cos(α)a1 + rp × sin(α)b1,

y = c2 + rp × cos(α)a2 + rp × sin(α)b2,

z = c3 + rp × cos(α)a3 + rp × sin(α)b3,

where a and b are unit vectors perpendicular to the y axis and each other, and c

is a point on the y axis, which in this case is the origin of the plate.
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4.3 3D Model

Figure 4.3: Top elevation diagram of chamber and attached port depicting how

the 'pringle' shaped 3D model points were generated.

Initially, each port is created in its own reference frame, with its origin at its

centre. Once the port coordinates are generated, they are placed in their world

positions relative to the global origin, which is the centre of the chamber, by the

following transformation:  wpx
wpy
wpz

 =

 opx
opy
opz

Rt,

where wp is the point coordinate in the world reference frame, opx is the point

coordinate in the object’s reference frame, R is a rotation about the z axis of

either 45◦, 90◦, 135◦ or 180◦, and t is the translation given by:

xt = rc × sin(α),
yt = rc × cos(α),
zt = 0,

where α is the angle between the port and the chamber’s origin, and rc is the

radius of the chamber. The z translation is zero because there is no translation
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4.3 3D Model

Figure 4.4: Image showing full model in Meshlab.

in the z axis as all the ports are on the same plane, port 02 is lower by 5 cm but

this was factored in when its coordinates were created. There are a total of 8797

coordinate points in the full model, and 8799 lines.

4.3.1 Model Validation

In order to validate that the model was correct, the tracker was run on a model

of a single port. This was done for each port individually with the simple trans-

formation [0, 0, d] translation and [-90◦, 0, 0] rotation, where d = the depth and

represents the distance from the origin to the camera. This validated that mea-

surements of the port points were as accurate as possible because the model was

projected over the port in the image and was visually a good fit. To validate that

the model as a whole was as expected, the point cloud was exported and viewed

in Meshlab and Blender. Figure 4.4 shows the complete model. The shape of the

'pringle ' points on the intersection of the chamber and port can be seen clearly.
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4.4 Parameters and Outputs

There are a number of input parameters provided by the ViSP library. Only the

parameters that are relevant or that were experimented with are briefly described

here.

4.4.1 Threshold

The threshold is a parameter used by the moving edges algorithm that tracks

individual edges. As such it is considered a low level parameter because it operates

at the edge detection stage. When the model lines are projected into the image

plane, they are sampled at regular intervals and at each of these sample points,

or query pixels a 1D search for edges is performed. An edge is considered to be

present if the result of the current query pixel’s convolution with a mask is higher

than this threshold value. This parameter was experimented with to determine if

any particular value was best under different lighting conditions, and to determine

the effect of this parameter on tracking.

4.4.2 GoodMovingEdgesRatio

The GoodMovingEdgesRatio parameter tunes the minimum number of edges or

features required for tracking to run without program execution stopping. The

number of features expected during a tracking run is determined by the sampling

step parameter that sets the minimum distance between sampling points along a

line, once projected. So depending on a given line’s length, there could be 1, 2,

3 or more sampling points per line. If for example, there were ten lines present,

all of equal length, and the sampling step calculated that there should be two

sample points per line, then the expected number of features / edges would be

twenty. The moving edges ratio is calculated based on the total number of edges

that should ideally be present, and the actual number of tracked edges. So in

our example we have an expected amount of twenty edges but only ten may have

been selected as good edges to track. A GoodMovingEdgesRatio value of 0.1 is

equivalent to 10% of the total points being required. In our example, there are

50% of edges present, so tracking would continue, and at this ratio, would be
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able to continue with only two edges present. If the number of edges present falls

below 10%, then the tracker fails to run. The sample step parameter was set at

its default of 4 pixels, and the GoodMovingEdgesRatio at 0.1.

4.4.3 Range

The 1D search range is a configurable parameter that depends on the amount of

inter-frame movement. It defines the number of pixels considered for matching,

in the direction of the normal either side of the reference pixel. So if the tracked

object is moving fast, then the range should be increased. The reference pixel is

the ‘site’ that has been generated using the length of the projected line divided by

the step parameter. There is a trade off between the range size and performance.

4.4.4 Intrinsic Camera Parameters

The intrinsic camera parameters provided to the tracker are:

� u0 the horizontal principle point coordinate;

� v0 the vertical principle point coordinate;

� px the ratio between the focal length and the size of the pixel in x direction;

� py the ratio between the focal length and the size of the pixel in the y

direction, if the pixels are square then these parameters are equal;

� Kdu and Kud the distortion parameters that model imperfections in the lens

For the two distortion parameters to be taken into account, the images have to

be undistorted before tracking.

4.4.5 Pose Parameters

The six parameters of the camera pose provided as input to the tracker, serve

as an initial estimate of the position and orientation of the camera. They define

the transformation from object reference frame to camera reference frame. For

each image, the output pose is the current camera pose estimate. The first three
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Table 4.1: Port depths and additional distances taken into account when calcu-

lating the depth parameter, all given in meters.

Port Depth Thickness Dist. Glass Dist. Camera Total

port 17 0.051235 0.009 0.001 0.009526 0.079761

port 12 0.077 0.009 0.024 0.015526 0.125526

port 04 0.04 0.005 0.0075 0.009526 0.062026

port 09 0.04 0.005 0.0075 0.009526 0.062026

port 19 0.04 0.005 0.0075 0.009526 0.062026

Table 4.2: Estimated initial pose for each of the ports, translations given in

meters, rotations in degrees.

Parameter Port 04 Port 09 Port 12 Port 17 Port 19

x Translation 0.0 0.0 0.005 0.005 0.0

y Translation 0.0 0.0 -0.003 0.0 0.0

z Translation 0.212026 0.212026 0.275526 0.229761 0.212026

x Rotation 90◦ 90◦ 90◦ 90◦ 90◦

y Rotation -135◦ 135◦ 90◦ 0◦ -45◦

z Rotation 0◦ 0◦ 0◦ 0◦ 0◦

are position parameters, and the subsequent, orientation parameters. Units are

in meters for translation, and radians for rotations, given in Axis-Angle repre-

sentation. Output rotations are converted from their internal representation as a

homogeneous transformation matrix to Euler angles for the experiments because

these internal representations are difficult to understand and analyse. Therefore,

Euler (Tait-Bryan) angles were selected as the representation for the camera out-

put, these are in the z-y-x sequence.

The initial pose estimates were based on the observation that the ports ap-

peared to be placed at 45◦ from each other, all horizontally in line with the origin
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of the chamber. The depth parameters were calculated based on the translation

from the origin to the port where the camera is located (radius of the chamber),

the port depth, the glass thickness, distance from the inner flange to the glass,

and distance to the principle point1. Table 4.1 shows the details of these depths.

The values shown in the ‘Total’ column were then added to the radius of the

chamber, which is 15cm. To approximate the distance to the principle point, the

focal length was subtracted from the distance of the camera’s threaded flange to

the active sensor.

The distance to the camera value, for port 12, is larger than the rest of the

values because when mounted on the port, the camera does not fit up against the

glass so an extra 6mm was added to the existing value to take this into account.

Table 4.2 shows the estimated parameters used to initialise the tracker.

Note that to avoid Gimbal lock on port 12, equivalent rotations were output

by the library. This meant that the combined x and z component values now

represented the x axis rotation of 90◦.

4.4.6 Error

The errors are the distance between the projected feature and the evidence for

that feature in the image, the edge or matched pixel (s−s∗). The library provides

access to the error for each of the sampled pixels. For this experiment, the RSS√
n∑

i=0

(si − s∗i )2, the RMS (root mean squared), and the error vector sizes were

output and plotted. Units are in meters.

4.4.7 Weights

The weights for each error were also output and used to determine the percentage

of tracked features that were evaluated as ‘good’ or valid points. In determining

which weights are deemed valid, the suggested weight values are 0.5 and above.

1The principle point of the camera is the point where the principle plane crosses the optical

axis.
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Some experimentation revealed that in most of our runs, more than 90% of points

were weighted at 0.5 or above, and at least 70% of these were weighted at 0.9

and over. No points had a weighting of 1. The suggested value of 0.5 and over

were recorded.

4.4.8 Projection Error

The projection error is an output parameter that the ViSP library provides as a

tracking quality indicator. It is the average of the angles between the gradient

direction of detected features and the normal of the projected model features.

This angle is between 0◦ and 90◦. When the value is 0, the tracking quality

is good, when near 90◦ the quality is poor. For the calibration experiment, the

values were normalised to a value between 0 and 1, where values near zero indicate

good tracking quality.

4.5 Calibration Experiment

In Chapter 3, it was shown that the level of ambient light inside the XRD chamber

is low. This can be problematic because when the camera is set to automatic,

over compensation occurs resulting in overly saturated images that are either too

bright or too dark. The specular and shiny surfaces on the inside of the chamber

further compound the problem because the reflections of incident light entering

the ports and then reflecting onto other surfaces cause saturation on certain parts

of the image. Under normal conditions it would be best to have the camera on

automatic settings thus reducing the parameter space, but in this case, automatic

settings could not be considered due to the problems of over compensation by

the cameras. It was therefore important to investigate what camera settings and

lighting conditions are best to achieve the balance between enough brightness and

low saturation. It was also important to identify how different lighting conditions

affect the output camera poses and tracking process.

Further, the estimated initial pose for the tracker is good enough to result in a

relatively adequate fit visually, on most ports. But it is by no means correct. This
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experiment was also therefore about extracting the correct extrinsic parameters

for the cameras and an opportunity to analyse how the output parameters such

as the residual, and projection error relate to the output poses and visual output.

This experiment was run in three parts. In the first part of the experiment,

Section 4.6.2, a comparison was drawn between the results of tracking on a single

image at different threshold values1, and the results of tracking over the full set

of images taken under different lighting conditions2. This was done on a port by

port basis. In the second part of the experiment, Section 4.6.3 a comparison was

drawn between the results of the tracking on the single image sets, and a dataset

of live runs. In the third part, Section 4.6.4, tracking was extended significantly

on on a small subset of the single image runs to observe if and when convergence

occurred.

4.5.1 Aims of the Calibration Experiment

� To find the correct extrinsic parameters for each camera.

� To characterise the effect of the threshold parameter on the tracking pro-

cess and how this affects the output pose results under different lighting

conditions.

� To determine if an optimal threshold level could be found that would cover a

number of different lighting conditions and that would result in convergence

to a global minimum.

� To identify the best camera settings and lighting conditions.

� To gain an understanding of the output parameters as a means of evaluating

the tracking results.

1Each single image was repeatedly read for 300 frames, this defines a single threshold run.
2All the threshold runs across all lighting conditions for each port.
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4.5.2 Method

The parameter space to explore / optimise for this experiment consists of camera

parameters, lighting conditions, and tracking library parameters. Although this

space is potentially quite large, the experiment was designed to ensure that only

one parameter varied per run.

For the first part of the experiment, twelve image data sets were captured, each

representing the complete set of images taken at the full range of shutter speed

settings, on each port, at a given lighting condition.

Once all the images for each set were captured, they were visually evaluated.

Where possible, a single image representing the 'best' choice for each port and

lighting condition was selected. Here 'best' means the image with the most con-

trast, adequate brightness and least amount of saturation. Image histograms

were not considered in the selection of the images. Although they were looked at

later.

Tracking was run over 300 frames, on a single image selected for each port and

lighting condition. This removed any environmental variability as well as any

variability introduced due to the image acquisition process. The only parameter

changed during each run was the threshold parameter. This resulted in five runs

per single image, where the threshold value was increased from 500 to 1,000,

5,000, 10,000 and 15,000.

The results of these five runs were first compared on a per image basis, to

determine the effect of the threshold, and then across all images (sets 1 to 12) on

a per port basis to determine the overall effect of different lighting conditions.

The experiment was run three times on all the sets. Each of these will hereafter

be referred to as group 1a, 1b, and 1c. In group 1a, the full model was used on the

images for all ports. For group 1b, a reduced model was used for tracking runs on

only the images taken from the small ports. For group 1c, the images for all the

ports were pre-processed with Opencv’s Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram
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Equalization (CLAHE) algorithm to improve the contrast. The reduced model

was used on the small ports, while the full model was used on the images taken

from the large ports.

A reduced model was used to determine the effect of lines in the model that

were visible but that should not have been, had visibility checking been possible

with this model. This aspect will be discussed in more detail later, in Section 4.7.

For the second part of the experiment, the final data set was comprised of two

live runs per port. For these runs, the camera and threshold parameters were

optimised based on the results of the first part of the experiment.

For the third part of the experiment, a small subset of runs was selected from

the same single image runs in the first part of the experiment. The selected sets

were based on the observed characteristic behaviours of the outputs of the RSS

errors. The idea was to observe these behaviours over an extended period of time

(10 000 frames), to see if or when the RMS error converged, and to determine

the resulting effect on the output camera poses.

Camera Parameters

The cameras have quite a large parameter space that can be explored. For ex-

ample, with the uEye cameras, the following parameters / settings are available;

lens, aperture, exposure, gain, colour gain and gain boost, white balance, gamma

correction, and a number of other settings such as image format, hot pixel cor-

rection, edge enhancement, etc.

As previously stated in Section 3.5.6, lenses were selected as part of the equip-

ment for all experiments, so this aspect remained constant throughout all exper-

iments in this thesis. Focus, was set at approximately 0.5m for camera 2 and

0.7m for camera 3 and remained constant for the experiment. For the first 12

datasets, the aperture was set at f-stop f/1.4 for both cameras to let as much

light in as possible. For the second part of the experiment, the live set was taken
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at a later date, settings were based on the observations made in the first part.

The aperture for this set was closed to f/2.8, for camera 3 and f/4 for camera 2.

The uEye cameras have a parameter called the pixel clock. When set, it au-

tomatically sets both exposure and frame rate. So for instance setting the pixel

clock lower, increases the exposure time to a given default rate for that setting,

and lowers the frame rate, also to a default value. Although set to a default

value, these values can also be altered but only in a given range for that pixel

clock setting.

In both parts of the experiment, only the pixel clock was altered, exposure

and frame rate were left at their default value for that setting of the pixel clock.

In the first part, for each set of images taken at a given lighting condition, six

images were taken, each at a pixel clock setting in the range from 5 to 30, at 5

unit increments. For the second part, the first run was captured at a pixel clock

of 10 for ports 17 and 9, and at a setting of 15 for ports 4, 19, and 12. The second

run was captured at a setting of 20 for all the ports.

The rest of the camera parameters were not considered in any of the experi-

ments, this was done to keep the parameter space as small as possible. Camera 2

was always mounted on ports 4, 9, and 19, whereas camera 3 was always mounted

on ports 17 and 12.

Lighting Conditions

The lab in which the XRD chamber is housed is well lit. It has both top and side

lighting, as well as skylights. The chamber also has lights; these were described

in Section 3.5.8. They are the LED mount lights and an LED plate that is placed

at the bottom of the chamber. The top lights, side lights, mount lights and LED

plate are therefore the four variables that constitute the lighting conditions for

the experiment. Each set of lights is either turned on or off during image capture,

except for the LED plate which is either faced downward or upward1. In total,

1The plate was faced downward in an effort to diffuse the light and prevent reflections on

the walls of the chamber.
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Table 4.3: Pixel clock settings and respective default values for frame rate and

exposure time.

Pixel Clock(MHz) Frame Rate (fps) Exposure Time (ms)

30 7.5 133.28

25 6.25 159.94

20 5.0 199.92

15 3.75 266.56

10 2.50 399.84

5 1.25 799.68

twelve sets of images were taken with these varying light conditions. Each set

includes images captured from each of the five usable ports ( ports 4, 9, 12, 17,

and 19). The live runs were captured with only one lighting condition.

ViSP Parameters

In the first part of the experiment only the threshold parameter was altered. In

the second part, the threshold did not change; a value of 10,000 was selected

based on the observation, from the first part of the experiment, that the most

movement and improvement in fit of the model occurred at this setting.

The range parameter was not experimented with, the reasons for this are that

changing this parameter has an effect on computational efficiency; with over 8,799

lines, the size of the model made it difficult to experiment with this parameter.

Because the object being tracked in this experiment was static anyway, the range

was not determined to be of too much importance. As long as a balance between

computational efficiency and sufficient range to limit getting caught in minima

was found.

The range parameter was left at a constant value of 12 pixels on either side of

the reference pixel resulting in 24 pixels sampled per reference site. If the range
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is too short then it is more difficult for the model to get out of a local minima,

but equally, too large and the incorrect features can be selected.

The intrinsic parameters, and initial pose estimates were kept constant. In

group 1a, the GoodMovingEdgesRatio parameter was set at 0.5, which meant

that at least half of the total number of lines had to have an existing feature

selected, for the tracker to run. This means that with a full model consisting

of 8,799 lines, at least 8,799 edges, and anywhere up to 26,000 edges should be

present depending on the length of the model lines. At this initial setting of

0.5, the tracker often failed to run on thresholds above 5,000 on the small ports

because there were too few edges selected. For this reason, the setting was lowered

to 0.1 for groups 1b and 1c. In the second part of the experiment this setting

remained the same.

Reduced Data Sets

To recap, the complete image data set representing a given lighting condition is

made up of 30 images. That is, six images for each of the five ports. Table 4.4

details the lighting conditions for each set. Each of the six images was taken

at a given pixel clock setting, Table 4.3 details the pixel clock values and the

respective default frame rate and exposure values.

One image per port was chosen from each if these initial datasets, resulting in

12 sets with between one and five images per set. The sets with fewer than 5

images were the sets where the images were not suitable for use due to saturation,

or due to image darkness. For Sets 1, 4, and 5, five images were selected, for sets

3, 6, 7 and 9, four images were selected, for set 2, three images were selected,

for sets 8 and 11, two images were selected, and for set 12 only one image was

suitable. Table D.1 contains the details of the images selected for each set. These

reduced image sets were therefore the image data used in the experiment groups

1a, 1b, and 1c. There are five runs per image in each set, one for each threshold

setting.
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(a) Port 17, pixel clock 30 (b) Port 17, pixel clock 15 (c) Port 17, pixel clock 5

(d) Port 19, pixel clock 30 (e) Port 19, pixel clock 15 (f) Port 19, pixel clock 5

(g) Port 12, pixel clock 30 (h) Port 12, pixel clock 15 (i) Port 12, pixel clock 5

(j) Port 04, pixel clock 30 (k) Port 04, pixel clock 15 (l) Port 04, pixel clock 5

Figure 4.5: Set 1 images taken at various pixel clock settings.
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Table 4.4: Image sets and lighting conditions.

Set Top Light Side Light Mount Lights LED Light

Set 1 off off off up

Set 2 off off off down

Set 3 off off on down

Set 4 on off on down

set 5 on off off down

set 6 off on off down

Set 7 off on on down

Set 8 off on off up

Set 9 on off off up

Set 10 on on off up

Set 11 off off on up

Set 12 on on on up

Live on on on up

Output Data

The data extracted from each run and used for comparison was:

� The error vector sizes at the beginning of the run and at the end of the run.

� The percentage of good points, this was based on the error weights

� The projection error at the start of the run and the end of the run.

� The final pose.

Some of the data was also analysed on a per frame basis; the progression of the

projection error, the square root of the summed squared residuals, the normalised

residuals, the histograms of the errors, visual model fit per frame, pose evolution

throughout the run.
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(a) Port 09, pixel clock 30 (b) Port 09, pixel clock 15 (c) Port 09, pixel clock 5

Figure 4.6: Set 1 images taken at various pixel clock settings, port 9.

4.6 Results

4.6.1 Image Set Characteristics and Camera Settings

This section presents the details of how the best camera settings and lighting

conditions were identified.

The image sets were characterised by the level of brightness, and the amount

of saturation present. Sets 1, 2, 5, 6, 11 and part of set 10 were all typically

dark image sets where the inside of the chamber appeared dark, with a high level

of saturation of light present at the lowest pixel clock settings. This is because

in these sets, there were either no external lights on (sets 1, 2 and 11) or one

external light and one internal set of lights was off (sets 5 and 6). This was not

the case for set 10. Set 10 was taken on two separate occasions, a few days apart,

both under the same lighting conditions, both on cloudy days, but images taken

on the later date were darker than those taken on the previous occasion. One

reason that can account for this is that the images were captured at a later time

of the day, so the level of ambient light must have been lower. Set 2 had no

saturation present. At these darker lighting conditions a pixel clock setting of 5

or 10 was found to produce the best images. Examples of the differences in pixel

clock settings and the level of brightness and saturation present in the images

can be seen in Figure 4.6. This figure shows images from set 1 for each port.
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The rest of the sets (3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 12) were typically 'medium ' light

images. In these sets, the first three images taken at the higher pixel clock

settings, and thus less exposure time, were still dark but generally lighter than

the dark sets. The last three images in the sets, taken at longer exposures, were

much lighter than the those in the dark sets. The images in these sets also had

better contrast.

In these sets, the chamber lights (mount and LED plate) were either both on

(set 3 , 4, 7 and 12) or alternatively, the mount lights were off but the LED plate

was facing upward, and one or more external light was on (8, 9, and 10). In the

case of set 4, 7 and 12, there was an extreme amount of saturation present on all

the images taken at the lowest pixel clock setting, and some level of saturation

on the ports at most of the other pixel clock settings. This was because there

was too much light present, as mentioned in Section 4.5.2, the aperture was wide

open.

Under these brighter lighting conditions, pixel clock settings between 10 and

15 produced the best images when a single set of internal lights were on, and

pixel clock settings between 15 and 20, when both internal light sets were on.

The images selected for experimentation were chosen at these optimal pixel

clock settings, so the images selected from the darker sets were those taken at the

lower pixel clock settings of 5 or 10, and the images selected from the brighter

sets were those taken at pixel clock settings between 10 and 20. This meant that

most of the images selected for experimentation were close in appearance, the

differences being the amount of saturation or brightness in the visible ports.

4.6.2 Part 1 Runs

This section presents the results of the first part of the experiment which was

aimed at determining the effect of the threshold on images taken under different

light conditions. In this part of the experiment, a comparison was drawn between

the results of tracking at different threshold values, and the results of tracking

over the full set of images taken under different lighting conditions.
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For this part of the experiment, there were 12 datasets comprised of one to five

images. The tracking was run on each image five times, once at each threshold

value. The experiment was run three times; group 1a was the set of runs where

the full model of the chamber was used for tracking, group 1b was the set of runs

where a partial model was used and consisted of only the images of the small

ports and group 1c was the set of runs where the images were pre-processed

before tracking.

This part of the experiment was also aimed at extracting a suitable set of

extrinsic parameters and understanding how the outputs from the tracking library

could be used as a means of evaluating the tracking results. This section therefore

presents the results in terms of the visual output of the tracking, as well as an

analysis of the data outputs; the projection errors, residuals and resulting camera

poses.

There was some initial difficulty with group 1a, only 136 runs out of the ex-

pected 195 runs completed without suffering from execution failure. This was

caused by the goodMovingEdgesRatio parameter being set too high at 0.5 (50%),

causing the tracker to stop running at the higher threshold values because not

enough edges were found. This occurred mostly on the small ports where most

times runs above threshold 5,000 did not run to completion. Section 4.4.2 de-

scribed this parameter and its effects in detail.

In group 1b and 1c, the goodMovingEdgesRatio setting was reduced to 0.1 and

all the runs were completed without failure. For group 1b, 120 runs completed

successfully, and for experiment 1c all 195 runs completed successfully.

Visual Inspection and Model Fit

In this section, when the fit of the model is described, what is meant is how well

the model fits, or is overlaid on the physical ports in the image once the tracker

has converged to a minimum. Equally, movement of the model means the visual

amount of physical movement observed during the tracking process. Movement

of the model in the image is important because it shows whether the tracker has
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(a) original (b) model overlay

Figure 4.7: Port 19 model fit example.

converged. Convergence can be to a local minimum, in which case the model will

not move and no observable improvement in the fit occurs. When converging to

the global minimum, one would expect the model to move until the edges of the

model are correctly overlaid on the ports in the image; at this point movement

should stop. If the model does not move much throughout a run, and the fit is

incorrect, then the tracker is caught in a local minimum and has converged to a

sub optimal solution.

Generally, the fit of the model on all the ports was close to being correct because

the initial pose for each port was based on the estimated position and orientation

of the camera relative to the origin of the chamber.

Visually, the fit of the model on images taken from ports 4 and 19 were best

and very close to a complete fit. Images taken from port 19 showed that the

model had not latched onto the correct edge of the outer part of port 12 where

the glass flange is attached. In some runs, the model was also not latched to the

correct edges of port 19 itself, indicating that the translation in depth was not

correct. Figure 4.7 shows an example.

Images taken from port 4, showed a small area on the bottom of port 12 where

the model had not latched onto the port edges, and in some runs this was also
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(a) original (b) model overlay

Figure 4.8: Port 4 model fit example.

evident on a small portion of the top edge of the same port. The model was also

latched onto the incorrect edge on both port 12 and 17 where the glass flange

attaches to the port. Errors were also evident on port 14, and in some runs,

the model was not latched on to the edges of port 4 itself. See figure 4.8 for an

example of a typical port 4 fit.

The fit of the model on images taken from port 9 was poorer than the two

other small ports. There were visible errors on the fit of the model on port 17

where the glass flange attaches to the port. The model did not latch correctly

onto the edges on port 19, and on port 2 the model did not latch correctly onto

the port plate in some runs, or both the plate and the port in other runs. The

model did not fit correctly on the port 2 half plate in any of the runs. Figure 4.9

shows an example of a typical fit for port 9.

The fit of the model on images taken from port 17 varied between sets, more

so than the images taken from the small ports. Usually the model fit on port 7

was close to a complete fit but in some runs the model would be slightly shifted

off the edges on the right side of the port, or alternatively slightly off the left side

of the port edges, appearing to have a slight tilt. Usually the fit on port 9 was

good but there were always errors on port 4 with the model edges not latching

onto the edges of the port where the glass flange attached to the port. There
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(a) original (b) model overlay

Figure 4.9: Port 9 model fit example.

were also usually problems with the fit on port 2 and its half plate. Figure 4.10

shows an example fit from the third run in set 7.

The fit of the model on images taken from port 12 showed the worst fit. The

fit on port 4 was usually good but on port 2, the model would fit well on the

plate but not on port 2 itself, or alternatively, it would fit well on the top parts of

both but be slightly shifted to the left of the edges on the lower part of the port.

Mostly the model fit well on the top part of the half port but appeared too large

on the bottom part. The fit was always poor on port 19 and port 17 indicating

that the depth parameter was incorrect. Figure 4.11 shows an example of the fit

from the third run in set 10.

The visual inspection of the images (300) in each run across five threshold

settings, for each of the ports and across all the sets in groups 1a, 1b and 1c,

showed that in most of the runs there was very little movement of the model

at the lowest threshold settings of 500 to 5,000. In these runs there was very

little or no improvement in the fit of the model. So the model appeared almost

stationary from the initial projection in the first frame through to the final frame.

In most cases, any movement was gradual and almost imperceptible between

frames, although in some cases, there was a small perceptible amount of movement

within the first twenty to fifty frames.
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(a) original (b) model overlay

Figure 4.10: Port 17 model fit example.

(a) original (b) model overlay

Figure 4.11: Port 12 model fit example.
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For group 1a, there were a total of fifteen runs out of the one hundred and thirty

six successful runs, where a larger amount of movement of the model was observed.

This was only observed for images taken from ports 17, 4 and 12. Out of these

fifteen runs, only in eight was there an improvement in the model fit. For port

4 this only occurred at threshold setting 5,000, while for port 12, this occurred

at threshold setting 10,000, and for port 17, 10,000 and 15,000. Unfortunately,

in this group, there were no successful runs at the higher threshold settings of

10,000 and 15,000 on any of the small ports.

In group 1b, a larger amount of movement of the model was observed in thirty

four out of the total of one hundred and twenty runs. This movement was not

always an improvement, and was mostly limited to a movement of the model

on the port through which the camera viewed the scene. The reduced model

allowed the single edge of the model port through which the scene was viewed,

to latch onto the port edge in the image better. Model motion in these runs was

thus usually in depth but occasionally a translation from left to right / right to

left, or a slight rotation was evident. Only in eight runs was there an observable

improvement, one on port 9, and seven on port 4. Improvement of the model

occurred mostly on runs at threshold setting 10,000 and 15,000, all except one.

For group 1c, where the images were preprocessed with the CLAHE algorithm,

there were a total of twenty seven out of one hundred and ninety five runs where a

larger movement of the model was observed. Again, the movement was not always

an improvement in fit. In only nine runs, was there an observable improvement;

two on ports 12 and 17, four on port 4, and one on port 9. For this set of runs,

improvement of the model occurred mostly at threshold setting 15,000, except

for one run at setting 10,000. Table 4.5 shows details of all these runs. For the

complete details of all the sets where movement of the model occurred, see Tables

D.2, D.3 and D.4. There was no observable improvement in model fit on port 19

in any of the experiment groups.
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Table 4.5: Runs from all sets showing an improvement in model fit, ** denotes

movement of model and improvement of fit.

Experiment Set Port Threshold Improve and Move

1a 1 17 10 000 **

1a 4 4 5 000 **

1a 4 17 10 000 **

1a 5 17 10 000 **

1a 8 12 10 000 **

1b 3 4 5 000 **

1b 4 4 10 000 **

1b 4 4 15 000 **

1b 7 4 10 000 **

1b 7 9 15 000 **

1b 8 4 10 000 **

1b 8 4 15 000 **

1b 9 4 15 000 **

1c 2 17 15 000 **

1c 4 4 10 000 **

1c 4 4 15 000 **

1c 4 9 15 000 **

1c 8 4 15 000 **

1c 8 12 15 000 **

1c 9 4 15 000 **

1c 10b 17 15 000 **

1c 11 12 15 000 **
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Table 4.6: Maximum and minimum values of projection errors for all runs on

each port, here sorted by port. Units are degrees, normalised to a value between

0 and 1. Values near 0 indicate good tracking quality.

Experiment Port Maximum Minimum

1a 4 0.236 0.145

1b 4 0.223 0.118

1c 4 0.305 0.121

1a 9 0.264 0.1

1b 9 0.251 0.1

1c 9 0.328 0.122

1a 12 0.278 0.12

1c 12 0.29 0.106

1a 17 0.217 0.09

1c 17 0.288 0.086

1a 19 0.241 0.1

1b 19 0.21 0.1

1c 19 0.227 0.108

Projection Errors

The projection error values for all the runs in groups 1a, 1b, and 1c ranged

between a maximum of 0.328 (29.5◦) and a minimum of 0.086 (7.7◦), and tended

to be higher in the runs with the preprocessed images (1c). Table 4.6 shows details

of maximum and minimum values for each port across all sets. See Section 4.4.8

for a reminder of what the projection error is and how it is calculated.

Projection error values were compared with the visual analysis of the runs in

groups 1a, 1b and 1c to see whether there was any correspondence between the

lowest projection error value for the five threshold runs on each image, and the

runs where an improvement was observed. Out of all the runs in group 1a, only

in six cases did the lowest projection error correspond to the run that showed
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Table 4.7: Lowest projection error corresponding to runs with best visual fit of

model, sorted by experiment.

Experiment Set Port Threshold Projection Error

1a 2 17 10,000 0.138

1a 4 4 5,000 0.198

1a 5 17 10,000 0.128

1a 8 12 10,000 0.148

1a 10 12 10,000 0.13

1a 10 17 5,000 0.145

1b 7 4 10,000 0.12

1b 9 4 15,000 0.16

1c 2 17 15,000 0.097

1c 4 9 15,000 0.155

1c 8 12 15,000 0.112

1c 10b 17 15,000 0.112

1c 11 12 15,000 0.117

an improvement and best visual fit. In group 1b, only in two cases did the

lowest projection error correspond to the runs showing an improvement and best

fit. And in group 1c, only in five cases did the lowest projection error for the

image dataset correspond to the runs showing an improvement and best fit. This

demonstrates that the projection error is not a very good indicator of the quality

of fit for this particular model. Table 4.7 shows details of the runs where the

lowest projection error corresponds to the run with best visual fit.

Error

Analysis of the errors1, which were plotted over the duration of each run, showed

that in most cases (79.7%), the RSS rose throughout the run. Correspondingly,

the size of the error vector also increased. Six characteristic behaviours of the

1The errors were detailed in Section 4.4.6.
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RSS were observed:

� the error rose steadily along with the size of the error vector;

� the error initially decreased and then rose again;

� the error remained almost constant at approximately the same values as it

began;

� the error rose or remained level and then decreased sharply and rose again,

this could occur more than once;

� the error remained constant, then decreased sharply and continued to fall,

this could also occur in steps;

� the error decreased at a steady rate.

Figure 4.12, shows an example of each type of behaviour.

In the cases where the error did not strictly increase, there was no visible

evidence of a change in position of the model in the images at these points. In

these runs, there was usually a corresponding fall in the size of the error vector.

There was also no correspondence between the runs where the error decreased,

and the runs where some improvement in fit was observed.

Although the RSS rose in most of the runs, the RMS error did consistently

decrease, showing that some form of convergence was occurring in all runs.

Comparison of the final error values for each run showed that the error tended

to decrease with a rise in threshold. This occurred on all ports, across all the

sets, and for group 1a, 1b and 1c. Figure 4.13 shows how in most cases the values

of the residual decrease with increasing threshold.
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Figure 4.12: Examples of types of behaviour observed in residual plots over 300

frame runs. First figure is typical for 79.7% of runs. For all figures, top plot

shows RSS errors, centre plot shows RMS errors, bottom plot shows size of error

vector.
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(a) Port 17 group a runs (b) Port 17 group c runs

(c) Port 12 group a runs (d) Port 12 group c runs

(e) Port 19 group a runs (f) Port 19 group c runs

Figure 4.13: Decreasing residuals with increasing thresholds. In port 17 and 12

group a runs, sharp decline is due to missing values for failed runs.
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Table 4.8: Maximum and minimum error values for each port across all runs.

Port Max RSS Min RSS Max RMS Min RMS

19 0.25 0.103 0.000016 0.00000112

4 0.252 0.013 0.00013 0.0000011

9 0.219 0.111 0.00011 0.0000011

17 0.33 0.22 0.000028 0.00001

12 0.304 0.225 0.000022 0.000008

The error values also remained in the same range for each set across the three

groups 1a, 1b and 1c, although for the small ports, the residual from group 1a

tended to be slightly higher than for groups 1b and 1c. This showed that there

was little difference in the tracking results between sets, and across the groups.

Table 4.8 shows the maximum and minimum RSS and RMS errors for each port

across all sets.

Error Histograms

Histograms of the errors were analysed in order to observe the distribution of

the errors and the convergence of the tracker as the runs progressed. This data

was thus comprised of the full error vector for each frame. So for each run,

three hundred histograms were produced, one for each frame in the run. The

histograms were also smoothed with a Gaussian function.

When looking at a histogram of any distribution, the bin sizes are an important

factor to consider because the width affects the appearance of the distribution.

The wider the bins, and thus fewer bins, the smoother or flatter the histogram

becomes, hiding important features. Likewise, with too many narrow bins there is

a loss of information by initially exaggerating features, and eventually smoothing

or flattening the histogram again. The bin sizes for our histograms therefore had

to be of a reasonable size for the range of the data. On the small ports the range

of the errors was approximately 10 millimetres in width (-5mm to 5mm), and on
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(a) First frame error histogram (b) Last frame error histogram

Figure 4.14: Convergence of errors, port 17 set 1, group 1a.

the large ports approximately 14 to16mm in width (-7 or -8mm to 7 or 8mm).

One hundred bins with a width of 0.1mm (small ports) or approximately 0.15mm

(large ports) were chosen as a suitable granularity. At this scale, the histograms

showed enough detail without too much exaggeration of the features.

Given that the aim of the tracking is to reduce the error to zero, the ideal

distribution for the errors would be a single peak centred on zero. What we see

is a distribution with a wide central peak and some, usually two or more, small

peaks on the outer edges.

The convergence of the tracker and reduced error appeared to be visible in

the progression (frame 1 to 300) of the histograms. This was seen as a gradual

increase in height of the central peak, and the flattening of the peaks on the outer

edges of the histogram as the run progressed. The central peaks were in some

cases made up of multiple peaks but show that most of the errors were located

within 1mm from the zero mean across all sets and ports. Figure 4.14 shows the

convergence of the tracker over the run from first to last histogram.
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The peaks on the outer edges of the histograms varied in size and position

across the image sets. It was therefore difficult to determine whether this was

due to the tracker sampling spurious edges, whether it was incidental with the

sample range, or whether there were some real features present. This was because

in some runs, the peaks in the histograms would be located at the same locations

across image sets, while in other runs the peaks were entirely absent. If the peaks

on the outer edges of the histograms were real features then one would expect

their presence to be consistently evident across all the sets. Given that the model

is always projected in the same initial position, the sampling range remains the

same, and that very little movement of the model in the image, was observed.

Figure 4.15 shows the set of histograms for port 4 group 1a, run 1 at threshold

500, across all its image sets, Figure 4.16 shows the set of histograms for port 12

group 1a, run 1 at 500 threshold, across all its image sets and Figure 4.17 shows

the histograms for port 19, again group 1a , run 1 across all its sets. Here we see

the described behaviour for the three ports.

The height and position of these peaks also changed between runs (thresh-

old value 500 through to 15,000) for each set, as the threshold values increased,

a thinning of the central peak and flattening of the peaks near the edges was

observed. This shows that an increase in threshold appears to improve the dis-

tribution of the errors. Figure 4.18 shows the last histograms in run for port

12, experiment 1a runs at threshold values 500 to 10,000, as an example of the

change in distribution as the threshold increases.

Poses

Comparison of the poses across the threshold sets, and across the image sets

was made difficult by the lack of ground truth. This meant that there was no

single baseline that the output runs could be compared to. Therefore, without

any 'correct' values, the best form of comparison was to observe how much the

output poses varied across the threshold runs, and sets. For this, only the final

frame in each run was used.
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(a) Set 1 (b) Set 3 (c) Set 4

(d) Set 5 (e) Set 6 (f) Set 7

(g) Set 8 (h) Set 9 (i) Set 11

Figure 4.15: Histogram peak locations for last frame in run on port 4, group 1a

run at 500 threshold.
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(a) Set 1 (b) Set 3 (c) Set 5

(d) Set 6 (e) Set 8 (f) Set 10

(g) Set 11

Figure 4.16: Histogram peak locations for last frame in run on port 12, group 1a

run at 500 threshold.
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(a) Set 1 (b) Set 2 (c) Set 4

(d) Set 5 (e) Set 7 (f) Set 10

(g) Set 11

Figure 4.17: Histogram peak locations for last frame in run on port 19, group 1a

run at 500 threshold.
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(a) Threshold 500 (b) Threshold 1,000

(c) Threshold 5,000 (d) Threshold 10,000

Figure 4.18: Frequency distribution changes as thresholds increase.
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Each pose is a six parameter component, again making comparison difficult. To

simplify the comparison, each parameter in the pose was treated independently

in as far as this allowed some quantification of how much the poses, and pose

elements varied from each other.

The distributions of the poses in each run, plotted by individual parameter,

were not Gaussian. See figure 4.22 for an example of the distributions from port

4 set 4. Therefore, the more robust median and the median absolute difference

(MAD) were used instead of the mean and variance. The caveat is that because

each parameter has been dealt with independently, the median values for the pose

elements, are not always from a single output pose1.

For instance the median x rotation for a set might be selected from the run

at threshold value 1,000, whereas the y rotation median might be the y rotation

value from the run at threshold 15,000. Which means that the resulting me-

dian parameter values have no meaning as a complete pose. Table 4.9 shows an

example of this, taken from the outputs of set 1 runs for port 19.

We can also see, by looking at this table that the differences in output poses are

less than a degree for the rotations, and sub millimetre for the translations2. This

was true across all ports and sets. Figures 4.20 and 4.21 show the final output

poses for this same run (port 19, set 1) plotted as the two components of rotation,

and position. Table 4.10 shows the medians and median absolute difference values

of the rotations for all the sets in groups 1a, 1b and 1c for the runs on port 19,

while Table 4.11 shows the medians and median absolute difference values for

translations on this port. The values for all the other ports can be found in

tables D.5, D.6, D.7, D.8, D.9, D.10, D.11, D.12 in the appendix, starting at

page 311. These tables show that the threshold parameter had little effect on

the result of the output poses across the individual runs in each of the groups,

and that there was also little effect on the poses across the groups, namely the

1The median value when the number of parameter instances is even, is interpolated by

averaging the two middle values.
2Unit of measure for translations is in meters.
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(a) x rotation (b) y rotation

(c) z rotation (d) x translation

(e) y translation (f) z translation

Figure 4.19: Frequency distribution of camera pose elements for port 4, set 4,

run2.
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Figure 4.20: Set 1 output rotations for port 19.

Figure 4.21: Set 1 output translations for port 19.
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Table 4.9: Set 1 port 19 output poses, median values in last row for group.

Medians are not always from same pose instance. Rotations given in degrees,

translations in meters.

Group x Rot y Rot z Rot x Trans y Trans z Trans

a -89.9799 -44.9637 0.0543053 -0.0000225 -0.000194 0.212406

a -89.9741 -44.9658 0.0639772 -0.0000187 -0.000191 0.212386

a -90.0662 -44.9927 0.171837 -0.0000721 0.000049 0.212343

Med a -89.9799 -44.9658 0.0639772 -0.0000225 -0.000191 0.212386

b -89.9824 -44.9628 0.0126034 -0.0000314 -0.0001101 0.21239

b -89.9684 -44.9806 0.0133656 -0.0000584 -0.0000844 0.212294

b -90.0721 -45.014 0.104778 -0.0000316 -0.0001149 0.212733

b -90.1789 -45.064 0.0422198 0.0001024 0.0003885 0.213715

b -89.7611 -45.1581 0.778582 -0.0002458 0.0001617 0.213197

Med b -89.9824 -45.014 0.0422198 -0.0000316 -0.0000844 0.212733

c -89.9746 -44.9895 -0.0217019 -0.0000449 -0.0001071 0.212418

c -89.9741 -44.9921 -0.0208974 -0.0000361 -0.0001016 0.212451

c -89.9059 -44.9849 -0.104552 -0.0000357 -0.0001281 0.21262

c -89.9821 -44.995 0.0506433 -0.0000273 0.0000330 0.212797

c -90.2685 -45.0638 0.693297 -0.0001488 0.0005891 0.212924

Med c -89.9746 -44.9921 -0.0208974 -0.0000361 -0.0001016 0.21262

smaller model, group 1b, and preprocessed images, group 1c. It was only on the

z translation of the small ports that the differences were slightly larger for groups

1b and 1c in most sets, but that can be attributed to the observed movement in

depth of the model in the images due to the reduced model. Tables 4.12, 4.13,

4.14, 4.15 show the medians and median absolute difference for both rotations

and translations of all the runs across all the sets for groups 1a, 1b and 1c, for

each of the ports.

An output camera pose was also recorded for each frame in each run, resulting

in 300 poses per run. These were plotted to show the evolution of the output
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Table 4.10: Port 19 medians and median absolute difference of final rotations for

all sets.

Set x Rot x MAD y Rot y MAD z Rot z MAD

1a -89.9799 0.0058 -44.9658 0.0021 0.063977 0.009671

1b -89.9824 0.0897 -45.014 0.05 0.0422198 0.029616

1c -89.9746 0.0075 -44.9921 0.0029 -0.020897 0.071541

2a -89.9814 0.0001 -45.02945 0.00005 -0.033736 0.000795

2b -89.9225 0.0205 -45.0538 0.0095 -0.0446559 0.023458

2c -89.9237 0.0092 -45.0641 0.003 -0.065892 0.026563

3a -90.0012 0.0027 -45.016 0.0017 -0.003699 0.000702

3b -90.0881 0.0893 -45.0478 0.0478 0.0940735 0.081783

3c -89.9981 0.0135 -44.9893 0.0056 0.0209059 0.012520

4a -89.945025 0.004999 -45.02003 0 -0.0321 0.0259

4b -89.9626 0.0189 -45.0349 0.0092 -0.13847 0.071254

4c -89.967 0.0059 -45.0477 0.017 -0.065925 0.000687

5a -90.0137 0.0063 -45.0221 0.0058 0.035622 0.014391

5b -89.9551 0.0417 -45.0953 0.0084 0.019839 0.004787

5c -89.9853 0.0203 -44.9798 0.0053 0.030118 0.019806

7a -89.9986 0.0198 -44.9841 0.0005 0.025550 0.014157

7b -90.009 0.0273 -45.0205 0.0372 0.170989 0.129204

7c -89.9968 0.0101 -45.0155 0.0098 0.145633 0.096627

10-a -89.972 0.0025 -44.984 0.0065 -0.001814 0.015770

10-b -90.0048 0.0254 -45.0167 0.0051 0.169602 0.161156

10-c -89.9957 0.0048 -45.0017 0.0166 0.019806 0.011021

12a -90.0047 0.0032 -44.9631 0.0088 0.006154 0.028602

12b -90.0066 0.0151 -44.9866 0.0414 0.266454 0.269157

12c -90.0035 0.0212 -44.9807 0.0206 0.09669 0.076542
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Table 4.11: Port 19 median and median absolute difference of final positions for

all sets.

Group x Trans x MAD y Trans y MAD z Trans z MAD

1a -0.000023 0.000004 -0.000191 0.000003 0.212386 0.00002

1b -0.000032 0.000027 -0.000084 0.000030 0.212733 0.000439

1c -0.000036 0.000009 -0.000102 0.000026 0.21262 0.000177

2a -0.000104 0.0000001 -0.00015 0.000001 0.212195 0.000001

2b –0.0001 0.000005 -0.00017 0.000037 0.21243 0.000064

2c -0.000125 0.000006 -0.000153 0.000001 0.212435 0.000046

3a -0.000112 0.000001 0.00008 0.000132 0.212261 0.000014

3b -0.000157 0.00008 0.00013 0.000183 0.212686 0.000248

3c -0.000111 0.0000007 -0.000064 0.000013 0.212545 0.000049

4a -0.000133 0.000002 -0.00018 0.000007 0.2121 1E-10

4b -0.000133 0.000019 -0.000177 0.000015 0.212297 0.000029

4c -0.0002 0.000024 -0.00016 0.000039 0.212565 0.000102

5a -0.000124 0.0000001 -0.00011 0.000006 0.212359 0.000028

5b -0.000022 0.000034 -0.000016 0.000105 0.213508 0.000123

5c -0.000052 0.000038 -0.000106 0.000040 0.212519 0.000111

7a -0.000083 0.000007 -0.00008 0.000007 0.212428 0.000072

7b -0.000082 0.000021 -0.000025 0.00009 0.212737 0.00018

7c -0.000132 0.000025 -0.000080 0.000028 0.212636 0.000182

10-a -0.000045 0.000026 -0.000057 0.000035 0.21234 0.000161

10-b -0.000084 0.000016 0.000119 0.000103 0.212637 0.000046

10-c -0.000061 0.000010 -0.000051 0.000024 0.212624 0.00016

12a 0.000011 0.000008 -0.000058 0.000004 0.212228 0.000063

12b -0.000031 0.000006 -0.000063 0.000018 0.212753 0.000358

12c 0.000009 0.000074 -0.000138 0.000046 0.21267 0.000308
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Table 4.12: Total group medians and median absolute differences of final rotations

for all sets on small ports.

Group x Rot x MAD y Rot y MAD z Rot z MAD

Port4

a 89.9682 0.0277 -44.9971 0.0161 -179.909 0.066

b 89.9376 0.0927 -44.9975 0.0225 -179.121 0.813

c 89.9675 0.0203 -45.0014 0.0253 -179.639 0.338

Port9

a 89.9766 0.0149 45.0068 0.0242 -179.539 0.452

b 89.9793 0.0446 45.004 0.0269 -179.641 0.317

c 89.9783 0.0184 44.9787 0.0314 -179.698 0.262

Port19

a -89.9986 0.0187 -44.9931 0.0232 0.0113924 0.0338399

b -89.9957 0.0273 -45.0299 0.0315 0.0198059 0.073362

c -89.9846 0.0194 -45.0242 0.035 0.0201458 0.0847892

poses during the runs, as well as whether the tracker had converged, and if so, at

what frame this occurred.

Plots with a sharp rise or fall followed by a flat line corresponded to the runs

where movement of the model was visually observed. Although the flat line was

indicative of convergence, it did not mean that is was to a global optimum be-

cause, as previously mentioned, movement of the model did not always correspond

to an improvement in the fit. This can be seen as a convergence in some but not

all of the individual parameter plots.

In runs where movement and an improvement in fit was observed, and this

also coincided with the lowest projection error, convergence was visible in all

six parameters of the plots. Figure 4.22 shows an example where the six pose

components have converged. This was not true in only two cases in group c (set
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Table 4.13: Total group median and median absolute difference of final positions

for all sets on small ports.

Group x Trans x MAD y Trans y MAD z Trans z MAD

Port4

a -0.000032 0.000037 -0.000144 0.000044 0.212243 0.000099

b 0.0000002 0.000075 -0.000243 0.000139 0.212476 0.000322

c -0.000018 0.000058 -0.000146 0.000065 0.21231 0.00018

Port9

a -0.00002 0.000047 -0.000137 0.000016 0.21234 0.000137

b -0.000014 0.000086 -0.000145 0.000032 0.212808 0.00034

c 0.000046 0.000096 -0.000146 0.000040 0.212508 0.000128

Port19

a -0.000083 0.000041 -0.000087 0.000061 0.21234 0.000108

b -0.000082 0.000050 -0.000064 0.000096 0.212591 0.000181

c -0.000110 0.000045 -0.000106 0.000047 0.212545 0.000109

Table 4.14: Total group medians and median absolute differences of final rotations

for all sets on large ports.

Group x Rot x MAD y Rot y MAD z Rot z MAD

Port12

a 0 0 89.539 0.2468 90.0366 0.0855

c 0 0 89.5558 0.25255 89.96095 0.036716

Port17

a -90.1317 0.14525 0.110344 0.083064 -0.168585 0.09139

c -89.9465 0.27855 0.11946 0.222684 0.00455 0.099617
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Table 4.15: Total group median and median absolute difference of final positions

for all sets on large ports.

Group x Trans x MAD y Trans y MAD z Trans z MAD

Port12

a 0.000030 0.000408 0.000550 0.000430 0.276229 0.00042

c 0.0000065 0.000287 0.000168 0.000511 0.276038 0.000408

Port17

a 0.0028185 0.0002732 -0.0010897 0.0004626 0.2318670 0.0004175

c 0.0002418 0.0008538 0.0000858 0.0004141 0.2300050 0.0002765

10, port 17, run at 15,000 threshold, and set 4, port 9 run at threshold 15,000)

where only five of the parameters showed convergence.

In some of the plots, a coupling between two of the axes was observed. The

coupling took form as either an inverse relationship, or a similar or equal move-

ment of the axes. This occurred most often on plots from port 12 because the

object to camera transformation for this port includes a rotation of 90◦ on the y

axis. With the Euler representation of rotations this results in Gimbal lock, so

alternate equivalent rotations are given, explaining the coupling of axes. There

was some visible similarities in the plots at the lower thresholds of 500 and 1,000,

and occasionally this was also seen at the higher thresholds of 10,000 and 15,000.

Figure 4.23 shows an example of two axes coupling on the rotations for a run on

port 12 taken from set 1, group 1c.

In this section, a comparison of the threshold runs for each image was made

to see the effect of the increased threshold values on the output camera poses.

A comparison was also made across all the sets to further identify the effects

of different lighting conditions on the output poses. Although the threshold

parameter had little effect on the output poses, a setting of 10 000 was found

to be optimal because at this setting, the most movement of the model was
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(a) Rotations, set 4, group 1a port 17 (b) Translations, set 4, group 1a port 17

(c) Rotations, set 8, group 1a, port 12 (d) Translations, set 8, group 1a, port 12

Figure 4.22: Example of plots showing convergence on all six parameters. Both

runs at 10,000 threshold.
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(a) Rotations (b) Translations

Figure 4.23: Example plot showing coupling of axes on port 12 rotations. Here

we can see that the x axis and z axes are coupled.

observed, and this also coincided with the runs showing better visual fit. The

lighting conditions showed little effect on the output poses across all the sets.

4.6.3 Part 2 Live Runs

The second part of the experiment was focused on comparing the results of the

all the runs from part 1 with the final data set which was comprised of two live

runs per port. The results of the experimentation with lighting conditions and

camera settings in the first part of the experiment, showed that there was too

much saturation in the images, so for these runs the aperture of the camera was

reduced. The two live runs were captured at two different shutter speeds; for the

first run, the pixel clock was set at 10 for ports 17 and 9, and at 15 for ports 4,

19 and 12, and for the second run, the pixel clock was set at 20 for all the ports.
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Visual Inspection

There was a noticeable amount of movement of the model during both runs for

ports 12, 9, 4 and 19. On port 17, however, movement was observed later in the

runs and it was slow and gradual. There was no improvement of the model fit in

runs captured from ports 12 and the first run on port 9. Some improvement was

observed on runs captured from port 17, 19 and 4 but ultimately, these runs did

not converge to a correct fit. However the fits of the model on runs taken from

port 19 and 4 were best.

In both runs taken from port 4, movement of the model was limited to a

movement in depth. There was an improvement in fit as the model shifted forward

at the beginning of the run. The tracker had converged by 30 frames, thereafter,

only a small amount of movement was observed for rest of run and this was due

to inter-frame variation.

Movement of the model in first run of port 9 was also limited to a movement in

depth. In this run the tracker had converged before 50 frames. On the second run,

there were three sets of movement observed; the initial movement was limited to

a movement in depth, the second and third set of movements affected both the

front and back parts of the model. After the third movement an improvement

was seen on port 2, plate and half plate.

For port 12, movement of the model in the first run was observed on the left

side of the image, where the model displayed a rotation about the y axis1(yaw).

On the second run, a pitching rotation in the x axis was also observed. With this

rotation, the lower part the model of port 12 became visible and movement was

then limited to these areas for the rest of the run. The fit on the right side of the

chamber appeared accurate in both runs but overall, the quality of fit was poor.

1Rotations and translations are described in terms of the camera’s reference frame.
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Movement of the model in both runs on port 17 was very gradual. There

was an improvement in fit in both runs but this only occurred later in the runs.

Although there was an improvement in model fit, it was by no means correct.

The model appeared to be tilted slightly toward the viewer on the left side of the

image.

Movement on both runs from port 19 was limited to a movement in depth, this

was an improvement in fit of the edges of port 19 itself, but did not have any

effect on the errors in fit in the rest of the image. The tracker had converged

before twenty frames.

To conclude, the runs with the best fit were once again on port 19 and 4. The

improvement on port 9 was the best fit observed for this port but was only seen

in the second live run. The quality of the model fit in images captured from port

17 was better on runs from part 1 than the live runs. Port 12 runs were equally

poor in both static and live runs.

Projection Errors

The projection error (Section 4.4.8) for each of the live runs, on all ports, were

within the same range as those from the static runs. The maximum projection

error on the live runs was 0.2 (18◦), and the minimum 0.108 (9.72◦). Table D.13

in the appendix on page 319, shows the projection errors for all the live runs.

Error

The errors (RSS) for the live runs rose slightly throughout the runs, all except

one run. The error vectors on all the runs rose, but their size was smaller than

the error vectors from the static runs, on some runs by more than half. The error

plots were more noisy due to the dynamic nature of the live runs. Figure 4.24

shows the plots of the RSS, RMS and error vector sizes for port 4 run 2, port 9

run 1, port 12 run 1 and port 19 run 1.
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(a) Port 4 run 2 (b) Port 9 run1

(c) Port 12 run 1 (d) Port 19 run 1

Figure 4.24: Residual plots for some of the live runs.
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The error values were also higher for runs from port 17 and 12, as compared

to the static image runs on these two ports. The error values from the runs on

the small ports were within the range of the minimum and maximum values from

the static runs, although they were closer to the maximum. Table D.14 in the

appendix on page 319, shows the RSS and RMS errors for these runs.

Error Distributions

The histograms of the errors for the live runs exhibited similar distributions to

those from the the static runs. The differences were that they had a larger spread,

but still had a central peak on or near the zero mean, and in some histograms,

smaller peaks on one or both sides of the histogram, but as before, these were

not always located at the same points. The evolution of the distributions over

the runs were different to those in the static runs because they did not show a

narrowing towards the zero mean as the runs progressed.

Poses

The output camera poses from the live runs were compared to the overall medians

from the static runs. In other words, the median of each parameter of the poses,

across all the sets and groups on each port. This comparison was drawn by

once again treating each parameter independently, and subtracting the median

parameter from each corresponding parameter in the live runs.

The pose parameter differences between the median of the static runs and each

of the live runs tended to be larger on the x and some of the z rotations than what

was previously observed between sets and groups in part 1. The translations were

more variable; on some ports there were large differences, anywhere between one

to five millimetres on all axes but with the largest being on the depth parameter.

On port 12 there was a large translational difference of 1.6cm in the y axis cor-

responding to the previously observed movement where the bottom parts of the

model’s port 12 appeared in the image. Table 4.16 shows these values for each

port. For comparison, the poses for each of the live runs and the total median

for each parameter can be viewed in Table D.15, in the appendix.
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Table 4.16: Pose parameter differences between live runs, and live runs and overall

median for all sets on each port.

Runs x Rot◦ y Rot◦ z Rot◦ x Trans y Trans z Trans

Port 4

r1 - r2 -0.1312 -0.0719 0.268 -0.000155 0.000474 -0.001082

r1 - Med -0.9651 -0.05335 0.062 0.000597 0.002183 0.003243

r2 - Med -1.0963 0.01855 0.33 0.000442 0.00171 0.002161

Port 9

r1 - r2 0.4471 0.6152 0.162 -0.000994 0.000185 0.005604

r1 - Med -0.9839 -0.72675 -1.4325 0.000763 0.001755 0.00399

r2 - Med -0.5368 -0.11155 -1.5945 0.000214 0.001570 0.009594

Port19

r1 - r2 0.0201 0.0797 -0.0919676 0.000039 0.000104 0.000482

r1 - Med -0.1518 -0.0416 0.141412 0.000868 0.00001 0.003805

r2 - Med -0.1719 -0.1213 0.049445 0.000907 0.000113 0.00428

Port12

r1 - r2 0.3101 -5.115 -0.003343 -0.012824 0.000477

r1 - Med 1.020025 -0.6842 0.000553 0.003218 -0.005907

r2 - Med 1.330125 -5.7992 0.003897 0.016042 -0.005430

Port17

r1 - r2 -0.0865 -0.280154 0.025144 0.00095 -0.000278 0.000069

r1 - Med -0.2519 0.060739 0.530005 0.001060 0.000193 0.008543

r2 - Med -0.1654 0.070553 0.555149 0.00201 0.000471 0.008612
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The progression of the poses in both live runs captured on port 4, showed

either a sharp rise or fall in all the individual parameter plots, indicative of rapid

movement . However, in the parameter plots from the first run, only two remained

level , showing convergence. The plot of the y axis rotations did not converge.

The plot on the z axis rotations appeared not to have converged, but on closer

inspection, the visible oscillations were in the order of thousandths of the decimal

degree. This means that this plot would be flatter if plotted at a larger scale. In

the plots from the second run , five levelled and remained so. The sixth parameter

plot again appeared not to have converged but it too was plotted at a vary small

scale, in the order of thousandths of a decimal degree.

The plots for port 9 also exhibited the rises or falls indicative of visible move-

ment, although they were not as sharp. Convergence in the first run occurred

slowly from 50 frames onwards, in four of the parameter plots. In the plots from

the second run, convergence occurred from close to 150 frames onward, in all six

parameters.

In the plots from the first run captured from port 12, sharp falls were present

in five plots, but they rose again and kept rising. Only in one parameter plot

was convergence of the tracker observed. In the plots from the second run, there

were both sharp and gradual falls in all six parameter plots. All the plots showed

convergence by 200 frames. One parameter plot showed convergence before 50

frames, two around 50 frames and the rest showed gradual convergence after this

point.

The plots from the runs captured on port 17 exhibited both sharp and gradual

rises, but only the z axis rotation parameter plot showed convergence in both

runs. While in the plots from runs captured on Port 19 sharp rises and falls in all

six parameter plots were observed, convergence occurred in five parameter plots.

This was observed in the plots for both runs.
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The progression of the pose plots on these live runs were interesting because

the runs where all six parameter plots converged, were visually not good in terms

of the quality of fit, although the second run for port 9, was visually the best fit

achieved out of all the runs on this port thus far. However, the plots for the runs

on the ports that had the best visual fits (port 4 and 19) only showed convergence

in three or five of their parameter plots.

4.6.4 Part 3 Convergence

In the first and second parts of the experiment, the runs were kept to a short

duration given that there was a lot of data to examine. The results for the first

part showed that in most cases where movement of the model was observed, it

usually occurred within the first few frames of the runs. Little or no movement

was observed after this, indicating that this duration was suitable. Unfortunately,

the short duration of the runs did not allow for a rigorous assessment of whether

convergence could be achieved, or how long it would take. Extended runs were

therefore required for this purpose. It was also hoped that further optimisation

of the output poses could be achieved with extended runs.

In the results of the first part of the experiment, we saw that in most of the runs,

the RSS error tended to rise but that this was not always the case. Six charac-

teristic behaviours of the RSS error were observed; these examples were therefore

selected for further analysis because their behaviour covers the full dataset. That

means that the same six runs, at various threshold values, were selected and

their iterations were increased significantly to 10 000 frames1. The output errors

and poses from these extended runs were then compared with their shorter run

counterparts.

Results

In all of the 10 000 frame runs, the RSS rose in line with the increasing error

vector, and like the shorter runs, the RMS fell but did not appear to have con-

verged fully by the end of the run. Although the RMS indicated some form of

1This means that a single image was read repeatedly over 10 000 iterations.
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optimisation was occurring, it is important to remember that it is possible for

the model to be projected at an incorrect position in the image, and still see the

minimisation of the RMS. This was evident because there was little improvement

in fit of the model, visually, for these runs. There was also little difference in the

final camera poses between these runs and their shorter duration counterparts.

Figures 4.25 and 4.26 show the error outputs for both short and extended runs.

Table 4.17 shows a comparison of the output poses for each of the short runs and

their extended counterparts. Here we see that the differences are once again less

than a degree for rotations, and sub millimetre for translations. Except for on

port 12 where there were larger differences of more than 1mm in the x and y

translations but these did not correspond to an improvement in fit of the model

on the image features, see Figure 4.28 showing the first and last frames for this

run. Note that in the table, z axis rotation values are blank. This is because

the x and z axis component outputs were combined, and are shown in the x axis

column1.

Some of the pose plots showed flattening of the individual parameter plots

while others were noisy. On closer examination, these differences were mainly

due to scaling. So for instance, the plots for the runs on port 12, which was the

port with the worst visual fitting results, were flatter, almost appearing to have

converged for some of the parameters, while the plots for port 19 were noisier.

But these were plotted at a smaller scale giving them a noisy appearance. Figure

4.28 shows the output for the run on port 19 from set 10b as an example. None

of the pose plots appeared to have converged on any of the parameters.

Unfortunately, due to the ever increasing error vector, performance degraded

with each additional frame because more sampling sites require more processing.

So for every error, fourteen pixels had to be evaluated. In these runs, the tracker

had completed 1000 frames within 10 minutes, it took 3 further hours to reach

1Port 12 is at 90◦ on the y axis, and is also rotated by 90◦ on the x axis, this would cause

Gimbal lock under Euler representation. To avoid this, equivalent Euler rotations are output

on the x and z axes, which when combined, result in the same pose of the object.
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Figure 4.25: Comparison of short runs exhibiting characteristic behaviours ob-

served in part 1 results, versus their extended counterparts. For all sub-figures,

top plot shows RSS errors, centre plot shows RMS errors, bottom plot shows size

of error vector. Left plots show the short duration runs.
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Figure 4.26: Comparison of short runs exhibiting characteristic behaviours ob-

served in part 1 results, versus their extended counterparts. For all sub-figures,

top plot shows RSS errors, centre plot shows RMS errors, bottom plot shows size

of error vector. Left plots show the short duration runs.
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Table 4.17: Pose parameter differences between short runs, and same runs ex-

tended to 10 000 frames. ** Indicates the extended runs and Diff shows the

difference between the two runs.

Set Port x Rot◦ y Rot◦ z Rot◦ x Trans y Trans z Trans

3 9 89.97660 44.9759 -179.99500 -0.000017 -0.000129 0.212198

3 9 ** 89.90330 44.9528 -179.88900 0.000062 -0.000205 0.212738

Diff 0.07330 0.0231 0.10600 0.000078 0.000076 0.000540

3 12 90.17196 88.3629 0.000066 0.002949 0.276150

3 12 ** 90.47220 87.6971 0.001069 0.005568 0.275716

Diff 0.30024 0.6658 0.001003 0.002619 0.000434

3 12 90.14240 87.4843 0.002137 0.003661 0.277390

3 12 ** 90.23440 85.4697 0.003452 0.008234 0.277436

Diff 0.09200 2.0146 0.001315 0.004573 0.000046

10b 19 -89.96950 -44.9775 -0.00181 -0.000072 -0.000058 0.212340

10b 19 ** -90.01780 -44.9942 -0.08526 -0.000031 0.000055 0.212564

Diff 0.04830 0.0167 0.08345 0.000041 0.000113 0.000224

3 19 -89.99850 -45.016 -0.00370 -0.000111 0.000084 0.212247

3 19 ** -90.05390 -45.0108 -0.14962 -0.000189 0.000057 0.212447

Diff 0.05540 0.0052 0.14592 0.000078 0.000027 0.000200

12 19 -90.00070 -44.9735 0.02109 0.000019 -0.000185 0.212670

12 19 ** -90.05260 -44.9675 -0.05561 0.000035 -0.000070 0.212672

Diff 0.05190 0.006 0.07670 0.000017 0.000115 0.000002
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(a) First frame in extended run

(b) Last frame in extended run

Figure 4.27: Comparison of first and last frames for port 12 extended run showing

that the motion in x and y axis translations was not due to an improvement in

visual fit of the model on image features.
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Figure 4.28: Output pose parameter plots for port 19 run from set 10b at a 1000

threshold value. Plots appear noisy for all the individual parameters and do not

appear to have converged.
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6000 frames and over 5 hours to complete the next 3000 frames. The results

showed that there was no real benefit to running the tracking for this number

of iterations as no significant optimisation was observed. The extended runs did

however validate that there was a problem with the model because of the ever

increasing error vector. This aspect will be discussed in more detail in the next

section.

4.7 Discussion

The rotational and translational motion of this model under perspective pro-

jection can have some surprising effects in the image that may appear counter

intuitive and often ambiguous. The section below will therefore provide a brief

overview of these effects before we continue with the discussion.

4.7.1 Transformations under perspective projection

Analysis of the results of the tracking is difficult because the pose parameters are

not independent; a motion in one axis has effects on the others. When the motion

in the image is small it becomes difficult to differentiate between rotations and

translations.

Ambiguities arise because under small motions rotations and translations in

opposite directions can result in images with similar appearances. Figure 4.30

shows and example of this. Likewise, when transformations are a result of a

set of composite rotations and translations, because different combinations of

transformations can also appear similar. Figure 4.29 shows the result of some

different composite transformations and Figure 4.33 shows that small translations

and rotations can sometimes appear almost indistinguishable, or have a similar

effect in the foreground with subtle differences in the background.

Ambiguity also arises when a large rotation results in the model appearing

similar when transformed by a large translation in the opposite direction. Figures

4.31 and 4.32 show examples of this. In these images, the results of large rotations
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Figure 4.29: Example of composite transformations with similar results. Left,

translation of camera upward, followed by a rotation about z axis (roll), and

second rotation about the x (pitch). Right, rotation about x axis, camera pitching

downward, and rotation about z axis.

in the pitch and yaw of the camera versus large translations are shown. We can

see that a x rotation of the camera pitching downwards, and a y translation of

the camera upwards have similar results. As do rotations about the y axis and x

translations. Although there are also visible differences in the background, to the

untrained eye, it is a challenge to identify the direction of motion and whether

the result is due to a translation or rotation.

A key aspect to understanding the appearance of the motion of the model in

the images is that any transformation applied to the camera, is equivalent to

the inverse transformation of the object. Therefore, the motion of the model in

the image is opposite to that of the camera, which means that when the camera

rotates left, the object in the image appears to move in the right direction and

vice versa.

This is not obvious when viewing rotations or translations in images captured

on the large ports. It only becomes apparent when viewing rotations in images

captured on the small ports because in these images, elements in the foreground

of the model move in one direction while the elements on the opposite side of
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(a) Rotation about x axis (pitch down) (b) rotation about the x axis (pitch up)

(c) Translation in the y axis, downward (d) Translation in the y axis, upward

(e) Rotation about z axis (roll)

Figure 4.30: Example of how rotations and translations have similar results.

Rotation amounts were approximately 0.5◦, and translations 2mm.
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(a) Rotation about x axis (pitch down) (b) Translation y axis (up)

(c) Rotation about x axis (pitch up) (d) Translation y axis (down)

Figure 4.31: Examples of similarities between results of large rotations and trans-

lations.
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the model move in the opposite direction. In images captured from the large

ports there are no foreground elements to help disambiguate translations from

rotations. So what appears to be a rotation towards the left in an image taken

from a large port, appears to be a rotation to the right in an image captured from

the small port.

On the large ports rotations and translations about the x and y axes, are very

difficult to disambiguate because the motion appears the same. An obvious clue

is that the object’s reference frame in the image does not move from its centred

position, it rotates in place whereas with translations, the object’s reference frame

will translate along with the model. On these ports, both of these transformations

shift the whole model in the same direction. It is only at larger rotations or

translations that some differences become noticeable. For instance on port 17,

the motion of the half port, which is closer to the camera, behaves differently.

With translations it will be shifted in or off the image, whereas with rotations, it

will initially shift slightly but then tend to pivot in place as the small ports are

shifted over it. Figure 4.33 shows a set of progressive rotations versus progressive

translations.

On the small ports, translations in the x and y axes shift the whole model

in the same direction without changing its appearance. This makes it appear

as if the direction the camera is moving in is the same as what is being seen in

the image, when in fact it is opposite. As the camera translates further from

the origin, the distances between the back and front rings of the ports furtherest

from the camera, appear to change, some appearing closer and others further

away from each other. Movement of parts of the model closer to the camera are

more pronounced than those at a further distance.

On both large and small ports, rotations about the camera’s z axis tilt or roll

the whole model in the opposite direction to the camera. There is no scaling or

other changes besides the fact that at some point, parts of the model disappear

beyond the image’s boundaries.
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(a) Rotation y axis (yaw right) (b) Translation x axis (left)

(c) Rotation y axis (yaw left) (d) Translation x axis (right)

Figure 4.32: More examples of similarities between results of large translations

and rotations.
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Figure 4.33: Example of how rotations and translations have similar results. Top

row progressive x axis translations of camera to right (positive), second row,

progressive y axis camera rotations to the left(negative). Third row, progressive

x axis translations of camera to right (positive). Bottom row, progressive y axis

camera rotations to the left(negative).Top rotation amounts were approximately

0, 1 and 2◦, second row translations 0, 3.5 and 6 mm. Third row, 2,5 and 10 mm.

Bottom row, rotations 0.4, 1.4 and 2.4◦
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Only translations in the camera’s z axis can be easily identified, and the be-

haviour is the same in all the images regardless of port. A translation in the

z axis will scale the model in the image. A translation of the camera towards

the object will scale the model elements so that they appear larger as the model

moves towards the camera. Likewise, when the camera is moved backward, the

model elements become smaller as the object and camera move away from each

other.

4.7.2 Visual Fit and Model

The correctness of the output camera pose and thus the projection of the model

at the correct location, and the ability of the tracker to converge to a global

minimum depend on the model being correct, a good initial pose, an optimal

search range, and a suitable threshold value. Although the model appeared to fit

well on the image features in images taken from some of the ports, this was not

always the case. There are a number of factors that could account for this. In

this section, we will discuss these different aspects in terms of the results of the

visual inspection of the runs from the experiment.

In the results of the experiment we saw that a relatively good fit of the model

on the image features was achieved on images taken from ports 19 and 4, for all

the runs. There were visible errors in the fit on all the runs but these were limited

to small areas located on the parts of the ports where the glass attached to the

flange, or on the inner edges of the ports where they are welded to the chamber

itself, see Figure 4.7.

On images taken from port 17, the quality of model fit was variable. In some

static runs (set 1, set 2, set 4 and set 5, group 1a, runs at 10,000 threshold), the

model would fit well onto the half port seen on the right hand side of the image.

When this occurred, the fit on the central large port (port 7, see Figure A.1 in

the general appendix on page 301 for a reminder of port numbering) appeared

mostly correct with only slight visible errors on the edges of this port, where the

model, appeared slightly tilted with a rotation about either the model’s x axis or
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z axis. When this was not true and the model had not latched well onto the half

port features, then the model would usually appear more tilted on port 7, usually

with a rotation about the model’s z axis (yaw). There were usually visible errors

with the model fit on the two small ports either side of the central port, and with

the parts of the model belonging to port 2 that were projected in the image, but

that should not have been visible. On the live runs taken from this port, the

model failed to fit on the image features as well as in the static runs.

The fit of the model on images taken from port 9 had a larger amount of visible

errors than the other two small ports; there were always problems with the fit in

the view port edges where it attaches to the port flange, and likewise on the inner

edges of the port where it is attached to the chamber. There were also always

problems with the fit of the model on the half plate on port 2, except for the

second live run where the model fit on the half plate and port 2 was correct. In

this run, there were only a very small areas on port 2 plate near the bottom that

did not fit correctly, likewise on the rest of the image features.

The fit of the model on images captured from port 12 was always problematic.

In all the runs, static and live, large errors in fit were observed on the left side of

the image, port 17, parts of port 19 and on the left part of port 2.

Previously, in Chapter 3 we saw that the model may have small errors due

to difficulties associated with measuring port 2 and its plates, caused by space

constraints in the chamber, the tilts on the plates, and the uneven face of the

half plate. The modelled weld seams on all the ports are another source of

errors because they are uneven. These errors can account for some of the fitting

issues described above, specially on images where port two is present, but not

to a significant amount. This is because when one looks at how the model fit

compares across the images taken from all the ports, we can see that there are

fitting errors on all the ports and that the errors are view dependent.
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(a) Port 19 view of chamber (b) Port 9 view of chamber

Figure 4.34: View of chamber taken from ports 19 and 9. In these views the

depth of the small ports appear incorrect.

For instance, in the view from port 19 and port 4, port 2 is not visible but yet

there are still errors. The depths of the small ports, as seen from port 19 and port

9 are another example. In both these views, the depths of the ports seen head on

(port 9 seen from port 19 and port 19, seen from port 9) appear to be incorrect,

yet when viewed in images taken from ports 12 and 17, the small port depths

appear to be correct. All three small ports (4, 19 and 9) were measured and

modelled as having the same depth. Figure 4.34 shows views where the small

ports are seen from a direct perspective and appear incorrect and Figure 4.35

shows views where, seen from a different perspective, the depths appear correct.

This leads to the assumption that where the model does not have as good a

fit in images taken from port 9, 17 and 12, it is not entirely due to measurement

errors alone because in these views we observe the same ports seen from port 19

and 4 where a good fit was achieved. Image 4.36 shows the coverage of ports

from these views. For instance we see port 17 from both port 4 and port 9. As

mentioned above, we see port 9 from port 19 and port 17. Port 19 is visible from

port 9 and port 12, and likewise port 4 is visible from port 12 and port 17.
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(a) Port 17 view of chamber (b) Port 12 view of chamber

Figure 4.35: View of chamber from ports 17 and 12. These views show that the

depth of the small ports appears correct.

A comparison of the images taken from port 19 and port 4, where the best fits

were achieved, showed that in both of these views the model fitting errors on all

the ports in the image appeared to be consistent with a problem with the depth

parameter of the camera pose. The assumption was made that if the camera

were to be 'moved' backward thus increasing the depth parameter, the resulting

movement of the model in the image would be seen as a shift inward from both

sides and forward towards the small port.

A further observation is that in the images taken from port 12 ( Figure 4.11),

the initial camera’s pose appears to be inconsistent with what is seen in the

images. The left hand side of port 12 itself is visible in the image, indicating that

the camera placement was not entirely centred as previously thought, or then the

port itself may have been attached to the chamber at a slight angle. Examining

the images taken from port 17 carefully, the same was noticed, although to a

lesser extent. In these images, the sides of port 17 are not visible but this is

probably due to the fact that this port is not as deep as port 12.

To test the assumption that the initial poses were incorrect due to the depth

parameter on all the ports, and due to camera placement on the large ports,
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(a) Port 4 view of chamber (b) Port 9 view of chamber (c) Port 19 view of chamber

(d) Port 12 view of chamber (e) Port 17 view of chamber

Figure 4.36: Port coverage of views in images taken from ports 4, 9, 19, 12 and

17.
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Table 4.18: Camera pose parameters from results of manual model shifting for

all ports. Translations given in meters, rotations in degrees.

port X◦rot Y ◦rot Z◦rot Xtrans Ytrans Ztrans

4 90.16 -44.7 -0.2 0.00001 -0.0028 0.222726

9 90.5 45.4 2.25 0.0005 0.002 0.237026

19 90.0005 -44.5 0.0003 0.0002 0.0001 0.222026

12 90.04 -88.9 0 0.009 -0.0026 0.299526

17 90.05 0.5 0.07 0.0077 0.0011 0.244761

a small application which was developed as part of the thesis project was used

to manually shift the model to into place in the image. Like the calibrator, it

projects the model into the image but instead of tracking the model, the user

can manually shift the model in the image using keyboard keys to incrementally

rotate or translate the model in 2D. After each movement the camera parameters

are updated and output.

The aim of this manual fitting was to line up the model features at the furtherest

points away from the camera with the features in the image. The manual fitting

resulted in the best fits seen thus far, these can be seen in figure 4.37.

As a result of this manual fitting, we were able to confirm that there was a

problem with the depth parameter on all the ports and that there was indeed

an issue with the camera pose on the large ports. This was because visually the

best fits were found, and the resulting output poses confirm this. The issue with

the camera pose was not limited to the large ports alone. Table 4.18 presents

the resulting camera output poses for each of the ports and Table 4.19 shows the

difference between the initial estimated pose values and the new camera poses

output from the manual model placement.

What we see in this table is that except for port 9, there are very small rota-

tional differences in the x and z parameters. These can be accounted for by the
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(a) Port 4 manual model fit (b) Port 19 manual model fit

(c) Port 12 manual model fit (d) Port 17 manual model fit

(e) Port 9 manual model fit

Figure 4.37: Manual model fit attempts.
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Table 4.19: Approximate differences in pose parameters between initial estimated

pose and results of manual model shifting for all ports. Translations given in

millimetres, rotations in degrees.

Port X◦rot Y ◦rot Z◦rot Xtrans Ytrans Ztrans

4 0.16◦ 0.3 ◦ -0.2 ◦ -0.01 -2.8 10.7

9 0.5◦ 0.4◦ 2.25◦ 0.5 2 25

19 0.005◦ 0.5◦ 0.0003◦ 0.2 0.1 10

12 0.04 1.1 ◦ 4 0.4 24

17 0.05◦ 0.5 ◦ 0.07◦ 2.7 1.1 15

way in which the camera is fastened on the mounts resulting in a slight roll on

the z axis and a slight pitch rotation on the x axis1. A level was used to position

the cameras as level as possible to limit these effects, this is why the values are

so small.

On the other hand, the larger differences in the y axis rotation on all the ports

cannot be accounted for by the small camera mounts because they fit over the

flange preventing this type of movement. The mount for the large ports is however

not the same design and there is a possibility that if the mount were to fall back

off the glass due to the fastening becoming loose, a slight yaw rotation might be

produced.

However, the fact that these rotations happen to coincide with rotations on

the small ports and that the images taken from port 12 across all the sets exhibit

the same rotation, points to another reason for these rotational differences. The

camera was moved between the two large ports during the set capture so one

would expect that the rotation, if due to the mount, not always be present, or be

present to varying degrees. In other words, the side of the port would not always

be visible to the same extent.

1These rotations are in the camera reference frame.
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These rotations therefore present a problem because it appears that perhaps

the ports were not attached to the chamber at the exact positions previously

assumed. This is further reinforced by the x and y translational differences of

between 1 and 3 millimetres on all the ports, indicating that the placement of the

ports was not entirely uniform1. This means that the features in the image and the

projected model will not line up because the model is incorrect. Unfortunately,

one cannot reliably ascertain which ports are placed at angles greater than or

less than the presumed 45◦ using this method because it is not apparent whether

it is the port that the camera is mounted on or the ports it is viewing that are

misplaced, or both.

As previously discussed in Section 4.7.1, translations in the x and y axes can

appear the same as rotations. This means that when fine tuning the position

of the model over the features in the image, the 'same' visual placement of the

model can be achieved through various combinations of translations and rota-

tions. Indeed performing the manual placement various times results in a slightly

different pose each time. For this reason it is difficult to determine if the port

placement inconsistencies are rotational or translational in nature.

What is consistently clear is that although a better fit was achieved by manual

placement, a complete fit was not possible in any of the fitting exercises or runs.

These fitting errors are primarily due to the large difference between our initial

estimate on the depth parameter, and the resulting values shown in Table 4.18.

In the images taken from the small ports shown in Figure 4.37 we see that the

ports through which the camera is viewing the scene are displaced from their

features in the images. More so in images taken from port 9 than in those taken

from port 4 and 19. In Table 4.19 we see that there is at least 1cm difference in

this parameter as opposed to 2.5cm on port 9. But how is it possible to get the

estimated depth so wrong?

1The 4mm x translation difference on port 12 was due to an estimation error in the initial

pose because port 12 did not appear to be attached directly opposite to port 2.
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It turns out that an error was made when calculating the depth parameters

for all the ports. This error came about as a result of how the distance to the

principle point was calculated. The value used was based on subtracting the

focal length from the distance from the threaded flange to the active sensor area

(17.526mm). This was incorrect, the calculation for the flange back distance

should be:

x = a′ +
d× (nglass − 1)

nglass

+
f × (nfilter − 1)

nfilter

+ e,

where x is the total distance from the flange to the PCB, a′ is the distance

from the threaded flange to the active sensor area (17.526mm), e is the distance

from the active sensor area to the PCB (2.91mm), d is the thickness of the sensor

glass cover (0.5mm), f is the filter thickness (1mm), nglass is the refractive index

of the glass cover (1.5) and nfilter is the refractive index of the filter (1.53).

An additional distance which also needed to be taken into account, and pre-

viously was not, is the distance from the glass on the outside of the viewport

to the flange. On the small ports and port 17 this is approximated at 1mm

because the camera is touching the glass but on port 12 it does not and so this

value represents the distance from the outer side of the glass to the camera lens.

In table 4.20, this distance is called the outer distance while the inner distance

column represents the distance from the flange to the glass on the inside of the

viewport. The 'BF Dist.' column shows the values for the camera flange back

distance, calculated according to the above equation, given in the IDSTM uEye

Camera Manual [46].

These new distances do indeed correspond to the results of the manual fitting

exercise; there are variations of approximately 2mm for ports 4, 19, and 17,

port 12 has a larger variation of approximately 4mm. Unfortunately there is

still approximately 1.3cm difference which cannot be accounted for on port 9.

Table 4.21 shows a comparison of the depth components from all the calibration

outputs, the manual fitting and these new distances.
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Table 4.20: Table showing the correct distances to be taken into account when

calculating the depth parameter.

Port Depth Thickness Inner Outer BF Dist. Total

4 0.04 0.005 0.0075 0.001 0.020948 0.224448

9 0.04 0.005 0.0075 0.001 0.020948 0.224448

19 0.04 0.005 0.0075 0.001 0.020948 0.224448

12 0.077 0.009 0.024 0.014 0.020948 0.294948

17 0.051235 0.009 0.01 0.001 0.020948 0.242608

Table 4.21: Pose depth component comparisons between calibration, manual fit-

ting and 'fixed' flange back distance values.

Port Part 1 Part 2 Manual fit BF Corrected

4 0.21231 0.2150270 0.222726 0.224448

9 0.212508 0.2193010 0.237026 0.224448

19 0.212545 0.2165630 0.222026 0.224448

12 0.276129 0.2704555 0.299526 0.294948

17 0.2308855 0.2393765 0.244761 0.242608

The displaced model ports on images taken from the small ports also remains

unexplained. Given that we have established that the model is incorrect due

to port positioning errors, and that it is difficult to pinpoint whether these are

angular or positional displacements, it is possible that what we are seeing in the

images and with the depth parameter on port 9, is a direct result of this.

4.7.3 Lighting conditions

In the experiments, the results showed that there was little if any effect on the

tracking outputs for all the sets taken under varying light conditions. This can

partly be attributed to the selection of the images for the experiment where
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images with the least saturation were chosen. This resulted in the set images

being similar in nature.

Additionally, at a low level, the tracker relies on a local operator for edge de-

tection. The convolution of the mask with the image intensities and subsequent

comparison with the reference pixel means that the lighting condition, encapsu-

lated as the image intensity, is bound to the detection process. So as long as the

image intensities do not change drastically from one frame to the next, and are

not too bright or dark, obscuring features, tracking should be minimally affected.

The use of a single image throughout the run removed any temporal fluctuations

in intensity thus further limiting any effects that different lighting conditions may

have had.

Regardless of the fact that the lighting conditions had little effect on the track-

ing results, adequate lighting conditions inside and outside the chamber are im-

portant because the chamber is a small dark confined space with shiny and spec-

ular surfaces. Incident light entering through the portholes is easily reflected off

these surfaces and can saturate important image features. Equally too little light

causes overly dark images.

The images captured for the first part of the experiment exhibited saturation

and were overly dark. At longer exposure settings, the ports were saturated with

light, and at shorter exposure settings, the images were too dark to be of any

use. Experimentation with the lighting conditions showed that it was important

to balance the amount of light externally and internally, this prevented excessive

saturation in the ports and internally due to surface reflections from the mount

lights and LED lights. Optimal conditions were found by ensuring that there was

sufficient light both internally and externally, and by closing the aperture on the

camera. This combined with the correct exposure settings eliminated saturation

in the images captured during the live runs.
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4.7.4 Tracking

In this section we discuss the results of the tracking experiment in terms of its

outputs, the errors, (Section 4.4.6), and camera poses. These two outputs are

not independent of each other; the poses are affected by the error values and so

the discussion although divided into separate subsections will frequently discuss

both.

Errors and the model

To understand the results of the tracking outputs one has to re-examine the

model. As previously mentioned, the model is simply a wire-frame; as such, it

has no surfaces. Without surfaces, visibility checks cannot be performed, resulting

in parts of the model that should not be visible in the image, being present. Once

projected, these lines are tracked. The tracking process will sample and match

pixels along these lines, often with a small residual value, thus adding noise to

the global residual. This could affect the pose calculation if the points on these

lines have higher weighting than points on lines that are visible in the image by

anchoring the model to those points.

To establish the extent of these effects the model was reduced in group 1b,

1c and live runs on the small ports. For images taken from port 19 and 4, this

meant removing port 2 and its plate and half plate from the model. The outer

ring of the double edge on the port the camera was mounted on was also removed.

These lines represented the welding seam seen on the chamber where the ports

are attached. In the case of images taken from port 9, the half plate on port 2

could not be removed because it is always partially visible. Equally, on all three

small ports, the obscured parts of the partially visible opposite ports could also

not be removed.

Although an improvement in the visual fit of the model depth-wise was observed

in the runs from groups 1b and 1c, this was not reflected in the depth component

of the pose. There were larger differences in the depth component of the poses

between the live runs and the static runs, but this occurred on all the ports so
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(a) Port 19, full model (b) Port 19, reduced model

Figure 4.38: Tracking on port 19 with full and reduced model.

could not be as a result of the reduced model alone. So although lines that should

not be visible in the image add noise to the error, in this case they did not appear

to have a significant effect on the resulting camera poses, perhaps because not

all could be removed. Figure 4.38 shows tracking with the full model, and the

reduced model in an image captured from port 19.

In terms of the effects the reduced model had on the errors (RSS), the RSS was

slightly lower in groups 1b and 1c than in group 1a. This can be explained by

the smaller model having fewer points being tracked, resulting in fewer errors and

an overall lower global residual. However, the RSS from the live runs was higher

than the static runs at the same threshold, even though the vector sizes were

far smaller in the live runs. This can be attributed to the inter-frame variance

causing noise that resulted in larger errors. So the reduced model may have had

a very small effect on the RSS but this was only evident in the static runs.

Another aspect of the model is that unlike most models, which are typically

closely spaced, our model is spaced over a large area in the image with some

parts of the model being close to the camera and others far away. In terms of the

3D space the model spans, this is a minimum of 38 cm in diameter, and in 2D

image space, the model spans the whole image. In terms of how this affects the

movement of the model in the image, any transformation has more of an effect on
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the parts of the model that are in the foreground than those in the background.

Movement of the model is therefore more observable on elements of the model

closer to the camera than those at further depths. It was therefore thought that

perhaps this aspect might also have an influence on the errors, perhaps resulting

in larger errors closer to the camera and smaller errors further away. That is

because features might appear to be located closer to a projected line at depths

further away than they might closer to the camera.

To investigate whether this was true, the spatial distribution of the individual

errors, each colour coded according to its size, was plotted. As a result of these

plots we were not able to determine whether this aspect did indeed influence the

size of the errors, because both large and small errors were distributed across

the parts of the model that were visible in the image where edges were present.

However the lowest residuals were found in areas of low definition, high saturation

or blurring on the sides of the small ports through which the camera was viewing

the scene. This also coincided with the areas where model lines should not have

been present but were, or where they were projected at the incorrect location.

The problem with this is that these low errors are weighted higher than larger

errors from valid features, and will therefore have a bigger influence on the pose

calculation than the valid points with a higher error.

So although the effects of the wide spatial distribution of the model on the

errors could not be validated, the extent to which the global residual and pose

calculation might be influenced by the parts of the model that should not have

been projected in the image was exposed. Figures 4.39, 4.40, and 4.41 show the

residual error distributions; only low error values are found on parts of the model

that were projected into the image but that were not visible in the image, or that

were projected in the wrong place.

Of course the most obvious problem with this aspect of the model is that

because it spans such a large area, no matter where in the image it is projected,

there will always be some feature in the image that it can latch onto.
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Figure 4.39: Locations of errors, colour coded by their size. Top, example taken

from a set 3 run on port 4. Bottom, example taken from a set 3, run on port 9.

All the model lines outside of the central large port should not be present, low

errors are present here.
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Figure 4.40: Locations of errors, colour coded by their size. Top, example taken

from a set 3 run on port 12. Bottom, example taken from a set 3 run on port 17.
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Figure 4.41: Locations of errors, colour coded by their size. Example taken from

a set 3 run on port 19. All the model lines outside of the central large port should

not be present, low errors are present here

There is a further problem with the model that makes the interpretation of

the residual and output camera poses difficult. Throughout the tracking runs,

the error vector grew in size and although the residual plots showed various

behaviours, in 79.8% of the runs, the residual also rose. In the third part of the

experiment, a subset of runs was selected for extended iterations. These included

runs where the RSS had not strictly risen but had shown different behaviours. In

all the extended runs, the RSS rose as did the size of the error vector.

Having consulted the developers of the ViSP library, a continuously growing

error vector was not expected. Although it might appear that more errors mean

that more features are being matched, indicating that fitting is improving as the

evidence grows, this is not true for our model and tracker. To understand this we

have to look at how the sample points on the projected model are selected. When

a line is projected in the image, sample points are selected at 4 pixel intervals
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along the length of the line. This means that a line has to be at least 4 pixels in

length for one sample point to exist, if we assume that a sample point is selected

at the beginning or end of the line.

When the model is first projected into the image, there are on average fewer

sample points than lines meaning that not every line is 4 pixels long. Yet, based

on the error vector size, by the end of the runs there are between 1.5 and 3 sample

points per line, which means that line length has apparently increased to between

5 and 12 pixels, assuming that each line is of equal length. In the extended runs,

the error vector rose to between 118 400 and 360 549 errors. At these sizes, there

are anywhere between 20.5 and 41 sample points per line. To accommodate this

many sample points, the line lengths would have to be between 81 and 164 pixels,

again assuming that each line has sample points and assuming equal length lines.

Increased line length was not observed in the images as there was little if any

movement of the model.

On closer inspection of the residuals and their locations, multiple residual val-

ues for the same pixel locations were found. It appeared that the tracked image

sites were being sampled multiple times during the tracking / minimisation pro-

cess, pointing to a potential problem with the model. If the spacing between

point generation on the model was too small, the lines of the model would be so

short that they may not span more than a pixel, or may only be a pixel in size.

This could cause problems with finding line orientation, site selection and edge

detection.

To investigate this, the model point generation was increased from an interval

of 1◦ between points to 5◦ and then 10◦. The model was then tested in tracking

runs on port 17. At 10◦ the residual plots changed; the size of the error vectors

remained stable oscillating between 3,712 and 3,717, no longer rising, the resulting

error plots and poses were also relatively flat with only slight oscillations, showing

convergence before 30 frames into the tracking run. Figure 4.42 shows the error

plots for a 300 frame run, and for a 3000 frame run. Figure 4.43 shows the pose
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plots for the 300 frame runs. Note that the reason for the smaller number of

errors is that there are fewer lines in the model due to the larger lines.

This proved that the lines on the model generated with points at intervals of

1◦ were too short, and that the outputs of the tracking with this model were

therefore an unreliable measure of convergence and quality of fit. The projection

error would likewise have been affected by the problems with the model and so

it too was not a reliable indicator of quality of fit. Figure 4.44 shows a section

of the 10◦ interval model projected onto the image plane from a run on port 17.

Here we can see that at some locations in the image, the lines are really short

spanning only five pixels, while at other points the lines span up to thirty two

pixels.

The problem with having a model generated with larger intervals between its

points means that it becomes harder to fit the model to image features because

the model loses its smoothness as the lines get longer. However, as can be seen

in the image, even at 10◦, some lines are still too small.

One might ask why a technique such as bundle adjustment was not used to

improve the errors in the model itself. ViSP already uses a simple form of bundle

adjustment to optimise the camera and motion parameters, why not just extend

it to include the 3D model as a parameter too? In this case it was not considered

as an option due to both time constraints and keeping the research focused on

its aims.

However, extension is certainly possible, the library is open source, and it would

only require suitable parametrisation of the 3D model of the chamber. The reason

why the library does not already optimise the model is that as a model based

tracker, the assumption is made that the model is correct.

The problem with extending the library to correct errors in the 3D model is

that, as we saw, the wire frame model is not well supported in ViSP. Visible

surface determination can’t be used to remove the lines that are not visible, and
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Figure 4.42: Errors for runs with 10◦ model of port 17 at 300 frame run and an

extended 3000 frame run.
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Figure 4.43: Errors for runs with 10◦ model of port 17.
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Figure 4.44: Scaled portion of the model projected onto the image plane. This

shows how the size of the lines varies across the image, and that at some points

the size of the line could be problematic for tracking.
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the issues with line lengths and multiple re-sampling of points means that a lot

more effort may be needed than is at first apparent. The size of the model, for

instance, could make this a very large optimisation problem. Given that this

model is not well supported anyway, the effort of implementing such an extension

would have to be weighed up against using a model that is fully supported.

Perhaps a better alternative would be to investigate a more accurate and light

weight way to model the chamber as a surface model instead.

Poses

Pose calculation is a function that relies on a number of complex inputs; moving

edge detection, the residuals of the distances between the projected line and the

tracked edges, a robust weighting scheme, stacked interaction matrices encapsu-

lating the relationship between the variation of the tracked features in the image

and the velocity of the camera, and an estimate of the current pose. The interplay

of these inputs, lighting conditions, the threshold parameter, and the fact that

the individual pose parameters are not independent, makes it difficult to identify

the effect of changes in any one aspect, on the output. Without ground truth,

evaluation was not possible. Drawing comparisons between the sets was the only

available option.

Given that there were problems with the model, and that these issues should

potentially affect pose calculation, why is it that the resulting camera poses

remained mostly similar with only very small differences regardless of lighting

conditions (sets), threshold runs, and groups (reduction of the model, image pre-

processing)?

In terms of lighting conditions, as discussed in Section 4.7.3 the illumination

is bound up in the detection process. Throughout each tracking run the illumi-

nation remained constant, so unless there were large differences in illumination

between one frame and the next, this aspect should not really have caused major

differences in the output camera pose between sets. For this same reason, prepro-

cessing of the images also had little effect on the camera output poses between the

groups. The preprocessing step appeared to have diffused the bright saturated
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areas in the images but they remained very similar to the original images. So

although the images were preprocessed to improve the contrast, this had little

effect.

The threshold is a low level parameter that determines whether an edge is

present. If during edge detection, see Section 2.10.1, the result of the current

query pixel’s convolution with a mask is less than the given threshold, then the

reference pixel remains the same; it is suppressed during the pose calculation, and

so under normal circumstances should not have as much influence on the result

as those pixels where an edge is present.

In the results of the static runs, little movement of the model in the images

was observed at thresholds below 5,000. At these levels the threshold value was

too permissive, allowing most of the pixels with the higher likelihood values to

be selected as the new reference pixel. Along with the fact that the environment

remained constant between frames, that the objects being tracked were stationary,

and with the added noise in the system caused by the model, the tracker converged

to a local minimum which it could not escape from and so little movement of the

model was observed.

At levels above 5,000, with more of the pixel sites being suppressed, some

movement of the model in the image was observed, as the tracker escaped these

minima. In most runs the best fits were achieved at threshold values of 10,000.

At 15,000, in some sets there was an improvement in fit, otherwise the fit would

deteriorate as too many sites were suppressed. At all these threshold values, the

tracker did eventually settle into a local minimum anyway. As we have already

established, there are placement errors in the model, that would prevent the

tracker from ever being able to achieve a full fit on the features in the image.

Reducing the model on the small ports had little effect because not all of the

obscured lines in the model could be removed. We know that the smallest errors

were found on these areas of the model and so the output poses would not be
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expected to change much anyway as these lines were still taking part in the

tracking process.

The plots showing the progression of the pose parameters served as a means

to identify which runs converged and when. In the static runs, we were able to

identify when those runs coincided with a visual improvement in fit because all

six parameter plots had converged. But in the live runs, this was not always the

case. For example, in the second run on port 12 there was no improvement in fit

but all six parameters had converged.

4.7.5 Evaluation

The single biggest obstacle to evaluation of the output camera poses was the

lack of ground truth. There are no CAD designs available for the chamber, and

although it was measured as accurately as possible, the size and shape of the

chamber presented problems that made it difficult to take accurate measure-

ments. Placements of the ports was estimated. This resulted in inaccuracies

and uncertainty. The best alternative solution would have been to reverse en-

gineer the chamber and obtain its measurements by digitising it with a laser

scanner. Unfortunately, there are problems with this; cost, size and accessibility,

and surface specularity. Probably the most important aspect is that the cost of

precision hand held laser scanners is prohibitive. Finding one that would fit into

the chamber and comfortably allow scanning, and that would be relatively low

priced would be very difficult.

The specular nature of the chamber makes laser scanning challenging [47].

Light is either reflected off the surface at the same incident angle and lost, or

then it is reflected onto other surfaces before being sensed, causing errors.

There are small peripheral laser scanners available for IPhones, which would

fit comfortably inside the chamber but accuracy may be compromised given the

specular surface. Some companies have solved the problem with specular surfaces

by producing a matte paint that can be sprayed on surfaces and washed off after

scanning. However, this would not have been suitable for the vacuum chamber.
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In an effort to produce some form of ground truth for the results of the tracking,

a statistical approach was attempted. The hypothesis was that if the tracker was

initialised with a number of random initial poses, and if it converged to a final

pose that was consistent, then statistically, this would provide some ground truth

with which to evaluate the output poses. Twenty poses were randomly generated

and used to initialise the tracker, initially on two of the ports.

Unfortunately this solution failed because only one in every five runs converged

to a visually acceptable solution. This happened for two reasons; the random

initialisation poses project the model onto incorrect locations, secondly, the model

spans so much space in the image that no matter where it is projected, some part

of it will be projected over features in the image. The model then gets anchored

to those incorrect points and converges to an incorrect pose.

At the rate of one in five runs, for twenty poses, one hundred runs would be

needed. For one hundred poses, five hundred runs per port would be needed.

Given time constraints, this was not a suitable option because at least five hun-

dred runs would have to be analysed to compile the statistical ground truth. But

even if this ground truth had been compiled, two problems remained; the first

was that there are errors in the model, and the second was that, as we saw in

Section 4.7.1, different combinations of translations and rotations can have the

same result visually. Combining the output poses sensibly would be difficult.

4.8 Conclusion

Camera calibration is a necessary part of accurate 3D object localisation. The

vacuum chambers pose a distinct challenge for calibration so an attempt was

made to use a model based approach to improve the existing estimated extrinsic

parameters by tracking a model of the chamber itself. An experiment was run

with the aim of finding the correct extrinsic parameters but also as a means of

identifying the best camera settings and parameters to be used when tracking the

sample holder. The experiment was successful in terms of identifying the optimal
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camera settings and threshold values but finding a single set of pose parameters

for each port proved elusive.

Evaluation of the resulting extrinsic pose parameters was not possible because

there was no single baseline for comparison. The reliability of the resulting poses

was also uncertain because of fundamental problems with the model, both in

terms of its characteristics, and the fact that measurement and port placement

errors are present in the model.

A manual fitting exercise was successful in achieving the best fit of the model,

and in identifying that there was a problem with the depth parameter. The

new depth parameter values were corroborated when an error in the calculation

of the distance to the principle point was found, but on the small ports, the

model elements in the foreground are displaced from features in the image, further

validating errors with the model, but also adding to the uncertainty of the validity

of the resulting poses.

Although fully calibrated cameras are vital to localising a tracked object accu-

rately, and it would certainly improve the tracking results, the aim of this work is

to provide repeatable positioning rather than precision positioning. The results

of the tracking experiment combined with the manual fitting exercise have pro-

vided a reasonable estimate to initialise the sample holder tracking system. It is

therefore assumed that these estimates should not have too much of an effect on

the repeatability of the system.
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Chapter 5

Sample Tracking and Positioning

System

This chapter describes the Sample Positioning System in terms of its operation,

the configuration of the hardware with the software system, the efforts to optimise

and prepare the system for tracking, and finally the experimentation undertaken

to evaluate and characterise the system.

5.1 Positioning System Operation

The system is operated via a user interface that provides a means to input the

desired position for the manipulator to move to, a means to stop the motors, and

a means to monitor the output of the tracking both visually by means of a live

feed, and in terms of output camera poses.

When the positioning system starts up, the cameras are initialised and com-

munication with the robotic drives is established. The drives are first homed

to set the 0 positional datum, then the manipulator is centred according to the

chamber’s reference system. It is at this point that the tracker or trackers are

initialised, and the model is projected into the captured images. The positioning

system is then ready to accept the user’s input and start tracking the sample

holder.
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The system is designed to take input in absolute terms; so for instance, the

user enters absolute positional values under a 0 centred system. For linear moves

this is in the range from -8mm to 9mm on the x axis, and -9mm to 8mm on

the y axis, and for rotational moves, this is in the range 0 to 360◦, clockwise or

anti-clockwise. Internally, these absolute positions are mapped to relative moves

based on the manipulator’s current position.

So when an input is issued to the positioning system, the current position of the

manipulator is evaluated, and based on that, a new relative position is calculated

for each axis. These move commands are then issued to the drives. As the sample

holder on the manipulator is tracked in the images that are captured, a new set

of camera poses is output by the system for each frame. The manipulator, and

thus sample holder’s position is given by the inverse of the camera pose outputs.

The aim of the positioning system was that it should be a closed loop system

whereby the tracking is managed fully in terms of the camera outputs. This

means that when a new position is requested by the user, the relative move

calculations should be based on the current camera outputs. The closed loop was

not implemented in this work, so the relative positioning calculation is currently

based on the outputs of the robotic actuators themselves.

Two important aspects that affect how well the sample holder is tracked are

that the initial poses of the cameras are correct, and that the acquisition of images

is synchronised with the speed of the motors.

5.2 Manipulator Assembly

In Section 3.5.5 we saw how the linear and rotary actuators were mounted onto the

manipulator. We briefly discussed how the linear actuators had to have a software

limit switch in place to ensure that the rod is not damaged. The mounting of

the rotary actuator was also briefly described. In this section we will now take

a more in depth look at the implementation details of the robotic actuators and

how these relate to the rest of the positioning system components.
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5.2.1 Linear Actuators

The linear actuators translate the manipulator by extending and retracting their

shaft or rod, which slides the stage plates backwards or forwards over the base

plate. Although the linear actuators have two hardware limits that prevent the

stage from accidentally being moved too far, only one can be set at a time. This

limit switch also provides the physical datum used to find home which is at a

small offset from the switch. It is at this point that the position counter is reset

to 0, the physical datum is established, and the motor is set to ‘home’.

The default configuration for the linear actuators is that they have the hardware

limit switch set at the point where the rod is fully extended. Movement across

the full range is given in positive values 0 to 25mm. So if a move command

were to be issued in absolute terms, this can only be given in the range 0 to

25. Although both positive and negative relative move commands can be issued,

when requesting the position of the drive, the values returned will also be in this

positive range.

Due to the physical limitations of the stage, the actuators had to be mounted

in such a way that they could not be operated at this default configuration. This

meant that the hardware limit switch had to be set at the opposite end, the

point where the rod is fully retracted. Under this configuration, the range of

movement is given in negative values 0 to -25, and any positional requests will

also be returned in this negative range. To ensure that the drives operate in

terms of the chamber’s reference system, this range had to be mapped to a zero

centred system. Table 5.1 shows these mapped positions for both x and y axes.

Note that the mappings for the two axes are the inverse of each other, this is

because when dealing with values on the x linear axis, the actuator’s direction

of movement along this axis is opposite to the chamber’s reference system. Fig-

ure 5.1 illustrates this. So for instance, a move by the actuator in the positive

direction from -17 to 0, is a move in the negative direction under the cham-

ber’s reference system. This is not true for the y axis actuator, where the axis
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Table 5.1: Mapped position values from negative actuator to 0 centred chamber

reference system values.

Drive Position Mapped x Mapped y

0 -8 8

-1 -7 7

-2 -6 6

-3 -5 5

-4 -4 4

-5 -3 3

-6 -2 2

-7 -1 1

-8 0 0

-9 1 -1

-10 2 -2

-11 3 -3

-12 4 -4

-13 5 -5

-14 6 -6

-15 7 -7

-16 8 -8

-17 9 -9

-18 10 -10

-19 11 -11

-20 12 -12

-21 13 -13

-22 14 -14

-23 15 -15

-24 16 -16

-25 17 -17
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Figure 5.1: Movement direction of the x axis actuator, and how that relates to

the chamber’s reference system.

Figure 5.2: Movement direction of the y axis actuator, and how that relates to

the chamber’s reference system.

is reflected and so a movement in either direction coincides with the chamber’s

reference system. Figure 5.2 illustrates this.

5.2.2 Rotary Actuator

In Section 3.5.5 we discussed how the the rotary actuator was mounted on an

adaptor that fits over the manipulator’s graduated hand-wheel. Although great

effort was made to ensure that both the actuator and the hand-wheel’s 0 datum’s

were aligned, there may be negligibly small errors present. There may also be an

approximate ± 1◦ offset present due to the fit of the adaptor on the rotary drive’s

hand-wheel, which as previously explained, can cause the adaptor to wobble

slightly at times.
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The manipulator shaft is made up of two rods. The second rod fits into a

sleeve that holds it in place via a grub screw. It is at this point that a further

unknown angular offset in the sample holder’s position may be introduced because

there was no way of ensuring that the sample holder, which is attached to this

second rod, is facing forward without any angular rotation about the primary

axis. Although every effort was made to ensure that the sample holder was lined

up with the axis so that it faced forward and was not rotated in any direction, it

was not possible to guarantee that this was true because the correct tools were

not available.

Rotation Mapping

In the following section, when discussing the clockwise and anti-clockwise di-

rections , these are referred to in terms of the manipulator’s motion, and the

camera’s or observer’s point of view when facing the manipulator aligned with

the origin as viewed from port 17, see Figure A.1 on page 301 for a reminder of

the port’s location.

When issuing positive commands, the manipulator rotates to the left in the

observer’s view, in a clockwise direction, and likewise, a negative command will

move the manipulator in the anti-clockwise direction. This is opposite to the

camera’s rotations under the right handed rule. When speaking of the camera’s

motion, the reader is reminded that although the camera is stationary, as far as

the tracking is concerned, it is in motion, and this motion is the inverse of the

motion of the tracked object. This is why the cameras appear to be in motion in

the opposite direction to the actuator.

In terms of how the rotary actuator’s rotations relate to the camera’s reference

system, and to the rotational representation selected as the camera’s output for-

mat, a mapping had to be defined to bring the outputs from both, into the same

system. Although internally, the tracker makes use of the axis angle and rotation

matrix representations, these are not useful representations to present to a user

of the tracking system because they are difficult for humans to understand, this
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also applies to analysis of the tracking. Therefore, Euler angles were selected as

the representation for the camera output.

Under this representation a given rotation [x, y, z], will have two of the axes of

rotation, in this case x and z, fall into the axial intervals of [0◦,±180◦], while the

centre rotation, the y axis, is constrained to the interval [0◦,±90◦]. In contrast,

the manipulator’s rotation angles are in the interval [0◦, 360◦] if rotating clock-

wise, or [0◦,−360◦] for anti-clockwise rotations. The camera’s y axis rotations,

therefore had to be mapped to the intervals [0◦,±360◦]. Remembering that the

camera’s y axis corresponds to the manipulator’s z axis when aligned with the

chamber’s reference system.

The mapping for the camera on port 17, which is aligned with the origin, was

relatively straight forward but the mapping for the camera on port 19, with its

45◦ offset proved more challenging. Figure 5.3 illustrates both how the camera’s

reference system maps to the actuator’s rotations, and how the camera, starting

from an offset, ‘rotates’ in the opposite direction to the actuator. In the diagram,

the inner circle shows the direction of positive and negative rotations from 0◦ to

360◦. The green represents the camera’s rotations under the right handed rule

within the axial intervals [0◦,±180◦], although these are constrained to the inter-

vals [0,90],[90, 0] travelling in the positive direction and [0,-90][-90,0] travelling

in the negative direction. In this example, the manipulator is rotating in an an-

ticlockwise direction. The red circle represents the direction of the manipulator’s

rotation, and the pink circle shows the camera’s apparent motion.

The mapping rules assume that the tracker output is correct and were defined

as follows:

� on port 17 clockwise runs, where the camera is not offset from the origin,

if 90 > α > 0◦, β = β (5.1)

if 270◦ > α ≥ 90◦, β = β − 180◦ (5.2)

if α ≥ 270◦, β = β + 360◦ (5.3)
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Figure 5.3: Rotations under the chamber’s reference system mapped to the cam-

era’s reference system. Purple inner semi circle z represents the manipulator’s

motion, green y represents the camera’s apparent motion.
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� on port 17 anti-clockwise runs, where the camera is not offset from the

origin,

if 0◦ > α > −90◦, β = β (5.4)

if − 90◦ ≥ α > −270◦, β = β + 180◦ (5.5)

if α ≤ −270◦, β = β − 360◦ (5.6)

� on port 19 clockwise runs, where the camera is offset from the origin,

if 135◦ > α > 0◦, β = β (5.7)

if 270◦ > α ≥ 135◦, β = β − 270◦ (5.8)

if α ≥ 270◦, β = β + 360◦ (5.9)

� on port 19 anti-clockwise runs, where the camera is offset from the origin,

if 0◦ > α > −45◦, β = β (5.10)

if − 45◦ ≥ α ≥ −225◦, β = β + 90◦ (5.11)

if − 225 > α ≥ −360◦, β = β − 360◦ (5.12)

� For mixed runs, where the manipulator has rotated in a given direction,

and then returned in the opposite direction and has passed the 0◦ datum,

then the rule for mapping the angle is determined by the direction that the

manipulator is currently moving in, be that clockwise or anti-clockwise.

Clockwise runs are defined as runs in which the actuator has started its move-

ment by rotating clockwise. During this run the actuator may have moved anti-

clockwise but it will not have passed beyond the 0◦ datum. Anti-clockwise runs

are defined in the same manner. This is important because the signs of the

rotations need to be preserved for correct analysis.

The mappings of the data from the camera system to the manipulator’s system

were only applied as a data post processing step, for analysis. It is at present not

implemented in the positioning system but will need to be in order to close the

tracking loop.
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Figure 5.4: Side and front view images of the sample holder.

5.2.3 Sample Holder

In Chapter 3 the sample holder was briefly described as being 36mm in height,

25mm in width and 3.6mm thick. Its composition will now be described in more

detail followed by a brief description of the model.

The sample holder, without any extra services, is comprised of a back plate, a

concave 'c' shaped plate that fits over it, and two small rectangular plates that

fit over both plates. These plates are all bolted together, and then bolted onto

an attachment plate at a 15mm offset from the primary axis. Figure 5.4 shows

a side and front view of the sample holder that is attached to a plate, which will

henceforth be referred to as plate 2.

Plate 2 is 32mm in height, 25mm in width, and 2.25mm thick. It is attached

to plate 1 that is 55mm in height, 25mm in width and 2.3mm thick. This plate

is welded onto the second manipulator rod.
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Plate 1 is not entirely aligned with the primary axis, it was found to have a

1◦ tilt forwards in pitch. Plate 2 is attached to plate 1 at a slight angle due to

the bolt holes not being aligned. This displacement was not measurable. The

sample holder is tilted upward in pitch by 3◦, and also has an angular rotation

(roll) of -1◦ about the y axis. Figure 5.5 presents a side view of the sample holder

assembly showing how it is attached to the manipulator rod. While Figure 5.6

presents a view of the sample holder from the back.

From this description, and these images it is immediately apparent that the

whole assembly presents a challenge for modelling and tracking because it is not

precision engineered. Modelling is made difficult by the irregular placement of

the individual component parts and physical imperfections. It is also a challenge

to tracking because there is uncertainty associated with the sample holder’s exact

position in the chamber. This aspect combined with other aspects such as small

errors in the model, and alignment errors inherent in the assembly, all add up to

have an effect on the performance.

For example, the sample holder’s 'c' plate was hand cut, its edges are therefore

cut at an angle. It is also not the same size as the back plate and is not fitted

entirely straight. When modelling this plate, the modelled lines are drawn per-

fectly straight between each set of points. This means that during tracking the

edges of the model do not fit exactly onto the image features as they should, that

then introduces small errors to the resulting poses.

To try and minimise the errors introduced into the tracking process, all the

sample holder services were removed from the sample holder because they were

difficult to model. If they had not been removed and not modelled, they would

have interfered with the tracking.

Model

The model of the sample holder is a polygonal model comprised of six 3D com-

ponent parts; one polygon and five rectangles. The rectangles and polygon are

created from fifty six 3D vertices (point coordinates), and the edges connecting
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Figure 5.5: Side view of sample holder assembly.

Figure 5.6: Back view of sample holder assembly.
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Figure 5.7: Sample holder model component parts.

them, resulting in forty faces. The vertices represent the corners of each face.

Figure 5.7 presents a 2D view of the 3D components in the model. Each plate

was modelled in its own reference frame and then 'placed' in the world refer-

ence frame, by applying the relevant transformations. The sample holder was

‘assembled’ from the small plates in their labelled order.

5.3 System Calibration

5.3.1 Initialisation Poses for Sample Tracking

In this section, the output poses from the calibration experiment are discussed

in terms of how accurate they were for initialising the sample holder tracking.

Comparisons are made with new poses, but these comparisons are only made

between poses on the same ports. In the next section, the relationship between

the outputs on the different ports will be looked at.

From this point forward, the rest of the work carried out for this thesis, which

is the system calibration and the tracking experiments, was focused on two ports,

one small and one large. These were selected based on the results of the calibration
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experiment and the view the ports provide. The port positions can be seen in

Figure A.1 on page 301.

Port 17 was selected because its position is aligned directly with the origin

and provides a perpendicular view of the sample holder, which was deemed to be

good for tracking x axis translations. Additionally, in the previous chapter, we

saw that the camera output poses and fit of the model on images taken from this

port were better than the resulting poses captured from port 12. This was the

only other large port on the chamber.

We also saw that the tracking and output camera poses on port 19 were con-

sistently shown to be the most stable and resulted in the best visual fit of the

model. With its 45◦ offset, port 19 also provides a view of the sample holder that

is more advantageous for tracking y axis translations. Combined, these two ports

provide a view of the sample holder that was thought to be conducive to tracking

motion on the three motorised axes.

The results of the calibration experiment showed that finding a decisive ‘correct’

initial camera pose for each port proved elusive, but combined with the manual

fitting exercise, new estimates were derived. These new estimates were then fed

into the sample positioning software as the initial camera poses but did not result

in a very good fit of the model on the sample holder in the images. They did

serve as a good starting point for the manual fitting software though.

These estimates were therefore used in the manual fitting software, along with

the sample holder model, to derive a new set of correct initialisation poses for

both ports. Table 5.2 shows the poses for these two ports, as given by the fitting

exercise with the model of the chamber, and the new poses from the manual

fitting of the sample holder model.

From this table we can see that there are small differences between the camera

calibration poses, and the new poses. These differences can be attributed to any,

or all of the following contributing factors:
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Table 5.2: Camera poses as given by the manual fitting exercise with the cham-

ber’s model, compared with the new camera poses as given by the fitting exercise

with the sample holder model. * Denotes new poses, translation values given in

meters.

port X◦rot Y ◦rot Z◦rot Xtrans Ytrans Ztrans

19 -90.0005 -44.5 0.0003 0.0002 0.0001 0.222026

19* -92.5113 -47.7653 0.77652 0.000994941 0.000876209 0.222729

17 -90.05 0.5 0.07 0.0077 0.0011 0.244761

17* -89.9531 1.36872 0.944613 0.00623 0.000823098 0.231853

� the fact that the pose components are not independent, and so movement

in one axis is reflected in the others;

� using two different models;

� errors in both models.

What is key though, is that these are small differences, and that the results are

not too dissimilar. We saw in Section 5.2.3 that the sample holder is pitched

upward by 3◦, and indeed this is reflected in the new pose for port 19, although

not in port 17’s pose, but perhaps the perpendicular view of the sample holder

may explain this discrepancy. A 1◦ rotation (roll) about the manipulator’s y axis

was also reported and here too, the new poses for both ports reflect this. Note

that the manipulator’s y axis is the camera’s z axis so these values appear in the

z axis column in Table 5.2.

There is a larger difference in the poses’ y axis rotational component values.

Here there is approximately 2.7◦ difference between the two port 19 poses, and

approximately 0.9◦ in port 17’s poses.

The differences between the x and y translational components of the two poses

on port 19 are very small. Port 17’s differences are larger on the x component,
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but are still just under 1mm. On the y component the difference is sub mil-

limetre. The differences between the z translations, for port 19 are once again

sub millimetre, but there is a 1.3cm difference in the depth values for the poses

on port 17. This can be explained by the fact that the depth value of the pose

estimated from the calibration with the chamber’s model, is given in terms of

the camera’s distance from the centre of the chamber. This is the larger of the

two values. Whereas the new value, which is shorter by 1.3cm, is estimated in

terms of the distance of the camera to the sample holder, which is offset from the

manipulator by 1.5cm. When the manipulator is in the home position, and the

sample holder faces port 17, it is therefore closer to the camera . Taking this into

account, there is still a discrepancy of approximately 2mm between the physi-

cally measured offset, and the new estimated value that can not be accounted

for. Note that the camera’s z translation in the table is the y translation in the

chamber’s reference frame.

So from the comparison of the two sets of poses, we can see that the initial poses

from the calibration and subsequent fitting exercises were reasonable estimates,

but that small adjustments were necessary to accommodate the new model.

5.3.2 Calibrating Drive speed and Camera Acquisition

An important aspect that affects how well the trackers perform is that the

camera acquisition rate needs to be synchronised with the actuator speed so that

the motion in the image is not too large between frames. Initially, when the

tracking was run, the default velocity for the linear actuators was 1mm/s and

the acceleration 1mm/s2. The rotary actuator’s default velocity was 1◦/s and

the acceleration 1◦/s2. These speeds were too fast for the camera’s acquisition

rate, and so had to be slowed down.

As a result of the calibration experiment, the optimal camera pixel clock set-

tings were found to be between 10 and 15 with the aperture closed to f/stop 2.8.

The camera on port 19 (camera 2), was set to a pixel clock setting of 12. The

default frame rate at this setting is approximately 3fps (frames per second). The
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pixel clock setting for the camera on port 17, or camera 3, was set at 15, and the

frame rate was approximately 3.75fps. Realistically, with processing time, and

the time for saving images of the tracking, the acquisition rate is slower and was

found to be closer to 1fps.

The default velocity profile for the Thorlabs motors is trapezoidal which means

that when the actuator is sent a move command, the acceleration is ramped at

the given rate to the maximum velocity. When it approaches the destination, it

will decelerate at the same rate in a controlled manner until the final position is

reached. If the acceleration parameter is set too low, the motor will stall before

the move is completed. The rotary actuator’s maximum velocity was lowered to

0.75◦/s, and the acceleration 0.5◦/s2. The linear actuators’ maximum velocity

was lowered to 0.5mm/s and the acceleration to 0.16mm/s2. These were the

lowest the parameters could be set without the motors stalling.

This means that at the rate of 1fps, at top speed, the linear motors will move

approximately 0.5mm per frame, and the rotary actuator 0.75◦. Because the

motors could not be set any lower, the only other options for ensuring optimal

tracking was to increase the camera acquisition rate, or increase the range pa-

rameter on the trackers. Fortunately the velocity and acceleration settings were

slow enough that with an increase in range, tracking was made possible.

5.3.3 Tracking Optimisation

When the positioning software was run, after the motor speed had been reduced,

the tracking performance needed to be improved. There were two options for

improving the tracking; change the range parameter, and because the model was

no longer just a wire frame, the hidden surfaces visibility checking options could

be explored.

Data

The data used for all the experimentation was initially captured during live runs,

it was then used in offline runs to enable comparisons to be made with the same
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data. Where the live data is used, this will be indicated.

Range Parameter

The Range parameter was discussed in Chapter 4. It is a parameter that sets how

many pixels are evaluated, to the normal of the projected model line, in search

of a matching edge. So if set to 10, twenty pixels are searched, ten either side of

the line. This parameter therefore, tunes the temporal aspect of the tracking. If

small inter frame motion is expected, then this parameter can be set low. When

higher inter frame motion is expected, then the range should be increased. Any

increase in range also increases computation time but in this case, the model of

the sample holder is far smaller than the model of the chamber, so any increase

in computation time was barely noticeable.

To find the optimal range setting, the tracking was run in both monocular and

stereo mode in runs where the range parameter was set at 4, 10, 15, 20, 25 and

30. Three datasets were used, one linear set, one rotational and one mixed. The

linear dataset was a set where only translations in the x and y axes were issued,

the rotational set was a dataset where the manipulator was incrementally rotated

to a given position and then returned back to 0. The mixed set was composed

of movements, rotations and translations, in the hemisphere of the chamber that

the cameras were mounted on.

Evaluation of the tracking performance for these runs was done visually be-

cause, as we have seen so far, this is the best indicator of performance. The

points of failure were also observed. Points of failure are defined as the points

at which the tracking diverges enough that it no longer follows the features in

the image, or where the model is no longer projected at the correct location.

Figure 5.8 shows what was considered a tracking failure.

When the range is set too low, the model will either remain mostly stationary,

or it will fall behind the actual features in the image. If this value is too high, then

the likelihood of the tracker selecting spurious or incorrect features is increased.
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Figure 5.8: Tracking failure when the model is no longer projected in the correct

location.
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It causes the model to be pulled off the correct features more easily but it can

equally help the tracker to regain the correct position as easily as it is lost.

Figure 5.9 illustrates how once diverged, incorrect features can reinforce the

incorrect pose when the model is no longer projected in the correct location in

the image. In the image red points, are points that have been removed by the

robust estimator, blue points are points that have been removed due to a contrast

problem, purple points are points that were removed due to a threshold problem.

Green points are the 'good' points that are used in pose estimation.

Tracking performance was really poor in both stereo and monocular mode when

the range parameter was set at 4. In these runs, the model remained stationary.

Performance was a little better on the rotations where the trackers remained on

target for more frames.

Tracking improved markedly when the range was set to 10. In stereo mode, the

linear and mixed runs did not diverge. The model would fall slightly behind the

image features but the tracker would manage to correct itself once the sample

holder momentarily stopped moving. In the rotational runs there was also a

visible improvement with divergence occurring approximately ten frames later

than in the runs at a range setting of 4.

In monocular mode, the improvement was not as clear, tracking diverged in all

the runs. In the rotational runs the tracker diverged at about the same number

of frames as in the stereo runs.

At a setting of 15 there was once again an improvement in performance for

both monocular and stereo modes. In the stereo runs, only on the rotational run

on port 19 did the tracker diverge. In the rotational run, the tracker was mostly

stable on both ports, keeping up with the sample holder in the image but it did

diverge twice and then was able to regain the correct position on port 17 but was

not able to do so the second time on port 19.
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Figure 5.9: An example of how large range parameter settings can cause incorrect

features to be selected when the sample holder model is projected in the incorrect

location. Green dots represent 'good' points.
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In monocular mode, although there was an improvement, only the linear runs

did not diverge, there was an instance where the tracker diverged for a few frames

on port 17 but it was then able to correct itself. On the mixed runs the tracker

on port 19’s images performed better managing to maintain the correct position

for about two thirds of the run, whereas the tracker on the other port diverged

almost 100 frames earlier. In the rotational runs, the tracker on port 17 performed

better managing to correct itself temporarily before diverging again later in the

run.

In stereo mode, the best performance was observed when the range parameter

was set at 20. The tracker only diverged in the rotational run for port 19, and

this only occurred near the end of the run. In monocular mode, there was once

again an improvement but the trackers diverged in both rotational and mixed

runs.

The performance of the tracker started deteriorating at range settings of 25

and 30 when in stereo mode. The linear runs were fine, but in the rotational

and mixed runs, the tracker would diverge easily. This was because the incorrect

features would be selected, these would then cause the model to be pulled off

the sample holder in the image at certain points. Tracking would just as easily

correct itself again, but this made the tracking unstable and prone to divergence.

At a range of 30 this instability became more pronounced but at both of these

settings the tracker still successfully tracked the sample holder without failing,

even though it had diverged a few times. It only failed on the rotational runs on

port 19 at the end of the run at both these settings.

In monocular mode, the tracking was also more unstable at these settings, but

in this case this instability actually improved the performance because it allowed

the diverged trackers to more easily correct themselves again. At a setting of 25,

both rotational and mixed runs still did not complete without having diverged to

the point of failure. However, at a range setting of 30, the tracking only diverged

to failure on port 19, all the rest completed successfully.
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So for tracking in stereo mode, range settings of 15 and 20 proved best. This is

because in stereo mode, the tracker benefits from having both cameras as inputs

in pose calculation. This prevents divergence on either port at difficult points for

tracking on that port by having the influence of correct tracking to keep it on

target. Therefore, having a lower setting, which is less likely to cause divergence,

is best. For the tracking experiment, a range setting of 20 was chosen for stereo

mode because it was the largest the range could be, allowing the tracker the

ability to correct itself more easily while still providing the most stable tracking.

For monocular mode, where there was a separate tracker on each port, and

divergence occurred more easily due to a single input, a range setting of 30 was

thought more suitable because it allowed the tracker to recover from divergence.

This was therefore the range setting selected for monocular tracking mode.

In the next section, the second means of optimising tracking performance will

be briefly discussed.

Hidden Faces Visibility Checking

There are four options for visibility checking provided by the ViSP library; de-

fault, Scanline, Ogre, and a combination of all of these together. Default visibility

checking is always enabled, so any of the options when selected, are in addition

to the default. The default visibility checking is based on the angle between the

line from the optical centre of the camera to the centre of the face under con-

sideration, and the normal of that face. There are two parameters that define

the visibility of a face; the angle at which the face is appearing and the angle at

which the face is disappearing.

The second option is based on the Scanline rendering algorithm. This algorithm

checks the visibility of a face on a line by line basis. For each line, the lines of the

considered face, and any other faces that intersect with that line are sorted into

a z order of visibility. Unlike the other algorithms, it allows for the detection and

inclusion of partially visible faces in the tracking cycle.
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The third option, which is provided by the Ogre 3D library, is based on ray

casting. There are two modes of operation, the first casts only one ray, and the

second casts multiple rays.

With the first option, a face is visible if the ray from the optical centre of

the camera to the centre of the bounding box containing the considered face,

intersects it before it intersects any other faces. When multiple rays are cast,

then each ray that intersects the considered face before any other, adds weight

to the visible surface determination. So for instance if four rays are cast, three

of which intersect the considered face before any other surface, and the good

matches ratio is 70%, then the face is treated as visible.

These two options can lead to whole faces being marked as hidden, when a

surface is partially occluded, this can happen in the first case. Or in the second

case, both faces can be marked as visible which means that any partially occluded

features are included in the tracking when they should not be. The fourth option

is to use all of the above mentioned hidden faces visibility checks together.

For this optimisation exercise, tracking was run in mono and stereo mode on

two rotational runs sets only, one clockwise, the other anti-clockwise. Rotational

runs are the most difficult for the trackers because the appearance of the model

changes a lot and during these runs, faces become visible or hidden. Therefore,

this type of run was best for evaluating the effects of these four options. Once

again, evaluation of each method was done on a visual basis, but in this case,

the points of failure became more important because the differences between the

runs were mostly marginal.

The monocular runs were problematic because some of the runs did not com-

plete, program execution halted at certain points in the run without an indication

of what the error might be. In the rest of the runs, tracking failed in the sense

that the trackers had diverged to the point where the model was no longer pro-

jected in the correct location. The runs that maintained tracking over the longest
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time frame were those where either Scanline or Ogre visibility were enabled. But

in each run where this happened, this only occurred on one port and not both.

The stereo runs maintained correct tracking for almost the complete run in both

clockwise and anti-clockwise directions. In each case, the tracker’s divergence

and eventually failure to correctly track the sample holder occurred consistently

within at most 20 frames of each other. When looking at the rotations at these

points, failure always occurred between approximately 230◦ and 238◦ on anti-

clockwise runs and between 319◦ and 324.5◦ for clockwise runs on both ports.

These rotations are in terms of the manipulator’s absolute position. The runs

that maintained tracking over the longest time frame were those where Scanline

or default visibility checks were enabled, and like the monocular runs this did

not occur on the same port. When Scanline is enabled, the model is not always

completely rendered, this could affect tracking because part of the model that

is visible is not included in the tracking cycle, default visibility checking was

therefore selected as the best and most robust option for tracking when in stereo

mode.

Tables 5.3 and 5.4 show the results for these runs. Here we can see that monoc-

ular tracking is very unstable with no clear patterns. This made it very difficult

to decide which hidden faces visibility checking algorithm was appropriate. There

were execution failures with the default, Scanline and Ogre options. As mentioned

above, The Scanline algorithm does not always render the complete model, this

means that when using all the options together, the complete model is not always

rendered. Also, like the other options this option was by no means conclusive

either, it provided both good and bad results.

The monocular mode results seen here were somewhat unexpected because

when experimenting with the range parameter, no execution failures were en-

countered even at the range setting of 30, and in fact this setting appeared best.

The range experimentation was all performed with the default option enabled,

therefore, the decision was made to use default visibility with monocular tracking

mode. The decision was also made to return to using a range setting of 20 pixels
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Table 5.3: Results of hidden faces visibility checking for stereo mode. Top set

is anti-clockwise, bottom, clockwise. Empty values represent the runs where the

tracking did not diverge but was successful. P.O.F is defined as the points of

failure, the frames or points in degrees where failure occurred.

Set Visibility Range P.O.F - Frames P.O.F ◦

Rsr8-17 D 20 247 -230.84202

Rsr8-19 D 20 248 -235.3949

Rsr8-17 S 20 263 -232.23642

Rsr8-19 S 20 247 -235.3178

Rsr8-17 O 20 259 -238.32012

Rsr8-19 O 20 245 -233.5108

Rsr8-17 A 20 250 -233.25012

Rsr8-19 A 20 245 -232.8052

Rsr6-17 D 20

Rsr6-19 D 20 274 321.3009

Rsr6-17 S 20 278 319.34138

Rsr6-19 S 20 280 320.0869

Rsr6-17 O 20 272 314.31048

Rsr6-19 O 20 279 324.4838

Rsr6-17 A 20 277 320.44998

Rsr6-19 A 20 276 320.6149
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Table 5.4: Results of hidden faces visibility checking for monocular dual camera

mode. Top set is anti-clockwise, bottom, clockwise. Runs marked ** stopped

execution before end of run. P.O.F is defined as the points of failure, the frames

or points in degrees where failure occurred.

Set Visibility Range P.O.F - Frames P.O.F ◦

Rsr8-17 ** D 30 76 -119.90602

Rsr8-19 ** D 30 76 -107.3738

Rsr8-17 ** S 30 71 -104.48302

Rsr8-19 ** S 30 42 -99.1155

Rsr8-17 O 30

Rsr8-19 O 30 39 -63.3888

Rsr8-17 A 30 312 -319.92912

Rsr8-19 A 30 41 -19.1489

Rsr6-17 ** D 30 70 141.82568

Rsr6-19 ** D 30 70 71.4416

Rsr6-17 S 30 71 47.27778

Rsr6-19 S 30 284 345.6368

Rsr6-17 ** O 30 106 137.53758

Rsr6-19 O 30 120 195.2423

Rsr6-17 A 30 70 7.75221

Rsr6-19 A 30 109 62.6231
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because this setting was shown to be the most stable in terms of reducing diver-

gence. The range setting of 30 was previously selected because it appeared to

allow recovery when divergence occurred, which it always did on rotational runs,

but the setting of 25 and 30 were also prone to causing divergence. By returning

to the default setting and reducing the range, it was hoped that execution fail-

ures could be avoided, and better comparisons with stereo mode tracking could

be made.

With the optimisation complete, the evaluation of the positioning system could

proceed.

5.4 System Evaluation and Characterisation

In this section the efforts made to evaluate and characterise the positioning system

are presented. A comparison of the two modes of operation (monocular dual

camera mode, and stereo mode) was made as part of the evaluation. This was

done by running the tracking in the two modes on the same datasets. It was

decided that the datasets should be based on isolating translations and rotations

because this would make comparison and analysis easier. Finally, the tracker

was also run on a few datasets that were more representative of the types of

movements expected under normal operating conditions.

5.4.1 Aims of Characterisation

The aims of the characterisation of the positioning system were as follows:

� Identify which rotation angles of the manipulator present a challenge to

tracking, and therefore which ports offer the best camera placement.

� Identify if there are optimal ways in which to operate the system so that

tracking failure can be avoided.

� Identify the relationship between the two camera outputs, their differences

and errors between the camera output and the ground truth.
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5.4.2 Aims of Evaluation

The aims for the evaluation of the system are as follows:

� Evaluate the performance of the system.

� Evaluate the system’s repeatability.

5.4.3 Method

Motion Calculation

In order to draw comparisons between the camera outputs and the actuator out-

puts, the camera’s outputs have to be transformed into the output in terms of the

sample holder’s and therefore chamber’s reference system. The reader is there-

fore reminded that any reference to the camera’s output means in terms of the

chamber’s reference system and not the camera’s. Any mention of manipulator

is synonymous with the camera’s output in the chamber’s reference system, and

therefore also refers to the sample holder’s position.

To calculate what the current manipulator’s position is, as given by either

camera, the camera’s initial pose is subtracted from the camera’s current pose,

resulting in the amount of motion that has taken place up to the current frame.

This motion is then added to the inverse of the camera’s initial pose, which is

the manipulator’s pose. Although there are six components in the poses, we

are here only concerned with three of these, namely the rotational z axis in the

manipulator’s reference frame (camera’s y axis), and the x and y translations in

the manipulator’s reference frame (camera’s x and z translations).

Approach and Data Sets

To evaluate the performance of the tracking, characterise the relationship between

the two camera outputs, and identify the errors between each camera and the

ground truth, two approaches were taken. In the first case, the variability of the

tracker initialisation was assessed to determine what the initial errors between

the outputs of the two cameras were. For this, the first output camera pose from
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Table 5.5: Linear Set details.

Set Dataset Reference Details

Set L1 Lsr7-17 Sequential command, single axis

Set L1 Lsr7-19 Sequential command, single axis

Set L1 Lsr8-17 Sequential command, single axis

Set L1 Lsr8-19 Sequential command, single axis

Set L1 Lsr9-17 Sequential command, single axis

Set L1 Lsr9-19 Sequential command, single axis

Set L2 Lsr10-17 Simultaneous command two axes

Set L2 Lsr10-19 Simultaneous command two axes

Set L2 Lsr11-17 Simultaneous command two axes

Set L2 Lsr11-19 Simultaneous command two axes

Set L2 Lsr12-17 Simultaneous command two axes

Set L2 Lsr12-19 Simultaneous command two axes

twenty runs, both stereo and monocular tracking, were analysed for both ports.

These poses are the result of tracking on the first frame after initialisation with

the same pose (marked * in Table 5.2), and before the manipulator has moved.

The second approach was to analyse the outputs from two types of runs. There

were six linear sets, three where motion was only issued to one actuator at a time,

first on the y axis, then the x axis. The other three datasets were runs where

the motion was issued simultaneously for both axes. The motion for all six runs

being as follows:

� y: 5, 8, 5, 0, -5, -9, -5, 0;

� x: -5, -8, -5, 0, 5, 9, 5, 0.

The other type of dataset was one containing six anti-clockwise, and six clockwise

rotational runs where the same move commands were issued during each run.

Each run was based on a complete 360◦ revolution but issued at the following

intervals:
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Table 5.6: Clockwise rotations set details.

Set Dataset Reference Details

R1 Rsr3 clockwise

Rdr5 clockwise

Rdr4 clockwise

Rsr4 clockwise

Rsr5 clockwise

Rsr6 clockwise

Table 5.7: Anti-clockwise rotations set details.

Set Dataset Reference Details

R2 Rsr7 anti-clockwise

Rsr8 anti-clockwise

Rsr9 anti-clockwise

Rsr10 anti-clockwise

Rsr11 anti-clockwise

Rsr12 anti-clockwise

� clockwise runs [100◦, 200◦, 300◦, 360◦];

� anti-clockwise runs [-100◦, -200◦, -300◦, -360◦].

Details of both linear and rotational sets can be found in Tables 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7.

The datasets selected for comparison and evaluation were not really represen-

tative of how the system might be operated under normal conditions. Therefore,

a small set of runs that include mixed motion, translations and rotations issued

simultaneously, were also included as part of the evaluation. These sets are diffi-

cult to evaluate because they represent more complex movements in three axes,
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Table 5.8: Mixed motion set details.

Set Dataset Reference Details

M1 Msr1 mixed rotations [-90,90] and linear movements

M2 Msr3 mixed rotations [0,180] and linear movements

M2 Msr13 mixed rotations [0,-180] and linear movements

R3 Rsr1 rotation to -260 and back to 0

the graphs and data are therefore more difficult to read and analyse. Some of the

output from these sets is included here merely to provide further insight into the

expected performance under normal conditions. The motion for these sets was

as follows:

� One mixed set concentrating on movement within the same hemisphere as

the cameras, that is, within the interval [90,-90], translational movements

were issued both simultaneously, and individually.

� Two mixed datasets each with movements within one hemisphere of the

chamber, either in the interval [0,180] or [0,-180], translational movements

were issued both simultaneously, and individually.

� Although not a mixed set, a rotational set where the manipulator was ro-

tated from 0◦ to -260◦ and then back to 0◦, was also included because this

type of movement is also indicative of how the system might be operated

under experimental conditions.

Details for these sets are listed in Table 5.8.

Ground Truth

In Chapter 3, we saw that the resolution of the linear actuators is 50nm. The

bidirectional repeatability of these actuators is better than 1µm. The rotary ac-

tuator’s resolution is 1 arcsecond and its bidirectional repeatability is 0.1◦. But

even though these precision actuators have been thoroughly tested and evaluated
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for accuracy, this did not establish the link between the mounted actuators’ per-

formance with our manipulator assembly, and the ground truth, which in this

case was the set of absolute positions issued to the actuators.

This link was therefore evaluated by comparing the actuator’s resting positions

after each move, to the issued ground truth position, over the set of linear and

rotational runs discussed in section 5.4.3.

The maximum absolute error between the linear actuators and the ground

truth was 0.8025mm, this was the case for all the runs except one where the

maximum error was less. The average error between the ground truth and the

x axis actuator was 0.3429mm on runs where positions were issued sequentially,

and 0.5336mm on runs where they were issued simultaneously to both axes. This

was slightly higher than the average errors for the y axis which were 0.2643mm

on sequential runs and 0.4670mm for the runs where the positions were issued

simultaneously.

The maximum absolute error between the ground truth and the z axis actuator

for clockwise rotational runs was 1.169◦ with an average error of 0.1698◦, while

for anti clockwise runs the maximum error was 0.8842◦ with an average error of

0.125◦.

Due to the errors between the actuator outputs and the ground truth (issued

positions) and the fact that the relative move from the current position to the

next position is calculated based on the actuator outputs, in this work the actu-

ators were therefore used as the ground truth to evaluate the performance of the

trackers.

5.4.4 Characterisation Results

Initialisation Repeatability

In this section, the result of the analysis of the initial output from the first tracking

frame for twenty runs is presented.
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Table 5.9: Statistics for rotational component z of the first output poses from

20 tracking runs, given in terms of the manipulator’s reference frame, as viewed

from port 19 and port 17.

Port Min ◦ Max◦ Mean◦ Median◦ Standard Dev◦

19 -1.2532205 0.5073795 -0.5659905 -0.7203205 0.5195506815

17 -3.31075 1.10817 -2.020502485 -2.55704 1.2096043069

Tracker initialisation was relatively stable across all the runs. The reader is

reminded that only the x and y translations, and z rotations are of interest to us,

although the statistics for all the components in the manipulator’s poses, as given

by the cameras, can be seen in Appendix E.1. Table 5.9 shows the statistics for

only the z rotational component of the manipulator’s poses for the twenty runs.

The values shown are in terms of the manipulator’s motion once the initial pose

values have been subtracted. This table shows that there is more variance in

the rotational values returned by the camera on port 17. The range between the

minimum and maximum is approximately 4◦ on this port. The values returned

by the camera on port 19 were more stable than those for port 17, with a range

of approximately 1.7◦. Based on the mean and median values from both ports,

there is on average, approximately 2◦ to 2.5◦ disparity between the the cameras’

outputs at initialisation.

Table 5.10 shows the statistics for the manipulator’s x and y (camera’s z)

translations returned by both cameras. There was a 2.7mm range on the x

values returned for port 19, and a 2.5mm range for the values returned for port

17. The range of movement shown for the y translations on the values retuned for

port 19 was 4.6mm and the range for the values returned for port 17 was 4.2mm.

Based on the median or mean values for both camera outputs, there is on average

approximately 2mm to 3mm disparity in the x axis values, and approximately

1.8mm disparity in the y axis values between the cameras at initialisation.
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Table 5.10: Statistics for x and y translations of first output pose for ports 19

and 17 taken from 20 runs. Units are in meters.

Stat port Xtrans Ytrans

mean 19 0.0002 0.0019

median 19 -0.0001 0.0004

min 19 -0.0003 -0.0003

max 19 0.0030 0.0049

stdDev 19 0.0007 0.0022

mean 17 -0.0021 0.0001

median 17 -0.0029 -0.0003

min 17 -0.0032 -0.0012

max 17 0.0007 0.0030

stdDev 17 0.0013 0.0010

Run Output Analysis

In this section, the results of the tracking runs in monocular and in stereo mode

are presented. First, the results of the 3 linear runs where the move commands

were issued sequentially, will be reported, then the results of the second set of

linear runs where commands were issued simultaneously will be reported. After

that, the results of the rotational runs will be presented. See Table 5.5 for a

reminder of the runs in each set, if necessary.

The linear results for both monocular and stereo modes were interesting be-

cause visually both appeared to be tracking the sample holder well, and there

appeared to be little difference between the two modes. However, when analysing

the outputs, the differences between the two modes became apparent.

In the three runs from set L1, in monocular mode, the results of the tracking

for the y axis were better for both ports, except in the last run where the tracking
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Table 5.11: Statistics for x axis errors and difference between camera outputs for

runs in set L1, monocular mode. Units in meters.

Dataset Ref Stat Act / p19 x Act / p17x p19 /p17 x

Lsr7-17 min 0.0004914603 -0.0040039758 0.0033264056

Lsr7-19 max 0.0046424214 -0.0005784518 0.0065030564

mean 0.002091957 -0.0023632202 0.0044551771

std dev 0.0006667293 0.0004655003 0.0005194477

Lsr8-17 min -0.001149528 -0.0038864483 0.0017334914

Lsr8-19 max 0.0045754901 -0.0003404365 0.0062640148

mean 0.0019943865 -0.0023121244 0.0043065109

std dev 0.0008063667 0.0005878138 0.0007095884

Lsr9-17 min -0.0006051985 -0.0039122839 0.0024323291

Lsr9-19 max 0.0038959269 -0.0004665987 0.0060869008

mean 0.0018849848 -0.0023001245 0.0041851093

std dev 0.0007425048 0.0005511716 0.0005930539

from the camera on port 17 diverged by 8.7mm toward the end of the run. The

average error between the results from the camera on port 19 and the ground truth

for these runs was 466µm, and for the camera on port 17, 6µm. The absolute

difference between the two camera outputs was on average 1.6mm. For the x

axis, tracking was not as accurate for both camera outputs, with the results from

the camera on port 19 being only marginally better than those from the camera

on port 17. The average error between the ground truth and output from the

camera on port 19 was 1.9mm and for the camera on port 17, 2.3mm. The

absolute difference between the outputs for both cameras on this axis was on

average 4.3mm. The statistics for the x values for these runs can be seen in

Table 5.11, and in Table 5.12 for the y values.
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Table 5.12: Statistics for y axis errors and difference between camera outputs for

runs in set L1, monocular mode. Units in meters.

Dataset Ref Stat Act / p19 y Act / p17y p19 /p17 y

Lsr7-17 min -0.0017630 -0.0043003 0.0000012

Lsr7-19 max 0.0025269 0.0036872 0.0061212

mean 0.0003930 0.0008012 0.0011586

std dev 0.0008732 0.0012777 0.0008193

Lsr8-17 min -0.0015012 -0.0038544 0.0000014

Lsr8-19 max 0.0031538 0.0039204 0.0051752

mean 0.0005826 0.0001708 0.0012543

std dev 0.0008141 0.0015494 0.0009236

Lsr9-17 min -0.0019635 -0.0087596 0.0000203

Lsr9-19 max 0.0028378 0.0034861 0.0093371

mean 0.0004245 -0.0009513 0.0022587

std dev 0.0008375 0.0031506 0.0025824

The results of the tracking in stereo mode, for these three runs in set L1, were

better on the x axis. The average error between the the output from the camera

on port 19, and the ground truth for these runs was 1.36mm, and for the camera

on port 17 was 1.34mm. The results of the tracking on the y axis were slightly

worse, with the average error between the outputs from the camera on port 19

being 2.48mm, and for the camera on port 17, the average error for all three runs

was 2.46mm. The absolute difference between the two camera outputs, for these

three runs was 20µm on the x axis and 21µm on the y axis. The statistics for

the x values for these runs can be seen in Table 5.13, and in Table 5.14 for the y

values.

Figure 5.10 shows the outputs for the x axis, in monocular and stereo mode.

The ground truth is the output from the actuator, the outputs for port 19 and
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Table 5.13: Statistics for x axis errors and difference between camera outputs for

runs in set L1, stereo mode. Units in meters

Dataset Ref Stat Act / p19 x Act / p17x p19 /p17 x

Lsr7-17 min -0.0026590 -0.0026375 0.0000149

Lsr7-19 max 0.0000482 0.0000687 0.0000262

mean -0.0013654 -0.0013441 0.0000213

std dev 0.0004112 0.0004110 0.0000021

Lsr8-17 min -0.00277739 -0.00275819 0.00001345

Lsr8-19 max 0.00041611 0.00043899 0.00002672

mean -0.00140897 -0.00138903 0.00001994

std dev 0.00051879 0.00051940 0.00000230

Lsr9-17 min -0.00274300 -0.00272355 0.00001652

Lsr9-19 max 0.00034156 0.00036362 0.00002871

mean -0.00132773 -0.00130710 0.00002062

std dev 0.00051293 0.00051367 0.00000274

port 17 are given in terms of the manipulator’s movement. Figure 5.11 shows

the errors between the outputs and the ground truth and the difference between

the two camera outputs, shown in yellow. The cameras were previously given the

arbitrary names of cam 2 and cam 3, cam 2 is always mounted on port 19, cam3

is always mounted on port 17. We can see that in stereo the difference between

the two cameras is very small as compared to monocular mode. Figures 5.12 and

5.13 show the outputs and errors for the two modes, for the y axis.

The monocular mode tracking results for the three runs in set L2 were slightly

worse than those for set L1. The average error for all three runs between the

output from the camera on port 19 and the ground truth, increased to 2mm on

the x axis, and for the results from the camera on port 17, the average error

increased to 2.5mm. On the y axis, the average error for the camera on port 19
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(a) Monocular tracking

(b) Stereo tracking

Figure 5.10: Differences between x axis mono, and stereo tracking on linear run

from set L1. 221
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(a) Monocular errors

(b) Stereo errors

Figure 5.11: Errors for same run from set L1, x axis.
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(a) Monocular tracking

(b) Stereo tracking

Figure 5.12: Differences between y axis mono and stereo tracking on linear run

from set L1. 223
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(a) Monocular errors

(b) Stereo errors

Figure 5.13: Errors for same run from set L1, y axis.
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Table 5.14: Statistics for y axis errors and difference between camera outputs for

runs in set L1, stereo mode. Units in meters.

Dataset Ref Stat Act / p19 y Act / p17y p19 /p17 y

Lsr7-17 min -0.00482199 -0.00479772 0.00001539

Lsr7-19 max -0.00023653 -0.00021878 0.00002708

mean -0.00263331 -0.00261137 0.00002194

std dev 0.00095620 0.00095522 0.00000220

Lsr8-17 min -0.00483827 -0.00481768 0.00001349

Lsr8-19 max -0.00026306 -0.00024246 0.00002774

mean -0.00232404 -0.00230352 0.00002053

std dev 0.00084941 0.00084883 0.00000237

Lsr9-17 min -0.00462492 -0.00460637 0.00001693

Lsr9-19 max -0.00057756 -0.00055316 0.00002920

mean -0.00250942 -0.00248820 0.00002122

std dev 0.00081165 0.00081244 0.00000283

increased to 848µm. The average error for the results from the camera on port

17, increased to 2.9mm. The average difference between the outputs from both

cameras on the x axis was 4.5mm, and on the y axis the average difference for

all three runs was 3.8mm. The statistics for the x values for these runs can be

seen in Table 5.15, and in Table 5.16 for the y values.

In stereo mode, the results for the runs in set L2 were slightly worse on the

x axis, and slightly better on the y axis, than those for set L1. On the x axis,

the average error for all three runs, between the output from the camera on port

19 and the ground truth, increased to 1.59mm, while the the average error for

the output from the camera on port 17 increased to 1.57mm. On the y axis, the

average error decreased to 2.22mm for the output from the camera on port 19,

and to 2.20mm for the output from the camera on port 17. The average difference
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Table 5.15: Statistics for x axis errors and difference between camera outputs for

runs in set L2, monocular mode. Units in meters.

Dataset Ref Stat Act / p19 x Act / p17x p19 /p17 x

min -0.0027330185 -0.0053216831 0.0022536123

Lsr10-17 max 0.0075491187 0.0008978978 0.0091533844

Lsr10-19 mean 0.0022019499 -0.0024581697 0.0046601196

std dev 0.002090637 0.0012758271 0.0013565544

min -0.0024635941 -0.0057922132 0.0032518677

Lsr11-17 max 0.0059163782 -0.0002571647 0.0080882302

Lsr11-19 mean 0.0020102679 -0.0026502407 0.0046605087

std dev 0.001840937 0.0012760382 0.001085964

min -0.0027132422 -0.0055347547 0.0027568434

Lsr12-17 max 0.0065834413 -0.0004012251 0.0074299759

Lsr12-19 mean 0.0018179026 -0.0025229733 0.0043408759

std dev 0.0017411013 0.0011404043 0.0011447193

between the results from both cameras on the x axis was 20µm for both axes.

The statistics for the x values for these runs can be seen in Table 5.17, and in

Table 5.18 for the y values.

Figure 5.14 shows the L2 outputs, for the x axis, in monocular and stereo mode.

Figure 5.15 shows the errors between the outputs and the ground truth, and the

difference between the two camera outputs, shown in yellow. Figures 5.16 and

5.17 show the outputs and errors for the two modes, for the y axis. These plots

are taken from one of the runs in set L2.

The monocular mode tracking results were poor for both clockwise and anti-

clockwise rotational runs. As previously mentioned, during experimentation with

the hidden faces visibility checking options, the tracking either failed due to execu-
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(a) Monocular tracking

(b) Stereo tracking

Figure 5.14: Differences between x axis mono and stereo tracking on linear run

from set L2. 227
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(a) Monocular errors

(b) Stereo errors

Figure 5.15: Errors for same run from set L2, x axis.
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(a) Monocular tracking

(b) Stereo tracking L2

Figure 5.16: Differences between y axis mono and stereo tracking on linear run

from set L2. 229
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(a) Monocular errors

(b) Stereo errors

Figure 5.17: Errors for same run from set L2, y axis.
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Table 5.16: Statistics for y axis errors and difference between camera outputs for

runs in set L2, monocular mode. Units in meters.

Dataset Ref Stat Act / p19 y Act / p17y p19 /p17 y

min -0.0017427 -0.0107550 0.0000963

Lsr10-17 max 0.0048941 0.0016905 0.0107836

Lsr10-19 mean 0.0010207 -0.0035321 0.0046549

std dev 0.0011946 0.0032912 0.0034905

min -0.0013474 -0.0082852 0.0000527

Lsr11-17 max 0.0033796 0.0024623 0.0099532

Lsr11-19 mean 0.0008226 -0.0020369 0.0029155

std dev 0.0011200 0.0017503 0.0020939

min -0.0014976 -0.0096023 0.0000076

Lsr12-17 max 0.0039874 0.0014123 0.0102761

Lsr12-19 mean 0.0007036 -0.0032723 0.0040448

std dev 0.0011447 0.0033165 0.0034531

tion failure, or then due to tracking failure. These failures meant that monocular

tracking was not really a feasible option to take forward for the positioning sys-

tem. For this reason, and due to time constraints tracking was only run on four

datasets, two clockwise and two anti-clockwise, for the purposes of getting an

insight into the behaviour of the tracking in this mode. As before, the points

of failure were observed and compared both in terms of the frame at which the

failure occurred visually, and in terms of what the camera output was at that

frame.

Table 5.19 shows the results of these four runs. The port / camera columns

show the frames at which failure starts (SOF), and the frames at which failure

occurs (POF). The actuator columns show what the equivalent rotation in degrees

was at the start of failure and point of failure for each cameras’ output. The offset
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Table 5.17: Statistics for x axis errors and difference between camera outputs for

runs in set L2, stereo mode.Units in meters.

Dataset Ref Stat Act / p19 x Act / p17x p19 /p17 x

min -0.00457716 -0.00456153 0.00000899

Lsr10-17 max 0.00159404 0.00161046 0.00003357

Lsr10-19 mean -0.00155111 -0.00153033 0.00002078

std dev 0.00129916 0.00130109 0.00000493

min -0.00466777 -0.00464918 0.00001457

Lsr11-17 max 0.00012576 0.00014704 0.00002681

Lsr11-19 mean -0.00167226 -0.00165148 0.00002078

std dev 0.00124278 0.00124230 0.00000232

min -0.004488544 -0.00447513 0.00001006

Lsr12-17 max 0.00021324 0.00023492 0.00002623

Lsr12-19 mean -0.00155610 -0.00153764 0.00001846

std dev 0.00111800 0.00111889 0.00000271

column shows the actual position of the sample holder relative to the camera on

port 19 at these points.

What the results in the table show is that failure is progressive and that it

occurs at specific points. For clockwise runs, failure usually starts when the ma-

nipulator has rotated by approximately 70◦, this is the point at which the tracker

on port 17 runs into difficulties with failure occurring close to 90◦. The tracker

on port 19, being at an offset, runs into difficulties when the manipulator has

rotated to between approximately 117◦ and 125◦, with failure occurring around

130◦. This value is a little misleading. If one analyses the values in the offset

column, then we see that the tracker is running into difficulties when the ma-

nipulator is rotated to approximately 72◦, relative to the camera’s position, and

is failing around the same points as the tracker on port 17, which is at approxi-
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Table 5.18: Statistics for y axis errors and difference between camera outputs for

runs in set L2, stereo mode. Unit in meters.

Dataset Ref Stat Act / p19 y Act / p17y p19 /p17 y

min -0.00463827 -0.00460419 0.00000887

Lsr10-17 max 0.00116426 0.00117976 0.00003411

Lsr10-19 mean -0.00223268 -0.00221129 0.00002139

std dev 0.00153817 0.00153540 0.00000505

min -0.00456554 -0.00454343 0.00001458

Lsr11-17 max 0.00079324 0.00081711 0.00002734

Lsr11-19 mean -0.00230027 -0.00227892 0.00002135

std dev 0.00136363 0.00136407 0.00000237

min -0.00454979 -0.00453126 0.00001002

Lsr12-17 max 0.00117418 0.00119198 0.00002675

Lsr12-19 mean -0.00215188 -0.00213284 0.00001904

std dev 0.00142649 0.00142503 0.00000280

mately 83◦. Note that the actuator output given in the table, is the same as the

manipulator’s position.

For anti-clockwise runs, the same is true except that in these cases tracking

failure occurs earlier in the runs for the camera on port 19 than for port 17. The

tracker starts failing on port 19 when the manipulator has rotated approximately

-45◦ in the opposite direction to the port, and fails completely at approximately

-55◦. In relative terms, this means that the sample holder is rotated at around

89◦ to 100◦ from the camera.

The tracker on port 17 starts failing a little later in the runs, this occurs

when the manipulator has rotated to approximately 90◦ and like the tracker on

the other port, fails around 100◦. The first anticlockwise run on port 17, listed
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Table 5.19: Analysis of tracking failure on rotational runs in monocular mode.

The offset column shows the relative position of the sample holder to the camera

for port 19 which is at an offset.

Dataset Details p19 Act pos ◦ Offset p17 Act pos ◦

Rdr5 SOF 106 125.343 80.343 63 72.6714

POF 109 129.443 84.443 71 83.8256

Rsr6 SOF 100 117.45 72.45 70 83.15

POF 108 128.39 83.39 73 87.2846

Rsr8 SOF 35 -44.7204 -89.7204 218 -237.463

POF 43 -55.7959 -100.7959 242 -270.25

Rsr9 SOF 36 -45.7732 -90.7732 71 -93.4925

POF 44 -56.5054 -101.5054 77 -99.514

in the table (Rsr8), was interesting because the tracker failed twice. The first

time it failed, was once again at the point where the tracker starts running into

difficulties, which is around approximately -74◦. It managed to recover tracking

temporarily when the manipulator had rotated to approximately -137◦. It then

started running into difficulties once again when the manipulator had rotated by

approximately -237◦ and failed completely when the manipulator had rotated by

approximately -270◦.

Stereo mode tracking performed much better than monocular tracking, al-

though it appeared to perform worse on anti-clockwise runs. In clockwise runs,

the stereo tracker was able to maintain tracking reasonably well throughout most

of the run on the images captured from port 17. The performance of the tracker

on images captured from port 19 was poorer with higher errors, and usually a di-

vergence near 270◦ which it was not able to recover from because the runs ceased

when the manipulator had rotated to 360◦.
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In all the clockwise runs, the tracking on port 19 diverged at this final point

and ended with the model being incorrectly projected in the image. The tracking

on port 17 ended with the model still being projected almost correctly on the

sample holder in the image. The maximum absolute error overall in these runs

for port 19 was approximately 22.8◦, with the average error for all these runs

being between -6.4◦ and -7.8◦. While the largest absolute error for port 17 was

20.5◦, with the average error for all the runs being between -4.36◦ and -5.8◦.

Table 5.20 shows the statistics for the six clockwise runs.

The results in the table are skewed by the divergence of the tracker. Therefore,

a comparison of the errors up to the point where the manipulator had rotated to

180◦, and 270◦, was also made.

The results of this comparison showed that the average error for outputs from

port 19 for all the runs was between -3.5◦ and -4.5◦ up to the point where the

manipulator had rotated to 180◦, and that the average error then increases to

almost the same levels at 270◦, as those for the complete runs. For the outputs

from port 17, the average error was between -2.7◦ and -3.6◦ at 180◦, also rising

to slightly lower levels at 270◦ rotation, than the complete run shown in the

table. The negative values reported here and in the table mean that the tracker

is trailing behind the manipulator’s motion. Table 5.21 shows the statistics for

the output up to the point where the manipulator had rotated 180◦.

The plots in Figures 5.18 and 5.20 show the outputs for each camera versus

the output from the manipulator, as the runs progress. Although it is difficult to

see at this scale, the errors start increasing for both cameras’ outputs at approx-

imately the same point, this is shortly before the manipulator has rotated 50◦.

The difference in camera output appears to start increasing at approximately

150◦. In all the runs, the output from the camera on port 17 is more accurate.

In the error plots for these same runs, Figures 5.19 and 5.21, we see that the

difference between the two cameras’ outputs actually starts becoming noticeable

shortly before approximately 100◦ and although it rises, it remains constant up
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Table 5.20: Statistics for errors between the camera outputs and the ground

truth, and difference between the two camera outputs for clockwise rotational

stereo runs.

Dataset Ref Stat Act / p19 z◦ Act / p17z◦ p19 /p17 z◦

Rsr3-17 min -16.5205 -16.59992 0.00071

Rsr3-19 max 9.7878 1.573162 15.26612

mean -6.6704853464 -4.570532219 2.6180240948

std dev 4.6911256835 3.4892613704 2.8027398103

Rdr5-17 min -17.553 -17.51912 0.00198

Rdr5-19 max 9.0155 1.49938279 14.41432

mean -6.5663008453 -4.4131287515 2.5798949417

std dev 4.8670922694 3.8012825867 2.7516832544

Rdr4-17 min -19.1093 -19.43252 0.00032

Rdr4-19 max 9.8549 1.93214 14.85362

mean -6.673826692 -4.6431947756 2.7310164676

std dev 4.7586297136 3.7013147196 2.8472483879

Rsr4-17 min -22.7828 -20.45172 0.00025

Rsr4-19 max 10.0177 2.0992 15.53642

mean -7.883187134 -5.825629781 2.6907384641

std dev 6.4106408866 5.0932463342 2.8517606874

Rsr5-17 min -16.3158 -14.83152 0.00016

Rsr5-19 max 8.4482 0.759454 13.15592

mean -6.50022263 -4.3523366247 2.6065185711

std dev 4.339263651 2.9114469483 2.7312926917

Rsr6-17 min -17.0505 -13.19622 0.00018

Rsr6-19 max 9.5776 1.50400814 14.97482

mean -6.4297578211 -4.3842773518 2.5857120162

std dev 4.4731675092 3.1131357788 2.8160935447
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Table 5.21: Statistics for errors between the camera outputs and the ground truth

up to the point where the manipulator has rotated 180◦.

Dataset Ref Stat Act / p19 z◦ Act / p17z◦ p19 /p17 z◦

Rsr3-17 min -9.7181 -8.46062 0.00071

Rsr3-19 max 1.722252 1.573162 5.52172

mean -3.9074441845 -3.067259869 0.9491241726

std dev 3.0761951713 2.2100246267 1.8008669684

Rdr5-17 min -9.9766 -7.57982 0.00198

Rdr5-19 max 2.9741 1.49938279 6.37502

mean -3.5287559718 -2.7048122483 0.9902543118

std dev 3.0474249835 2.1131701273 1.8434347353

Rdr4-17 min -11.3694 -10.90112 0.00032

Rdr4-19 max 2.6984 1.93214 8.44532

mean -4.1760261797 -3.2803990291 1.0553980808

std dev 3.524560913 2.6713656036 1.9667206164

Rsr4-17 min -16.7426 -11.19393 0.00025

Rsr4-19 max 2.2167 2.0992 5.85512

mean -4.4513869702 -3.6096049881 0.969996625

std dev 4.3602877504 2.9556489509 1.9253242969

Rsr5-17 min -11.0755 -7.43042 0.00016

Rsr5-19 max 2.6771 0.759454 6.21212

mean -3.950574075 -3.0826464402 1.0156174551

std dev 3.1423188585 2.1525711545 1.8217580128

Rsr6-17 min -10.6093 -7.97532 0.00018

Rsr6-19 max 1.9823 1.50400814 5.25784

mean -3.9551418367 -3.0591410223 1.0189697246

std dev 3.2147218504 2.4306077881 1.8244671258
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to the point where the manipulator has rotated to approximately 315◦ where it

peaks due to the tracker’s divergence on images from port 19. After this point

the difference between the two camera outputs decreases again. In some runs

we see the error between the cameras’ output and the actuators output decrease

toward the end of the run.

In the stereo mode anti-clockwise runs, the tracker was able to follow the sample

holder reasonably well up to the point where the manipulator had rotated by

approximately -200◦ to -220◦. At this point the tracker would diverge in images

from both ports and fail to the point where the model was no longer projected

in the image correctly. This occurred in all the runs except for one. In this one

run, the tracker was able to recover and complete the run in a very good position.

These runs appeared to be worse than the clockwise runs because failure occurs

earlier in the runs. This is not strictly true because the tracker performed better

during the rest of the runs in terms of the errors between the camera outputs and

the actuator output being smaller than in the clockwise runs.

Due to the divergence of the tracker and errors as large as 86◦ after the manip-

ulator had rotated to 200◦, the statistics for the runs was also skewed. Therefore,

the runs were only evaluated up to the point where the manipulator had rotated

to 180◦ and 225◦.

At the point where the manipulator had rotated to 180◦, the average error

between the camera on port 19 and the actuator was between -1.75◦ and -2.6◦,

for all six runs. For the outputs from port 17 the average error was between

1.5◦ and 2.4◦. At 225◦, the average errors for the outputs from both cameras

had not changed much. In the case of the camera on port 19, the average error

was between -1.9◦ and -2.6◦, and for the camera on port 17, the average errors

were between 1.4◦ and 2.3◦. This means that the tracking performed better in

the anti-clockwise runs up to -225◦, than the clockwise runs, up to 180◦. What

is interesting to note is that in the these runs, the difference between the two

cameras’ outputs is larger than in the clockwise runs.
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(a) Dataset Rsr5

(b) Dataset Rdr5

Figure 5.18: Camera outputs versus the actuator output for clockwise runs.
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(a) Dataset Rsr5

(b) Dataset Rdr5

Figure 5.19: Errors between the camera output and the actuator output for

clockwise runs. The absolute difference between the two camera’s outputs is

shown in yellow.
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(a) Dataset Rsr4

(b) Dataset Rsr6

Figure 5.20: Outputs for the clockwise runs.
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(a) Dataset Rsr4

(b) Dataset Rsr6

Figure 5.21: Errors between the camera output and the actuator output for

clockwise runs. The absolute difference between the two camera’s outputs is

shown in yellow.
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Because there was little difference between the errors at 180◦ and 225◦ in these

runs, only the statistics for the six anti-clockwise runs up to 225◦ are shown in

Table 5.22. Figures 5.22 and 5.24 show the plots of the outputs of both cameras

versus the actuator output for two anti-clockwise runs. Because these are anti-

clockwise runs, the plots start at 0 in the top right hand corner and end in the

bottom left. Figures 5.23 and 5.25 show the errors for these runs. In these plots

we can see that the difference between the camera outputs starts increasing just

before the manipulator has rotated to -50◦, tracker errors on port 19 also start

increasing at this point, and peak when the manipulator has rotated to -150◦.

In the output from port 17, errors peak between approximately -80◦ to -125◦ of

rotation. The divergence and then failure of the tracker can be seen in the plots

shortly after 200◦, and it can be clearly seen why the the data beyond -225◦ of

rotation, is not taken into account.

The last four stereo sets that the tracking was run on, will now be briefly

presented. The plots and data for these sets are more difficult to analyse because

the movement happens on all three axes. As we have previously seen, the pose

components are not independent so movement in one axis is reflected in the

others. These sets’ data was not analysed in great detail but do provide further

insight into the tracking behaviour overall.

The results of the set with an anti-clockwise rotation from 0◦ to -260◦ and

back (set R3 in Table 5.8), showed that the tracker diverged as expected, when

the manipulator had rotated to approximately -225◦. The tracker recovered from

the divergence when the manipulator started rotating back towards 180◦, but the

errors were larger on the return to 0◦. The tracking on port 19 was poorer than

on port 17, and diverged beyond recovery, like all the other rotational clockwise

runs, when the manipulator was rotated to approximately -45◦ on the return. In

relative terms, this is when the the sample holder is rotated sideways or at a 90◦

angle to the camera.

Figure 5.26 shows the errors for this run. In the top plot the errors are plotted

in terms of the manipulator’s angle of rotation on the x axis. We can see the
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Table 5.22: Statistics for errors between the camera outputs and the ground truth,

and difference between the two camera outputs for anti-clockwise rotational stereo

runs up to a rotation of 225◦.

Dataset Ref Stat Act / p 19 z◦ Act / p17z◦ p19 /p17 z◦

Rsr13-17 min -9.2333 -5.12092 0.00528

Rsr13-19 max 5.2594 6.64238 6.58988

mean -2.072888169 1.8083899072 4.0404428381

std dev 3.6342646173 2.341214118 2.0830476907

Rsr8-17 min -9.212 -3.91672 0.00308

Rsr8-19 max 5.2176 6.03618 6.25968

mean -1.9129912265 2.2466165926 4.2273494459

std dev 3.3767043322 2.152874415 1.9728157433

Rsr9-17 min -9.4678 -3.97442 0.00148

Rsr9-19 max 6.3637 5.96408 6.40898

mean -2.9138300058 1.3624820609 4.3054893048

std dev 3.4867218188 2.0128196534 1.9990442356

Rsr10-17 min -8.9402 -3.67712 0.00265

Rsr10-19 max 5.5038 5.54488 5.98568

mean -2.5225259325 1.5421347062 4.1761381858

std dev 3.479577526 2.0266288652 1.9726553882

Rsr11-17 min -8.382 -2.91552 0.00128

Rsr11-19 max 4.9122 4.98238 6.96958

mean -2.6156239721 1.6263708279 4.281266419

std dev 3.2538418832 1.8454540596 2.0483069542

Rsr12-17 min -8.0221 -4.70292 0.00358

Rsr12-19 max 5.0949 5.94398 6.81358

mean -2.1381804906 1.9057844343 4.1520473662

std dev 3.296402364 1.9945661636 2.0065594171
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(a) Dataset Rsr8

(b) Dataset Rsr12

Figure 5.22: Camera outputs versus the actuator output for anti-clockwise runs.
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(a) Dataset Rsr8

(b) Dataset Rsr8

Figure 5.23: Errors for anti-clockwise runs. Absolute difference between the two

cameras is shown in yellow.
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(a) Dataset Rsr10

(b) Dataset Rsr13

Figure 5.24: Camera outputs versus the actuator output for anti-clockwise runs,

from two further runs. 247
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(a) Dataset Rsr10

(b) Dataset Rsr13

Figure 5.25: Errors for anti-clockwise runs.
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divergence shortly after -200◦ but it is difficult to identify whether the errors were

larger on the passage to -260◦ or the return to 0◦. This plot also shows that the

difference between the two cameras is noticeable from around -45◦ in both cases,

which means that the outputs become very similar on the return at this same

point. Looking at the data, it is also difficult to identify whether the errors are

larger on the return because there is a lot of variability between frames making

it difficult to be confident in the assessment. Therefore, the plot on the bottom,

shows these same errors in terms of the frame number on the x axis. In this view

we can see that the errors are larger on return. Figure 5.27 shows the individual

camera outputs as the run progresses.

The tracking on set M1 visually appears to do well from both ports, although

the model appears to be trailing slightly behind the sample holder on translations.

There are occasionally larger visible errors in the fit of the model. In this run,

movement was focused on the hemisphere of the chamber where the cameras

are mounted. The rotation errors in the plot in Figure 5.28 were smaller when

the manipulator was rotated clockwise, than when it was rotated past the zero

datum in the negative direction. The difference between the cameras was also

low up until the manipulator had rotated from 0◦ to approximately -45◦ where

the camera outputs separated, and the errors got larger.

In this run, which rotated in the anti clockwise direction first, translation errors

in the x axis appear to have increased as the rotations got further from 0◦, and

they were largest in the positive direction of rotations. Also, it appeared that

the tracker’s estimation was ahead of the manipulator’s position between -60◦

and 60◦, and that it then trailed behind either side of those points. On the y

axis, the tracker appeared to be ahead of the the sample holder, from -45◦ in

the anticlockwise direction, and trailing behind from this point going clockwise.

Figure 5.29 shows the plots of the translation errors for this run.

In both of the translational plots, the difference between the camera outputs is

small. The y axis errors did not exceed 4mm. Figure 5.30 shows the progression

of the individual camera outputs for the z axis, over the run.
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(a) Dataset R3 errors in degrees

(b) Dataset R3 errors in frames

Figure 5.26: Errors for mixed run R3.
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(a) Port 17 output

(b) Port 19 output

Figure 5.27: Output for each camera on dataset R3.
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Figure 5.28: Rotation errors for mixed set M1.

The final two runs were focused on mixed movements in a single hemisphere of

the chamber, the first involved clockwise rotations between 0 and 180◦, and the

second, rotations between 0 and -180◦. In both these runs the tracker appeared

to maintain tracking quite well. As expected, the errors increased at the points

where the sample holder is rotated at a 90◦ angle relative to either camera. In the

clockwise run, the tracker only diverged once the manipulator was returning from

180◦ this caused large errors in all the axes, but is was able to recover reasonably

well on the x and z axes. The errors on the y axis remained larger. Figure 5.31

shows the x and y translational error plots and Figure 5.32 shows the z rotational

error plot for this run. Figure 5.33 shows the camera outputs versus the ground

truth for the x and y axes.

In the mixed anti-clockwise run, the tracker did not diverge at all, the x trans-

lational, and z rotational errors increased as the rotation angle of the manipulator

increased. The y axis errors showed that the tracker was either trailing behind or
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(a) x axis errors

(b) y axis errors

Figure 5.29: Translation errors for mixed set M1. Difference between the two

camera outputs is shown in yellow. 253
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(a) Port 19 output

(b) Port 17 output

Figure 5.30: Outputs for run on mixed set M1.
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(a) x axis

(b) y axis

Figure 5.31: Translational errors for the clockwise mixed set M2.
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Figure 5.32: Rotational errors for the clockwise mixed set M2.

estimating ahead of the manipulator. The errors did increase in the mid section

of the run and there were also some peaks at around -20◦ and near -40◦. Figure

5.34 shows the x, y translational error plots and Figure 5.35 shows the z rota-

tional error plot for this run. Figure 5.36 shows the camera outputs for the x and

y axes.

The absolute maximum errors for all the characterisation runs will now be

briefly presented. Tables 5.23, and 5.24 show the absolute maximum error for

each of the linear runs, both monocular and stereo. The mixed set x and y

components are also included in these tables. In the case of the rotational runs,

the maximum is only shown for the runs up to 180◦, shown in Table 5.26, and

225◦, shown in Table 5.25. The mixed set rotations are shown in Table 5.27.

We can see from these summary tables that for the linear axes, the errors were

highest for the mixed runs, all except the run on dataset Ms1. The second highest
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(a) x axis

(b) y axis

Figure 5.33: Outputs for clockwise run on mixed set M2.
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(a) x axis

(b) y axis

Figure 5.34: Translation errors for anti-clockwise mixed set M2.
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Table 5.23: Maximum absolute error for all of the linear x axis components and

the maximum difference between camera outputs. Top three are monocular set

L1, second three are monocular L2, next six are stereo for set L1 and L2, final

four values are for the mixed sets in stereo mode. Units in meters.

Dataset Ref Act / p19 x Act / p17x p19 /p17 x

Lsr7 0.0046424 0.0040040 0.0065031

Lsr8 0.0045755 0.0038864 0.0062640

Lsr9 0.0038959 0.0039123 0.0060869

Lsr10 0.0075491 0.0053217 0.0091534

Lsr11 0.0059164 0.0057922 0.0080882

Lsr12 0.0065834 0.0055348 0.0074300

Lsr7 0.0026590 0.0026375 0.0000262

Lsr8 0.0027774 0.0027582 0.0000267

Lsr9 0.0027430 0.0027236 0.0000287

Lsr10 0.0045772 0.0045615 0.0000336

Lsr11 0.0046678 0.0046492 0.0000268

Lsr12 0.0044885 0.0044751 0.0000262

Rsr1 0.0074638 0.0074357 0.0000163

ms1 0.0049707 0.0049327 0.0000436

msr3 0.0076057 0.0076142 0.0000480

msr13 0.0078421 0.0078645 0.0000457
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Table 5.24: Maximum absolute error for all of the linear y axis components and

the maximum difference between camera outputs. Top three are monocular set

L1, second three are monocular L2, next six are stereo for set L1 and L2, final

four values are for the mixed sets in stereo mode. Units in meters.

Dataset Ref Act / p19 y Act / p17y p19 /p17 y

Lsr7 0.0025269 0.0043003 0.0061212

Lsr8 0.0031538 0.0039204 0.0051752

Lsr9 0.0028378 0.0087596 0.0093371

Lsr10 0.0048941 0.0107550 0.0107836

Lsr11 0.0033796 0.0082852 0.0099532

Lsr12 0.0039874 0.0096023 0.0102761

Lsr7 0.0048220 0.0047977 0.0000271

Lsr8 0.0048383 0.0048177 0.0000277

Lsr9 0.0046249 0.0046064 0.0000292

Lsr10 0.0046383 0.0046042 0.0000341

Lsr11 0.0045655 0.0045434 0.0000273

Lsr12 0.0045498 0.0045313 0.0000267

Rsr1 0.0074638 0.0074357 0.0000163

ms1 0.0046061 0.0045696 0.0000446

msr3 0.0153216 0.0153685 0.0000492

msr13 0.0047499 0.0047590 0.0000470
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Table 5.25: Maximum absolute error for the z axis components for all the anti-

clockwise runs up to a 225◦ rotation of the manipulator, and the maximum dif-

ference between the two camera outputs.

Dataset Ref Act / p19 z◦ Act / p17z◦ p19 /p17 z◦

Rsr13 9.2333 6.64238 6.58988

Rsr8 9.212 6.03618 6.25968

Rsr9 9.4678 5.96408 6.40898

Rsr10 8.9402 5.54488 5.98568

Rsr11 8.382 4.98238 6.96958

Rsr12 8.0221 5.94398 6.81358

Table 5.26: Maximum absolute error for the z axis components for all the clock-

wise runs up to a 180◦ rotation of the manipulator and the maximum difference

between the two camera outputs.

Dataset Ref Act / p19 z◦ Act / p17z◦ p19 /p17 z◦

Rsr3 9.7181 8.46062 5.52172

Rdr5 9.9766 7.57982 6.37502

Rdr4 11.3694 10.90112 8.44532

Rsr4 16.7426 11.19393 5.85512

Rsr5 11.0755 7.43042 6.21212

Rsr6 10.6093 7.97532 5.25784
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Figure 5.35: Rotation errors for anti-clockwise mixed set M2.

errors were on linear datasets in set L2. The highest errors for the rotational com-

ponent were from the mixed sets, second highest errors were from the clockwise

rotational sets. From these tables we can also see that the errors for the camera

on port 17 were in most cases lower that the errors from the offset camera.

5.5 Discussion

Although visually the tracking appeared to be performing well throughout all the

linear and rotational runs, the resulting data did not always reflect this. In this

section we will look at the reason for this, as well as discussing the sources of

errors in the system. First we discuss the results of the linear tracking and the

linear components of the mixed tracking runs followed by the rotational runs and

the rotational component of the mixed runs. Finally, we will look at and discuss

the source of the errors.
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(a) x axis

(b) y axis

Figure 5.36: Outputs for anti-clockwise run mixed set M2.
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Table 5.27: Maximum absolute error for the z axis components for all the mixed

runs and the maximum difference between the two camera outputs.

Dataset Ref Act / p19 z◦ Act / p17z◦ p19 /p17 z◦

Rsr1 16.5934 24.98108 15.96432

Ms1 12.07989 6.68538 15.10232

Msr3 18.1588 35.13342 53.29222

Msr13 18.0765 12.56842 20.28882

5.5.1 Linear Motion

The results of the experimentation showed that linear tracking in monocular mode

was on a par with stereo mode. In monocular runs the difference between the

camera outputs was larger than stereo, which was expected because the camera

streams are independent and do not influence each other’s outputs. The maxi-

mum errors for monocular mode were higher on the x component of both cameras

than in stereo, while on the y axis, this was not always true. For monocular track-

ing, the camera on port 19 performed better in the y axis than the camera on

port 17. The errors were higher in the runs from the second set (L2) for both x

and y axes in monocular mode, but in stereo this was only true for the x axis

of both cameras. In stereo mode, the maximum error did not go above 5mm for

both linear axes. In monocular mode the maximum error overall on the x axis

was 7.5mm, and on the y axis, 1cm.

Three of the mixed sets’ runs (sets M1, and M2) included linear movements;

their mean errors were between 1.5mm and 5mm on the x axis and between

1.5mm and 2.5mm on the y axis. The first mixed set, which had no linear

motion, had an average error of 4.5mm on the x axis, and 1.8mm on the y axis

component. In Tables 5.23 and 5.24, we can see that the maximum errors were

higher on the x axis than the maximum errors for the straight forward linear sets.

On the y axis, two of the runs were in the same range as the rest of the linear

sets, and the other two were higher but the maximum error in the y component
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for run Msr3 was skewed by the divergence of the tracker so it was much higher

than all the rest of the runs.

An interesting observation, is that the errors, average and maximum, on the x

and y axes were larger in the mixed run that had no linear movement, than the

linear sets. Likewise, these errors were either larger or more or less in the same

range as the other runs in the mixed set. Additionally, analysing all the x and y

components in the outputs of the runs from the rotational sets, showed that the

errors here were also in the same range. This indicated that there was a problem

with how the ground truth from the x and y actuators was used to evaluate these

components in any mixed run.

This is because the output from a linear actuator is isolated from any other

motion that takes place. The positions returned by the actuators only reflect how

much the rod and plate of the drive have moved in one axis. These plates are

stationary, so when the manipulator has rotated, they remain fixed in place and

do not reflect this motion. As the camera 'moves' its axes are no longer aligned

with the chamber’s axes. This means that if the camera has rotated by 90◦, a

movement by the x axis actuator is registered by the camera as a movement in

depth or y axis instead. This also has implications for angles between the cardinal

directions because in this case, the movements as registered by the cameras, would

be seen in both x and y components. This means that the performance of trackers

in mixed sessions was not evaluated correctly, and is therefore one of the reasons

why visually the tracker appeared to perform well but the data did not reflect it.

5.5.2 Rotational Motion

The results of the rotational runs showed that the direction of travel had an

effect on the performance of the trackers. Monocular tracking failed in all the

runs, failures were consistent in terms of where they occurred. Stereo tracking

performed better, there were still failures but these occurred toward the end of

the runs. Clockwise runs were better in terms of failure, because the tracker

only diverged on port 19, and this occurred towards the end of the runs, whereas
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anti-clockwise runs were better in terms of lower errors. In anti-clockwise runs

the trackers would usually fail after the manipulator had rotated past -200◦.

The results from the camera on port 19 were always slightly poorer than those

from the camera on port 17. The average errors for clockwise runs up to 180◦

were between -3.5◦ and 4.2◦ for port 19 and -2.7◦ and 3.6◦ for port 17 with

approximately 1◦ difference between the camera outputs. The average errors

for anti-clockwise runs up to 225◦ were between -1.9◦ and -2.6◦ for port 19 and

between 1.3◦ and 2.2◦ for port 17. The difference between the two camera outputs

was larger in these runs and was between 4◦ and 4.3◦. Although the average errors

appear reasonably small, the standard deviation was large on all sets showing that

there was a lot of variability in the outputs. The absolute maximum errors for

the clockwise runs to 180◦ were between 9.7◦ and 16.7◦ for port 19 and between

7.4◦ and 10.9◦ for port 17. For the anti-clockwise runs, the maximum errors were

between 8◦ and 9.4 for port 19 and between 4.9◦ and 6.6◦. This shows that for

clockwise runs, the errors start increasing earlier than the anti-clockwise runs

whose errors are lower, later in the runs.

For the mixed sets, the errors were much higher than the strictly rotational

runs. This was unexpected because as previously mentioned, the data did not

match the visual output which showed good tracking performance. As mentioned

above, the inconsistency between the visual output and the data was due to how

these runs were evaluated. This needs further investigation, to identify exactly

how the linear motion maps to any given rotation of the manipulator, so that this

can be compared to the combined x and y components of the cameras. Further

investigation is also needed to see whether the linear motion in mixed runs has

an effect on the rotational errors. This is because, as we have seen, the errors in

the rotational components in these runs is higher.

5.5.3 Source of the Errors

From the results of the evaluation, we can see that the tracking appeared to be

plagued by high errors and failures. On rotational runs the reasons for this were
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clearer given that tracking was either failing or diverging but on linear runs this

was not the case.

There were three elements contributing to the high errors; inexact fabrication

of the manipulator assembly resulting in uncertainty in its exact position, the

model, and the positioning of the cameras.

In Section 5.2, the manipulator assembly was discussed. We saw that errors

are introduced into the system by the inexact fabrication of the sample holder, by

the fact that the attachment plate is welded to the rod, by the fact that the rod’s

straightness cannot be guaranteed, that its rotational alignment when connected

to the manipulator’s rod is also uncertain and the possible errors introduced by

the mounting of the rotary actuator onto the graduated hand wheel. Although

individually these errors are small, combined they can result in the above men-

tioned uncertainty in the sample holder’s position and therefore the high errors

we see.

We also saw that the extrinsic camera calibration with the model of the cham-

ber was not entirely correct when the model was projected into the images, and

that further manual calibration was necessary in order to get a sufficiently ac-

curate initial pose for tracking. When the two sets of extrinsic parameters were

compared, the differences between them were found to be in the camera’s y ro-

tational component, which is the chambers z rotational axis, and the camera’s

z translational component, which is the chamber’s y axis. This large transla-

tional difference was only found on the z component of the camera on port 17

and was thought to be due to the sample holder being attached at a 1.5cm offset

from the origin. But there was only a 1.3cm difference, which was 2mm short

of this distance. The rotational differences reinforced what was known about the

uncertainty in the rotational position of the sample holder. But there is still a

fundamental problem with this; in the first case, the cameras were calibrated in

terms of the chamber and it subsequently appeared to be incorrect, in the second

case, they were calibrated in terms of fitting the model to the sample holder,
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which due to the fabrication and assembly uncertainties may not be in the ex-

pected position. This means that there are inherent errors in the calibration

results.

Perhaps one of the best signs of this is that there was a problem with initial-

isation when in stereo mode. The same initial pose for each camera was used

for both tracking modes. For each monocular tracker, this was given as six pa-

rameters in axis angle format, for stereo, as two homogeneous matrices, one for

each camera, and a further homogeneous matrix representing the transformation

between the two cameras. In monocular mode, the projection of the model at

initialisation is correctly overlaid on the sample holder in the image. However,

when the stereo tracker was initialised, the model was only projected well over

the sample holder in the images captured from the camera on port 19, it was not

correctly projected in images from port 17. Although the tracker did correct this

within the first frame of tracking, the position of the model on the other port was

then slightly incorrect. This means that the homogeneous matrix of the relative

transformation between the two cameras is incorrect and is a contributing source

of errors in the results of the stereo tracking.

The calibration errors combined with the positional errors result in the sys-

tematic offsets seen in the xy plots for the linear runs, see Figure 5.37. In the

monocular plots we can see that there is also a slight scaling problem in the y

axis with the camera on port 19 (in red). In the stereo plots this becomes more

pronounced. The scaling issue can also be seen in the plots from the runs in set

L2, see Figure 5.38.

In the tracking output plots for the linear runs shown in Section 5.4.4 we see

these same systematic displacements. In fact there are displacements in both

the x and y axes. Displacements in the x axis show experimental timing issues

caused by the delay between the outputs from the actuators and the outputs from

the trackers1. Displacements in the y axis are due to mechanical issues such as

1Timing delays are caused by frame acquisition times on the cameras, tracking processing

time and time to write images to file.
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Figure 5.37: Linear outputs for runs in set L1. Left images are monocular mode

outputs, right are stereo.
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Figure 5.38: Linear outputs for runs in set L2. Left images are monocular mode

outputs, right are stereo.
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fabrication and positioning errors, or alternatively, issues with the actuators. For

example, in these same plots we see the occasional small sharp rise and fall in the

actuator outputs where the motors have overshot the target position and then

corrected themselves. We also see the systematic offsets in the camera outputs.

These systematic offsets can increase the error and make the performance ap-

pear poorer when not accounted for. In order to provide a better indication of

the true error, the systematic error was therefore calculated by differencing the

mean of the actuator outputs with the mean of the camera outputs, and then

subtracted from the camera output data. Figures 5.39, 5.40, 5.41 and 5.42 show

a comparison between the plots before the systematic error was removed, and the

newly aligned plots after the systematic error was removed.

In these plots we can see that with the offsets removed, the camera outputs

more closely follow the actuator output, which corresponds to the visual tracking

results. There is a little improvement in the absolute maximum error for the

runs but the real improvement is shown in the average errors all of which are

now sub-millimetre. The corrected error statistics for these runs can be seen in

Appendix E from Page 323 onwards.

The scaling issue seen on the outputs from the camera mounted on port 19

remains, this may be due to an error in the intrinsic calibration but needs further

investigation.

The second source of errors is the model because it did not adequately model

the imperfections of the sample holder. It is also very simplistic and does not

capture enough details to stay anchored to the features in the image correctly

when the sample holder approaches 90◦. Another important aspect of this is

the hidden face removal. As the errors start accumulating, the sample holder is

projected incorrectly, this means that surfaces that should no longer be visible,

are still visible and are projected in the image, edge features are found along these

lines, which in turn increases the errors and affects the resulting pose, causing

further diversion. Figure 5.43 shows an example of this with a sequence of images
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(a) Monocular tracking before (b) Monocular tracking after

(c) Stereo tracking before (d) Stereo tracking after

Figure 5.39: Corrected x axis mono, and stereo tracking comparison on linear run

from set L1. Outputs before correction shown on the left, and after correction

shown on the right.
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(a) Monocular tracking before (b) Monocular tracking after

(c) Stereo tracking before (d) Stereo tracking after

Figure 5.40: Corrected y axis mono, and stereo tracking comparison on linear run

from set L1. Outputs before correction shown on the left, and after correction

shown on the right.
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(a) Monocular tracking before (b) Monocular tracking after

(c) Stereo tracking before (d) Stereo tracking after

Figure 5.41: Corrected x axis mono, and stereo tracking comparison on linear run

from set L2. Outputs before correction shown on the left, and after correction

shown on the right.
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(a) Monocular tracking before (b) Monocular tracking after

(c) Stereo tracking before (d) Stereo tracking after

Figure 5.42: Corrected y axis mono, and stereo tracking comparison on linear run

from set L2. Outputs before correction shown on the left, and after correction

shown on the right.
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Figure 5.43: Hidden faces and how they are affected by errors and how they in

turn affect pose estimation.

at the point where tracking is diverging. In the first image we see faces that are

still visible and should have been hidden, in the second, one face becomes hidden

but two still remain, and in the third, the faces that should not be visible, are

no longer displayed but by this point the quality of the tracking has decreased

further.

The third source of errors is the positioning of the cameras. To understand

why the trackers in both stereo and monocular mode fail earlier in anti-clockwise

runs than in clockwise runs, and why the errors are larger in clockwise runs than

anti-clockwise runs we need to examine the positioning of the cameras. For stereo

this involves observing both camera outputs together. We will first look at what

occurred in monocular tracking before proceeding with stereo.

Each camera views the scene in terms of its own axial coordinate system, with

the 0 datum being aligned with the optical axis. The camera on port 17’s axial

coordinates coincide with the chamber’s but the camera on port 19, which is at

an offset does not. This means that when the manipulator is rotated clockwise

by approximately 45◦, in the offset camera’s view it is in fact now aligned with

the camera’s 0 datum and its optical axis. As we have seen in the rotational and

mixed tracking results, tracking quality suffers when the sample holder is viewed

from the side at a 90◦ angle, this occurs at different times for the two cameras.
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Figure 5.44: Top down view of the chamber and the cameras’ placement and the

areas where tracking runs into difficulty for each camera.

The diagram in Figure 5.44 presents a top down representation of the chamber

with the axial coordinates for the two cameras. The blue lines show the camera

on port 17’s axial system with coordinates in green values, the purple lines show

the camera on port 19’s axial offset with coordinates in red.

In the diagram, if one traces the manipulator’s motion in the anti-clockwise

direction, one can see that the tracker on port 19 runs into difficulties by the

time that the manipulator has rotated -45◦ because in relative terms, the sample

holder is at a 90◦ angle to the camera. Whereas in the clockwise direction, the
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manipulator rotates to 135◦ before the sample holder is at a 90◦ angle relative

to the offset camera on port 19. So in the anti-clockwise direction, tracking

performance starts deteriorating for the offset camera on port 19 at an earlier

point than in the clockwise runs. While for the camera on port 17 tracking starts

deteriorating at the same points in either direction but in the clockwise runs it

occurs before the camera on port 19, whereas in anti-clockwise runs it occurs

after. In most of the monocular runs, failure occurs at these points shown as

triangular areas for each camera.

Monocular tracking fails because the trackers do not have a second input to

influence the pose calculations at these points and help to overcome the difficult

areas. If the tracker is able to overcome the first difficult point in tracking, it

will fail when it gets to the opposite side where it is once again at a 90◦ to the

camera.

In stereo tracking, the two inputs help the tracker overcome the difficult areas

for each view but likewise, they cause the tracker to deteriorate when the ma-

nipulator rotates to the angle that is difficult for the tracker in either view. Pose

calculation under stereo tracking is achieved by concatenating the interaction

matrices and residuals and projecting them into a single reference frame, which

is the ‘reference’ camera’s frame. As we have seen, in clockwise runs, the tracking

on port 17 deteriorates first and as this is the reference camera, the errors start

accumulating at this point. As the manipulator continues rotating and enters

the difficult area for tracking in the second view, the errors accumulate further

because at this point the manipulator is at its furtherest point from the refer-

ence camera making pose estimation even more challenging. After this point the

tracker appears to recover slightly but the manipulator is still at its furtherest

point from both cameras so the errors don’t improve. When the manipulator

reaches 270◦, tracking quality reduces again and when it has rotated to 315◦, the

errors are too large and so the tracker diverges because the manipulator is at a

90◦ angle to the offset camera. Tracking recovers slightly in the view from the

camera on port 17 but does not in the other view because the run ends at that
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point. Figure 5.45 shows the position of the sample holder relative to each camera

during a full 360◦ run in the clockwise direction.

In anti-clockwise runs, the offset camera is the first to run into difficulties

but because the manipulator is still at a good position relative the reference

camera, the errors remain low. The errors rise once the manipulator is at -90◦

to the reference camera but the tracker is in a better position to recover as the

manipulator continues to rotate into the quadrants that are furtherest away from

the camera. At a rotation angle of approximately -225, the tracker runs into

difficulties because the sample holder is at the furtherest point away from the

reference camera and in relative terms, the sample holder is at a 90◦ angle to the

offset camera, this makes it difficult for the tracker to overcome the errors which

continue to accumulate until tracking fails because at this point the manipulator

is at a 90◦ angle relative to the reference camera. Figure 5.46 shows the position

of the sample holder relative to each camera during a full 360◦ run in the anti-

clockwise direction.

Under the current set up, it is therefore best to rotate the manipulator anti-

clockwise when wanting to position the sample holder in the first, second or third

quadrant of the chamber, that is anywhere between 0◦ and -210◦, and clockwise

when wanting to position it between 0◦ and 135◦ to get the best performance

and avoid failures. This appears not to be true for the mixed runs because

the results showed that the errors were larger in the anti-clockwise run, even

though the tracker diverged in the clockwise run. The unresolved issue with the

proper evaluation of the translations, and with understanding the effects of linear

motion on rotations in the mixed runs needs to be addressed because this is how

the system is operated under normal circumstances.

As far as port placement is concerned, on all the chambers there are limited

options for mounting the cameras. This is either due to port availability or port

suitability. On the XRD chamber, the options are only the current, which is at

45◦ distance, at 90◦, and at either -135◦ or 135◦. Widening the baseline so that

the cameras are placed at 0◦ and ±135◦ would not improve the tracking because
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Figure 5.45: Position of sample holder relative to camera view during a clockwise

run. Top row shows views from port 17, bottom row shows views from port 19,

offset view. Black rotational values are manipulator’s angle of rotation, white are

rotation angles in terms of offset camera’s view.
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Figure 5.46: Position of sample holder relative to camera view during an anti-

clockwise run. Top row shows views from port 17, bottom row shows views from

port 19, offset view. Black rotational values are manipulator’s angle of rotation,

white are rotation angles in terms of offset camera’s view.
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the relationship between the cameras remains the same, failures would occur at

the same relative angles as shown in Figure 5.44. A 0◦ and 90◦ placement might

be a more feasible option because the interval between the difficult tracking areas

is larger and whenever the sample holder is at 90◦ relative to one camera it will

be directly aligned with the optical axis of the other but may suffer from higher

errors when the sample holder is at its furtherest point away from the aligned

camera.

Adding further cameras is an option that could provide better tracking perfor-

mance, but the baselines between the cameras will need to be carefully assessed.

For instance, having three cameras, two of which are placed at 180◦ from each

other would not provide any gains and could in fact decrease tracking perfor-

mance. This is because the relationship between the cameras would remain the

same as under the current arrangement. This would mean that when the sample

holder is at a 90◦ angle relative to the cameras 180◦ apart, the pose computa-

tion would have two highly erroneous inputs to deal with. Placing three or more

cameras 45◦ apart, should however improve the performance because in this case,

there will always be two cameras with a better view when one of the cameras

is viewing the sample holder at a 90◦ angle. This would be the same for the

placement of one camera at 45◦ from the camera at origin, and another at 90◦

from it. Table 5.28 shows these relative positions when the cameras are at 45◦

intervals and Table 5.29 shows the relative positions when at 45◦, and 90◦ from

the camera at origin.

On the live chambers, these relative placements, and the use of more than two

cameras may not be possible because of port availability or the depth of the ports.

Shortening the baseline is not possible on the XRD chamber but it may the best

option for the online chambers.
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Table 5.28: This table shows the expected relative camera output rotations if

three cameras were to be used and placed at distances of 45◦ apart.

Camera at origin camera 2 camera 3

0 -45 45

45 0 90

90 45 135

135 90 180

180 45 135

220 180 270

270 225 315

315 270 0

360 315 45

Table 5.29: This table shows the expected relative camera output rotations if

three cameras were to be used, one placed at 90◦ to camera at origin, and the

other at 45◦ from the camera at origin.

Camera at origin camera 2 camera 3

0 -45 90

45 0 135

90 45 180

135 90 225

180 45 270

225 180 315

270 225 0

315 270 45

360 315 90
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Table 5.30: Maximum absolute error for all of the linear runs. Units in meters.

Dataset Ref mode port Max. x Max. y

L1 mono 19 0.00314391 0.002571203

L1 mono 17 0.001971688 0.0078082982

L1 stereo 19 0.0018250803 0.002514227

L1 stereo 17 0.0018280209 0.002514164

L2 mono 19 0.0053471688 0.00387350

L2 mono 17 0.003356068 0.0072228871

L2 stereo 19 0.003145149 0.003396933

L2 stereo 17 0.0029976976 0.003391046

5.5.4 Final Assessment and Repeatability

Although monocular tracking was visually as good as stereo in the first set of

linear runs (L1), the errors were too high on the y axis component for the camera

on port 17 and were higher in the second set of runs (L2). With the failures

on the rotational runs, this meant that monocular tracking was not a feasible

approach for the positioning system, not without more development to combine

the outputs in a robust way. For stereo tracking, the errors were initially too

high (between an average of 2mm and a maximum of 5mm) but after removal

of the systematic error, these improved to sub-millimetre average errors and an

absolute maximum of 3.3mm. This maximum error is still high given that the

range of movement for these axes are only 17mm. Table 5.30 shows the absolute

maximum errors for the x and y axes for both monocular and stereo tracking.

As far as rotational errors are concerned, what is an acceptable error? There

is always a certain level of uncertainty associated with the position of the sample

anyway. Currently, when running experiments on the live systems there is no

means of determining what the position of the sample is and 'correct' positioning

of the sample holder is achieved by observing the output from the detector but as
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Figure 5.47: Position of the sample holder when the manipulator is at 0◦, 5◦,8◦

and 10◦ as seen from port 17 which is aligned with the origin. This example

shows the extent of the size of the errors.

we have seen, the actuators have a very high level of precision and repeatability

so it is important that the error be as low as possible to take full advantage of

this. Figure 5.47 shows the sample holder when the manipulator is at 0◦, when

it is rotated to 5◦, 8◦ and 10◦, as seen from port 17, and Figure 5.48 shows the

sample holder in the same positions as seen from port 19. From these views it is

clear that the maximum error should be kept below 5◦. There are two reasons

for this; at 5◦, there is already a perceptible difference in appearance and thus

position of the sample, and most importantly, in order to close the tracking loop,

the tracking has to be as accurate as possible because it will be the output of the

cameras that drives the positioning.
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Figure 5.48: Position of the sample holder when the manipulator is at 0◦, 5◦,8◦

and 10◦ as seen from port 19.
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Table 5.31: Mean and standard deviation of maximum errors for all the anti-

clockwise runs up to 225◦, and for clockwise runs up to 180◦.

Runs Stat p19 z◦ p17z◦

Anti-clockwise mean 8.8762333 5.8523133

std dev 0.5600159 0.5532099

clockwise mean 4.7181246 3.2027616

std dev 5.8804537 3.7470320

It was not possible to assess the repeatability of the tracking in the mixed

runs but the maximum errors for all the rest of the runs were averaged and

the standard deviation calculated as the indicator of the repeatability for the

positioning system. Table 5.31 presents these values for the anti-clockwise and

clockwise rotational runs. We can see that the repeatability of the tracking on

anti-clockwise runs is 0.56◦, on port 19, and 0.55◦ on port 17. The repeatability

of tracking for clockwise runs is 2.6◦ on port 19 and 1.68◦ on port 17.

Tables 5.32 and 5.33 present the values for the linear axes. The repeatability

for the linear runs is sub millimetre for both monocular and stereo runs, all except

for the y axis on the monocular runs on port 17, which was 1.9mm for set L1.

5.6 Conclusion

This chapter presented the positioning system in detail and the work undertaken

to calibrate and optimise the system for tracking. A number of experiments were

run to evaluate and characterise the tracking. In these experiments a compari-

son was made between monocular, dual camera mode and stereo tracking mode.

Monocular mode tracking was found to perform reasonably well for linear runs

where the move commands were issued sequentially but performance dropped in

the linear runs where the commands were issued together resulting in the two

actuators moving simultaneously. Monocular mode tracking was very poor on
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Table 5.32: Mean and standard deviation of maximum errors for all the linear

runs x axis. Units in meters.

Runs Stat p19 x p17x

Mono mean 0.0024115315 0.0018153232

L1 std dev 0.0007747091 0.0001662154

Mono mean 0.0048621899 0.0031699406

L2 std dev 0.0004446035 0.0001738389

Stereo mean 0.0016359781 0.0016371668

L1 std dev 0.000207767 0.000209656

Stereo mean 0.0030243622 0.0030253233

L2 std dev 0.0001092551 0.0001044322

rotational runs because the trackers could not overcome the large errors when

the sample holder was rotated at a 90◦ angle relative to the cameras. Stereo

mode tracking performed better but was prone to high errors. The errors were

found to be due to uncertainties in the fabrication and assembly of the manip-

ulator and sample holder, the model and the effect of the camera placement on

the chamber. The aims of the experiment, which were to identify the rotation

angles that are problematic for tracking, to identify optimal port placement, to

identify optimal ways in which to operate the positioning system, and to identify

the relationship between the cameras, were met. The system’s performance and

repeatability were also evaluated. This evaluation was limited to rotations and

translations in isolation. This is not indicative of the true method of operation,

but it was shown that a better means of evaluation needs to be found for these

types of runs.
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Table 5.33: Mean and standard deviation of maximum errors for all the linear

runs y axis. Units in meters.

Runs Stat p19 y p17y

Mono mean 0.0023801587 0.0056450117

L1 std dev 0.0002095738 0.0019492228

Mono mean 0.0032381039 0.0066003965

L2 std dev 0.0006594142 0.0005406401

stereo mean 0.0023421677 0.0023416431

L1 std dev 0.0002048981 0.0002028501

stereo mean 0.0032721677 0.0032706333

L2 std dev 0.0001587297 0.0001547907
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Chapter 6

Conclusion, Recommendations

and Future Work

6.1 Conclusion

This thesis presents the research undertaken to study what is required in order

to provide automated sample positioning inside vacuum chambers that are oper-

ated under ultra high vacuum (UHV) conditions, with the aim of answering the

research question:

“How can state of the art model based visual tracking techniques be leveraged

to position a sample inside a UHV chamber under wide camera baselines and

what level of repeatability can be achieved?”.

As part of the research, a prototype automated positioning system was devel-

oped in order to evaluate the tracking approach and to develop an understanding

of the challenges that such a system would need to overcome to fully realise the

aims set out for automation. The aims for automation were to facilitate opera-

tion, increase the operational efficiency by providing higher experiment through-

put and to improve the data quality and repeatability of experiments. This
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prototype system was developed on the XRD off-line vacuum system that was

not under vacuum, but it is fully compatible with the on-line systems.

The UHV chambers placed unique constraints on how the positioning system

was developed. They also posed several challenges that had to be overcome and

in some cases still have to be resolved. The first constraint was that the camera

equipment could not be mounted inside the chamber because it would have to be

specialised scientific grade, vacuum compatible and hermetically sealed, able to

withstand the extreme conditions.

Due to this constraint, the cameras had to be mounted externally. Mounting

the cameras on the ports was then constrained by the limited availability of

suitable ports. The relative placement of the cameras on the chamber constitutes

one of the main challenges for the system because it has a direct effect on the

performance of the tracker and success of the positioning system. This aspect

was discussed in detail in Section 5.5.

Camera calibration was necessary and is an important part of this tracking

system because the more accurate the camera parameters, the better the track-

ing performance. Getting the best performance from the trackers can only be

achieved by calibrating the cameras. Additionally, having an accurate estimate

of the position of the sample and sample holder was one of the objectives for the

project.

The vacuum environment constrained the approach to camera calibration be-

cause the plane based procedure was not suitable. Other methods of calibration

proved unsuitable too due to the chambers’ surfaces and cluttered internal en-

vironment. A significant amount of effort was therefore focussed on exploring a

model based means of calibrating the cameras. This proved challenging primar-

ily because of the imprecise fabrication of elements of the chamber that made

modelling difficult and also due to some fundamental problems with the model.

Camera calibration was discussed in Chapter 4 and its outcomes in Section 4.7.
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The lack of precision engineering on the manipulator and some elements of

the XRD chamber posed a challenge that was particular to this chamber but

which is still relevant to the other chambers because it highlights the need for

precision sample holders and sample mounting plates, and the need for standard-

isation of these instruments across the systems. The lack of precision engineering

introduced uncertainties in the position of the sample holder and plates in the

chamber. It also made modelling difficult because the imperfections were difficult

to model. These two aspects increased the error in the system and impacted on

tracking performance.

Creating accurate models for the tracking is a challenge that needs to be ad-

dressed. The outcome of the calibration experiment showed that the wire frame

model was problematic because visibility checking could not be performed. There

was also a problem with the line lengths of the model which affected the edge

detection process, making evaluation of the tracking quality difficult. For sample

holder tracking, an oversimplified model was created because the sample services

could not be accurately modelled and yet the tracking would have benefited from

a more detailed model because the model latched onto features that had not been

modelled at the points where tracking became difficult.

The biggest challenge posed by the XRD vacuum system was the evaluation

of both the outputs from the calibration experiments and the evaluation of the

tracking with mixed moves. Evaluation of the calibration outputs was not possible

because there was no correct baseline for comparison. This should not be as much

of a problem on the online chambers because CAD files are available for these.

Evaluation of the positioning system’s tracking performance under mixed moves

was not possible because the ground truth from the actuators does not adequately

reflect the sample holder’s true 3D position. This is because each actuator can

only return its current position in terms of its own isolated position and range

of movement. The output from the cameras, on the other hand, reflects the

composite transformations of the mixed moves and returns a full 3D position of

the sample holder. These two outputs cannot presently be compared; a method of
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calculating what the combined x and y values should be given the rotation angle,

needs to be formulated. The effect of linear motion on the rotations also needs

to be investigated further. Proper evaluation of the tracking under the normal

operating conditions for the automated positioning system therefore, remains a

challenge and is not limited to the XRD system.

In this research, the effects of different lighting conditions on tracking were

also analysed and it was found that it is important to keep internal and external

illumination balanced in order to capture images that are not too dark, that

have enough contrast and that are not saturated. Optimal camera settings were

identified. Optimal parameter settings for tracking were also identified. Although

a proper evaluation of camera calibration on the XRD chamber was not possible,

and although there were some fundamental problems with the model, reasonable

estimates of the extrinsic camera parameters were extracted from the calibration

experiment.

The prototype positioning system was developed to operate in two modes;

monocular and stereo mode. Tracking of the sample holder was evaluated against

the outputs from the actuators but this was limited to isolated linear or rotational

movement sets. The outcome of this experimentation showed that monocular

mode operation was reasonable for linear movements but that the trackers di-

verged and failed under rotational movements. Stereo tracking performed better

in both linear runs and rotational runs but the performance was affected by the

direction of rotations. This was found to be due to the placement of the cameras

and highlighted the importance of finding suitable ports for the cameras.

In linear stereo tracking runs the maximum error between the output of the

camera and the linear actuators on both axes did not go above 3mm and the

average errors were sub-millimetre, the average error for all the runs was 0.06mm.

The maximum errors were considered to be high given that the maximum range

of movement for the actuators was limited to 17mm.
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On the rotational tracking, the anti-clockwise runs showed better performance

in terms of errors; the maximum error in these runs, up to a rotation of 225◦ did

not go above 9.5◦ on port 19 and 6.65◦ on port 17 with the average error being

in the 2◦ to 3◦ range for both ports but the standard deviation was high on all

the runs so there was a lot of variance in the measurements. Here too, the errors

were considered to be high. The cause of the errors was identified as being due

to the relative placement of the cameras, so if a better placement can be found

on the online chambers, then an improvement is expected.

The repeatability of the system could not truly be determined because the sys-

tem could not be evaluated under normal operating conditions but the repeata-

bility of the linear and rotational runs was assessed by averaging the maximum

errors for all the runs and taking the standard deviation as the indicator of re-

peatability. For stereo linear runs this was between 0.06mm and 0.08mm on the

x axis and between 0.04mm and 0.1mm on the y axis. For anti-clockwise rota-

tional runs the repeatability was 0.56◦ on port 19 and 0.55◦ on port 17, and for

clockwise runs it was 2.6◦ on port 19 and 1.68◦ on port 17.

In conclusion, this research has shown that it is possible to leverage state of

the art model based tracking techniques to position a sample inside a vacuum

chamber. It has also shown that under the difficult circumstances of having to

retro-fit a tracking system to a chamber that was not designed with automation

in mind, reasonable results can be achieved and improvements are possible.

However, the limitation of this approach as applied to this implementation, is

that the camera placement needs to be such that the projection of the model

in the image provides as much tracking area as possible. Tracking suffers when

the sample holder is at a 90◦ angle relative to the cameras; at this point the

model is at its smallest profile. This means that the vertical placement of the

camera should be as close to the chamber’s horizontal plane as possible to limit

the impact of the existing problems with the horizontal placement of the cameras.

On the XRD system, camera placement was constrained to the horizontal but on

the online chambers this is not the case.
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To summarise, this research has shown that:

� model based tracking is a suitable approach; recommendations for improve-

ments are given in Section 6.2;

� the performance of the system depends on having suitable port placement

for the cameras;

� calibration is necessary; having accurate knowledge of the positioning of the

ports is paramount and if available, can reduce the need for calibration;

� modelling needs to be improved;

� based on camera placement, it is still important to analyse the tracking

results under rotations in different directions so that optimal operation can

be identified.

The objectives for the project were met, all except one which was to provide

the 3D position of the sample. The aims for automation have not been met

and this study was not aimed at achieving these aims because they can only be

achieved with a fully automated system; this is only a prototype system, a first

step towards automation. Operation has been facilitated by the robotic actuators

and by the provision of views of the inside of the chamber.

6.1.1 Key Contributions

The key contributions of this research are:

� a contribution towards the efforts of our colleagues in the materials science

research group has been made by providing the first steps toward a novel

enhancement / extension to their existing specialist equipment;

� a thorough evaluation has been made of a state of the art model based track-

ing technique, implemented in the ViSP library, in terms of its application

in a challenging setting;

� a thorough analysis of the challenges that automation of these vacuum

systems pose has been made and recommendations are provided below.
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6.2 Recommendations

6.2 Recommendations

In this section, the recommendations for the improvement of the system and for

the further development of a fully automated system will be provided.

In Section 6.1 we saw that the two most important issues that impacted on

tracking performance were the lack of accurate dimensions and positioning data

for the chamber, and the positioning of the cameras. The lack of accurate dimen-

sions and positional data impacted on the calibration, modelling and ultimately,

tracking.

For this reason, if retro-fitting an existing vacuum chamber, it is recommended

that good quality CAD details of the chambers be provided or sourced. This

includes the manipulators and any mounting platform such as the sample holder

and sample plates. It is further recommended that these be standardised and

precision engineered. This single aspect will greatly improve tracking performance

because it will allow calibration outputs to be validated, which means that the

initial poses provided to the tracker will be highly accurate. It will also provide

accurate models, or alternatively aid in the modelling process which will result in

reduced errors in the model and therefore improve the quality of tracking overall.

Standardising mounting platforms will make the automated system more easily

transferable between vacuum chamber systems. Somewhat related, is the recom-

mendation that when standardising the mounting platforms, options be explored

to find some form of method to provide non out-gassing markers on the sample

mount or holder that could aid with localising the samples’ location.

With a view to future automation, it is recommended that the vacuum cham-

bers be designed and fabricated with the provision of specific ports for camera

placement, that are suitable both in terms of their dimensions and their relative

placement. If possible, camera mounts should also be precision engineered for the

ports and provided as part of the chamber system. Alternatively, a custom made

pre-calibrated stereo rig to fit onto the ports could be acquired. Exact positioning
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6.3 Future Work

of the cameras when mounted should be provided along with the chamber CAD

files. If this data is given to a high level of accuracy, extrinsic camera calibration

should not be required.

The recommendation for camera positioning is that vertically, the cameras be

placed on ports that are on the horizontal plane, or as close to it as possible so

that the shape of the model’s projection facilitates tracking instead of hindering

it. Horizontally, it is recommended that further experimentation take place to

look at the results of camera placement at smaller angles than 45◦ and at 90◦.

This should also be done for vertical placements that are not on the horizontal

plane in order to determine at which angles the projection of the model becomes

difficult to track.

In practice, it may be not be possible to accommodate the above recommenda-

tion in terms of ideal camera placement. So in order to facilitate tracking further,

it is recommended that alterations to the sample holder design, be explored. For

instance, the profile of the sample holder could be increased by attaching a plate

perpendicular to the back plate of the sample holder. This would make tracking

easier when the sample holder is rotated at 90◦ relative to the cameras.

For retro-fitting vacuum chambers, a further recommendation is that camera

equipment be re-evaluated; it may be possible to acquire pre-calibrated stereo

camera housings that could fit on a single port and provide accurate 3D data.

Otherwise, a custom built pre-calibrated stereo rig might be worth considering.

6.3 Future Work

A system for evaluating the performance of the tracker under mixed motion needs

to be found; it would need to provide accurate 3D data for the sample holder’s

position.
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At present, the prototype system calculates the relative position of the sample

holder at any given time, based on the outputs from the actuator’s positions.

Using the outputs from the actuators is problematic when it comes to operating

the system under normal experimental conditions because these outputs do not

accurately reflect the 3D position of the sample holder. Closing the loop, is

therefore necessary. To achieve this, the positioning system needs to be altered

so that the current position is estimated based on the camera outputs alone. This

requires the angle mapping, which is currently applied as a post processing step,

to be integrated into the software. Given what was discussed in regards to the

linear actuators under rotations, a control law that maps the required servoing

output to the correct actuator or actuators, also needs to be formulated.

In the previous section it was recommended that further evaluation of positions

of the cameras at angles smaller than 45◦ needs to be carried out. On the XRD

system, the ports are uniformly placed approximately 45◦ apart; placement on

different ports therefore results in the same relative relationship between the

cameras. This is either 45◦ , 90◦ or 135◦ apart. If at 45◦ or 135◦ apart, then

the relationship is the same. The 90◦ relative placement has not been evaluated;

this position may or may not be suitable because it is the position at which

the sample holder will be at its best view in one camera while it will be at its

worst in the other. This placement may also suffer from directional performance

deterioration. Evaluation of the camera placement at elevated views also needs

to be performed.

To improve the tracker and make it more robust for this type of problem where

the tracking degrades under rotations due to the model’s shape and small size,

and due to the homogeneous foreground and background, two areas could be

explored. In the first instance, the model based tracker could be modified so

that when the performance degrades too much in one view, the camera with

the best view temporarily becomes the reference camera. The second area that

could be improved is to try and limit the errors that occur at the points where

tracking becomes difficult. These errors are typically caused by the background

and foreground pixels having similar appearance due to the shiny surfaces. When
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the model is at its smallest profile, incorrect pixels are selected causing the tracker

to diverge. Exploring the use of the Hue-Saturation colour space for added edge

detection [66] might therefore be worthwhile. Alternatively, use of polarisation

filters on the cameras could also be explored. The positioning of the sample

relative to the analyser could further be improved by monitoring the output from

the analyser to help guide it.

Ultimately, for full automation, insertion of the sample into the vacuum cham-

ber and then into the sample slot will also need to be automated.
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Figure A.1: Top View of XRD Chamber showing central plane port locations and

numbering.
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Appendix C

Chapter 3 Appendix
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Figure C.1: CAD side view of REES chamber.
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Table C.1: Table showing the precision values for the Omniax and HPT Manip-

ulators as stated in the lab manual.

Drive Operation HPT Translator Omniax

Z slide Resolution manual 5 microns 5 microns

Z slide Resolution motorised 2.5 microns 0.5 microns

Z slide Repeatability manual 10 microns 10 microns

Z slide Repeatability motorised 1 microns

XY slide Resolution manual 5 microns 5 microns

XY slide Resolution motorised 2.5 microns 0.5 microns

XY slide Repeatability manual 5 microns 5 microns

XY slide Repeatability motorised 5 microns 1 microns
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Table D.1: Details of images selected for experiment runs, from lighting conditions

data sets.

Set Port Image

Set 1 4 0023

Set 1 9 0029

Set 1 12 0017

Set 1 17 0005

Set 1 19 0010

Set 2 9 0011

Set 2 17 0005

Set 2 19 0023

Set 3 4 0028

Set 3 9 0022

Set 3 12 0017

Set 3 17 0004

Set 3 19 0010

Set 4 4 0027

Set 4 9 0019

Set 4 17 0004

Set 4 19 0010

set 5 4 0026

Set 5 9 0021

Set 5 12 0016

Set 5 17 0005

Set 5 19 0010

Set Port Image

set 6 4 0027

Set 6 9 0022

Set 6 12 0016

Set 6 17 0004

Set 7 4 0027

Set 7 9 0019

Set 7 17 0003

Set 7 19 0008

Set 8 4 0008

Set 8 12 0003

Set 9 4 0007

Set 10a 17 0001

Set 10b 19 0008

Set 10b 12 0003

Set 11 4 0010

Set 11 12 0004

Set 12 19 0013

Set 13a 9 0001

Set 13a 17 0002

Set 13b 12 00023

Set 13b 17 00023

Set 13b 19 0023

Set Port Image

Set 13b 9 0001

Set 13b 17 0002

Set 13b 17 0003

Set 13b 9 0004

Set 13b 4 0005

Set 13b 4 0006

Set 13b 19 0007

Set 13b 12 0008

Set 13b 19 0009

Set 13b 12 0010
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Table D.2: Results of visual inspection of model fit in all runs, single * denotes

movement of model, ** denotes movement and improvement of fit.

Experiment Set Threshold Port Improve and Move

1a 1 5 000 4 *

1a 1 10 000 12 *

1a 1 10 000 17 **

1a 1 15 000 17 *

1a 2 10 000 17 *

1a 3 5 000 4 *

1a 3 10 000 12 *

1a 4 5 000 4 **

1a 4 10 000 17 **

1a 4 15 000 17 *

1a 5 10 000 17 **

1a 8 5 000 4 *

1a 8 10 000 12 **

1a 9 5 000 4 *

1a 10a 10 000 12 *

1a 10b 5 000 17 *
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Table D.3: Experiment 1b visual inspection results, single * denotes movement

of model, ** denotes movement and improvement.

Experiment Set Threshold Port Improve and Move

1b 1 5 000 4 *

1b 1 10 000 4 *

1b 1 10 000 9 *

1b 1 15 000 9 *

1b 3 5 000 4 **

1b 3 10 000 4 *

1b 3 10 000 9 *

1b 3 15 000 4 *

1b 3 15 000 9 *

1b 3 15 000 19 *

1b 4 10 000 4 **

1b 4 10 000 9 *

1b 4 15 000 4 **

1b 4 15 000 9 *

1b 5 5 000 19 *

1b 5 10 000 4 *

1b 5 10 000 9 *

1b 5 15 000 4 *

1b 5 15 000 9 *

1b 5 15 000 19 *

1b 6 500 4 *

1b 6 10 000 9 *

1b 6 15 000 4 *

1b 6 15 000 9 *

1b 7 5 000 9 *

1b 7 10 000 4 **

1b 7 10 000 9 *

1b 7 15 000 9 **

1b 8 10 000 4 **

1b 8 15 000 4 **

1b 9 10 000 4 *

1b 9 15 000 4 **

1b 11 10 000 4 *

1b 11 15 000 4 *
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Table D.4: Experiment 1c visual inspection results, single * denotes movement

of model, ** denotes movement and improvement.

Experiment Set Threshold Port Improve and Move

1c 1 10 000 12 *

1c 1 15 000 19 *

1c 2 10 000 9 *

1c 2 15 000 9 *

1c 2 15 000 17 **

1c 3 15 000 9 *

1c 4 10 000 4 **

1c 4 10 000 17 *

1c 4 15 000 4 **

1c 4 15 000 9 **

1c 4 15 000 17 *

1c 4 15 000 19 *

1c 5 10 000 4 *

1c 5 10 000 9 *

1c 5 15 000 4 *

1c 5 15 000 17 *

1c 5 15 000 19 *

1c 6 15 000 4 *

1c 7 10 000 9 *

1c 7 15 000 9 *

1c 8 10 000 4 *

1c 8 15 000 4 **

1c 8 15 000 12 **

1c 9 15 000 4 **

1c 10b 15 000 17 **

1c 11 15 000 12 **

1c 12 15 000 19 *
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Table D.5: Experiment 1, port 4 medians and median absolute difference of final

rotations for all sets.

Set x Rot x MAD y Rot y MAD z Rot z MAD

1a 90.0281 0.021 -44.9971 0.0025 179.934 0.019

1b 90.0969 0.132 -45.0362 0.0172 179.81 0.187

1c 90.0324 0.0186 -45.0652 0.0028 179.855 0.053

3a 89.9965 0.0013 -44.9983 0.0017 179.969 0.002

3b 89.6522 0.0309 -44.8883 0.0297 -178.643 0.373

3c 89.9648 0.0366 -44.9752 0.036 -179.926 0.023

4a 89.968 0.0023 -44.9907 0.0038 -179.956 0.005

4b 89.9376 0.0213 -44.9784 0.0053 -179.872 0.059

4c 89.9636 0.0057 -45.0155 0.0033 179.954 0.03

5a 89.9669 0.0013 -44.99025 0.00545 -179.9055 0.0035

5b 90.0291 0.0927 -44.999 0.0022 179.619 0.236

5c 89.9896 0.0075 -45.0311 0.0044 179.953 0.045

6a 89.9697 0.0018 -45.0152 0.002 -179.9805 0.0065

6b 89.9583 0.0428 -45.0022 0.0116 179.349 0.623

6c 89.965 0.0109 -44.955 0.0105 -179.771 0.14

7a 89.9635 0.0016 -45.0227 0.0058 -179.968 0.021

7b 89.8449 0.0675 -44.9934 0.0153 -179.789 0.139

7c 89.9244 0.0404 -44.9967 0.0086 -179.9 0.058

8a 89.9959 0.0072 -44.9779 0.0084 179.979 0

8b 89.7025 0.202 -45.011 0.0688 -179.121 0.304

8c 89.9719 0.0403 -44.9936 0.0078 -179.073 0.913

9a 89.9777 0.0007 -45.0171 0.0092 -179.974 0.001

9b 89.8048 0.1828 -45.0058 0.0992 -179.46 0.482

9c 89.9675 0.005 -45.008 0.0057 -179.966 0.014

11a 89.9398 0.0068 -44.9685 0.0019 -179.945 0.028

11b 89.9301 0.028 -44.9693 0.0025 -179.936 0.008

11c 89.9515 0.0043 -44.9853 0.0008 -179.97 0.002
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Table D.6: Experiment 1, port 4 medians and median absolute difference of final

positions for all sets.

Set x Trans x MAD y Trans y MAD z Trans z MAD

1a -0.0000317 0.0000033 -0.0000664 0.0000218 0.212287 0.00001

1b 0.0000035 0.0000556 -0.0005066 0.0003955 0.213575 0.001372

1c 0.0001627 0.0000546 -0.0001427 0.0000818 0.212498 0.000174

3a -0.0000442 0.0000015 -0.0000943 0.0000119 0.212196 0.000001

3b -0.0001536 0.0000376 -0.0007607 0.0001413 0.212697 0.000372

3c -0.0000336 0.0000381 -0.0000947 0.0000253 0.212255 0.00004

4a 0.0000081 0.0000003 -0.0001630 0.0000005 0.212112 0.00001

4b 0.0000050 0.0000460 -0.0001736 0.0000206 0.212476 0.000282

4c -0.0000565 0.0000799 -0.0000865 0.0000287 0.212333 0.000211

5a -0.0000268 0.0000026 -0.0001704 0.0000036 0.212216 0.000072

5b 0.0000501 0.0000612 -0.0002304 0.0000904 0.212569 0.000444

5c -0.0000077 0.0001089 -0.0001276 0.0000277 0.212267 0.000224

6a 0.0000355 0.0000060 -0.0001036 0.0000079 0.212254 0.000026

6b 0.0000105 0.0000695 -0.0002355 0.0000644 0.212475 0.000155

6c -0.0000429 0.0000142 -0.0001689 0.0000399 0.212528 0.000379

7a 0.0000619 0.0000006 -0.0001459 0.0000139 0.212061 0.000039

7b 0.0000856 0.0000416 -0.0003143 0.0002299 0.212151 0.000039

7c 0.0000460 0.0000061 -0.0001006 0.0000232 0.21201 0.000009

8a -0.0000460 0.0000102 -0.0001239 0.0000091 0.212334 0.000058

8b -0.0000730 0.0000922 -0.0007159 0.0004155 0.21304 0.000174

8c -0.0000640 0.0000470 -0.0001788 0.0000868 0.212521 0.000256

9a -0.0000209 0.0000208 -0.0000996 0.0000037 0.21215 0.000012

9b -0.0000081 0.0000797 -0.0007059 0.0005787 0.212673 0.000303

9c -0.0000044 0.0000133 -0.0001201 0.0000056 0.212263 0.000063

11a -0.0000692 0.0000078 -0.0001525 0.0000224 0.212172 0.000047

11b -0.0000750 0.0000213 -0.0001794 0.0000218 0.212167 0.000065

11c -0.0000080 0.0000588 -0.0001524 0.0000279 0.212359 0.000179
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Table D.7: Experiment 1, port 9 medians and median absolute difference of final

rotations for all sets.

Set x Rot x MAD y Rot y MAD z Rot z MAD

1a 89.9563 0.0007 44.9805 0.0009 -179.944 0.005

1b 89.961 0.005 44.9841 0.0052 -179.641 0.296

1c 89.9599 0.0112 44.9474 0.003 -179.638 0.359

2a 89.9585 0.0058 45.0086 0.0018 179.987 0.005

2b 89.9496 0.0266 45.0309 0.0083 179.909 0.056

2c 89.971 0.008 44.9895 0.0203 179.931 0.017

3a 89.9858 0.0092 44.9759 0.0114 -179.984 0.011

3b 90.0349 0.0441 44.8555 0.0571 -179.83 0.164

3c 89.9769 0.0045 44.9409 0.0281 -179.588 0.371

4a 89.9903 0.0044 45.01 0.0052 179.974 0.003

4b 89.9877 0.0056 45.0316 0.0117 179.839 0.127

4c 89.9949 0.026 44.9787 0.0155 -179.967 0.003

5a 89.9795 0.0006 45.0282 0.0028 -179.969 0.022

5b 89.9347 0.055 45.0141 0.0166 -179.921 0.037

5c 89.9783 0.0109 45.0127 0.0132 -179.912 0.019

6a 89.9509 0.0108 45.0492 0.002 179.922 0.013

6b 89.9906 0.0537 45.045 0.0212 -179.955 0.043

6c 89.9965 0.0173 45.0047 0.0101 -179.843 0.101

7a 89.9824 0.0007 44.9469 0.0316 -179.92 0.021

7b 89.9949 0.0689 44.9438 0.0182 -179.662 0.101

7c 89.9921 0.0046 44.9058 0.0223 -179.933 0.027
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Table D.8: Experiment 1, port 9 medians and median absolute difference of final

positions for all sets.

Set x Trans x MAD y Trans y MAD z Trans z MAD

1a 0.00004005 0.00000509 -0.00012117 0.00000019 0.212238 0.000035

1b -0.00001334 0.00007797 -0.00014125 0.00000515 0.21251 0.00015

1c 0.00014226 0.00005088 -0.00015449 0.00002725 0.212382 0.000056

2a -0.00004967 0.00002044 -0.00013749 0.00000426 0.212134 0.000007

2b -0.00001448 0.00001983 -0.00016419 0.00001701 0.212659 0.000293

2c 0.00002683 0.00004332 -0.00018734 0.00005786 0.212495 0.000103

3a -0.0000156 0.000001 -0.00012974 0.00000059 0.212283 0.000085

3b 0.00000815 0.00013376 -0.00004443 0.00011582 0.213371 0.000903

3c 0.00007777 0.00003029 -0.00014648 0.00002339 0.212508 0.000128

4a -0.0000367 0.0000083 -0.00014 0.000005 0.212346 0.000006

4b -0.00002308 0.00003394 -0.00014718 0.00003121 0.212692 0.000183

4c -0.00001888 0.00001195 -0.00009258 0.00004664 0.212546 0.000105

5a -0.0000615 0.00000523 -0.00014602 0.00001701 0.212218 0.000001

5b -0.00008567 0.00006525 -0.00015093 0.00009457 0.212808 0.000331

5c -0.00005972 0.00000363 -0.00012857 0.00003268 0.212647 0.000303

6a -0.0000716 0.000018 -0.00016692 0.00002334 0.21239 0.000029

6b -0.00010887 0.00003068 -0.00008468 0.00004657 0.21297 0.000328

6c 0.00004503 0.00000234 -0.00018586 0.00001505 0.21257 0.000119

7a 0.00013709 0.00000762 -0.00010304 0.00000487 0.212194 0.000032

7b 0.00018839 0.00005377 0.00010315 0.00027966 0.21287 0.000383

7c 0.00019301 0.00009769 -0.00011366 0.00003316 0.21247 0.000079
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Table D.9: Experiment 1, port 12 medians and median absolute difference of final

rotations for all sets.

Set x Rot x MAD y Rot y MAD z Rot z MAD

1a 0 0 89.6394 0.16005 89.96895 0.042975

1c 0 0 89.5708 0.0633 89.8829 0.0674

3a 0 0 88.5154 0.26895 90.155945 0.01478

3c 0 0 89.2854 0.1631 89.95463 0.0455

5a 0 0 89.5675 0.0807 90.1163 0.00715

5c 0 0 89.8848 0.0138 89.9828 0.00876

6a 0 0 89.4264 0.1142 90.067395 0.07487

6c 0 0 89.6568 0.1337 89.9871 0.0478

8a 0 0 89.0723 0.5054 89.945255 0.02395

8c 0 0 89.3995 0.4014 89.9433 0.03312

10a-a 0 0 89.6096 0.0932 90.0182 0.1115

10a-c 0 0 89.4132 0.3612 90.039 0.01759

11a 0 0 89.7924 0.0182 89.9087 0.0164

11c 0 0 89.5408 0.275 -269.358 0.684
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Table D.10: Experiment 1, port 12 medians and median absolute difference of

final positions for all sets.

Set x Trans x MAD y Trans y MAD z Trans z MAD

1a -0.0000317 0.0002930 -0.0002240 0.0004929 0.2764075 0.0002115

1c 0.0002679 0.0001375 0.0005265 0.0002353 0.2761940 0.0004100

3a 0.0004271 0.0004084 0.0027613 0.0004645 0.2760260 0.0002565

3c -0.0004482 0.0003185 0.0013776 0.0011653 0.2756090 0.0001430

5a 0.0001842 0.0000450 0.0005724 0.0001485 0.2752230 0.0002695

5c 0.0000780 0.0000291 -0.0001892 0.0001656 0.2756910 0.0000390

6a -0.0000736 0.0000060 0.0007732 0.0001636 0.2760065 0.0001010

6c -0.0002982 0.0001074 0.0001690 0.0001473 0.2754020 0.0001200

8a 0.0002158 0.0002846 0.0004276 0.0002734 0.2767040 0.0000870

8c 0.0001920 0.0000806 0.0000658 0.0006734 0.2764210 0.0002330

10a-a 0.0002300 0.0002914 0.0002876 0.0002742 0.2765310 0.0003380

10a-c -0.0001215 0.0003912 0.0005689 0.0003911 0.2758850 0.0003300

11a -0.0001549 0.0000854 0.0000967 0.0007808 0.2766140 0.0000850

11c -0.0004624 0.0009503 -0.0004607 0.0002532 0.2760960 0.0000660
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Table D.11: Experiment 1, port 17 medians and median absolute difference of

final rotations for all sets.

Set x Rot x MAD y Rot y MAD z Rot z MAD

1a -90.0888000 0.0504000 0.1103100 0.0999137 -0.1776010 0.0078470

1c -89.8764000 0.1356000 -0.0966324 0.0123456 -0.0392790 0.0867235

2a -89.8637500 0.2195500 0.1409030 0.0270805 -0.2599745 0.0076445

2c -90.3115000 0.1286000 0.1836880 0.2796837 -0.1274060 0.0058730

3a -90.2770000 0.0342000 -0.0669657 0.0208261 -0.0977723 0.0334203

3c -90.0263000 0.1827000 0.2945850 0.1918530 0.1361150 0.1509692

4a -90.16 0.04 0.165 0.043 -0.142 0.1120000

4c -89.7527000 0.0410000 0.6086770 0.0489740 -0.0469599 0.0901471

5a -89.7837000 0.3140000 0.2510580 0.0722465 -0.3475820 0.0683110

5c -89.6998000 0.3224000 0.0663510 0.0292510 0.0825106 0.0203952

6a -90.1708000 0.0465000 0.0511143 0.0157465 -0.1985810 0.0280160

6c -89.5779000 0.3087000 -1.0056800 0.2836900 0.0322362 0.0240601

7a -90.2438000 0.0263500 0.1268300 0.0430283 -0.0792432 0.0234204

7c -89.9536000 0.1622000 0.1354610 0.0798760 -0.0712840 0.0380420

10a -89.8718000 0.0965000 0.0096234 0.0346793 -0.0277571 0.0164352

10c -90.4401000 0.0727000 0.1057750 0.1614439 -0.0092248 0.1711658
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Table D.12: Experiment 1, port 17 medians and median absolute difference of

final positions for all sets.

Set x Trans x MAD y Trans y MAD z Trans z MAD

1a 0.0027756 0.0002450 -0.0010675 0.0001594 0.2317010 0.0001210

1c -0.0054415 0.0000878 -0.0023586 0.0004900 0.2299680 0.0001310

2a 0.0028358 0.0002197 -0.0005679 0.0005002 0.2329340 0.0007535

2c -0.0054647 0.0003267 -0.0032506 0.0003686 0.2292820 0.0000810

3a 0.0034012 0.000145 -0.0011071 0.0002302 0.231177 0.0003135

3c -0.0062355 0.0003245 -0.0024582 0.0004653 0.2289600 0.0001280

4a 0.0025800 0.0002150 -0.0012000 0.0007000 0.2322000 0.0005000

4c -0.0015500 0.0000578 -0.0000428 0.0001719 0.2301750 0.0002540

5a 0.0023551 0.0001458 -0.0004605 0.0006116 0.2323710 0.0002555

5c -0.0001416 0.0000675 0.0001642 0.0003816 0.2308300 0.0000310

6a 0.0029072 0.0000195 -0.0013131 0.0000463 0.2318780 0.0001370

6c 0.0024316 0.0006926 0.0004025 0.0006828 0.2298230 0.0003210

7a 0.0028809 0.0000407 -0.0014910 0.0000951 0.2317915 0.0000485

7c -0.0060266 0.0001215 -0.0022907 0.0004272 0.2297980 0.0001040

10a 0.0036154 0.0001616 -0.0002229 0.0001075 0.2302180 0.0005110

10c -0.0059807 0.0003016 -0.0035810 0.0007204 0.2299990 0.0000260
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Table D.13: Calibration Experiment part 2, projection errors for live runs on all

ports.

Port Run Projection Error

4 1 0.14

4 2 0.158

9 1 0.2

9 2 0.16

19 1 0.108

19 2 0.13

12 1 0.15

12 2 0.175

17 1 0.168

17 1 0.15

Table D.14: Calibration Experiment part 2, RSS and RMS for live runs on all

ports.

Port Run RSS RMS

4 1 0.166 0.0000165

4 2 0.164 0.000016

9 1 0.189 0.000023

9 2 0.165 0.000018

19 1 0.16 0.000014

19 2 0.168 0.000014

12 1 0.285 0.000032

12 2 0.305 0.00003

17 1 0.355 0.000026

17 1 0.34 0.000028
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Table D.15: Pose output results for live runs. Median for both runs given in third

row for each port.

Runs x Rot◦ y Rot◦ z Rot◦ x Trans y Trans z Trans

Port 4

r1 89.0003000 -44.9443000 179.6290000 0.0005791 -0.0023459 0.2155680

r2 88.8691000 -45.0162000 179.8970000 0.0004241 -0.0018723 0.2144860

Med. 88.9347000 -44.9802500 179.7630000 0.0005016 -0.0021091 0.2150270

Port 9

r1 88.9949000 44.2667000 -178.2080000 0.0007716 -0.0018983 0.2164990

r2 89.4420000 44.8819000 -178.0460000 -0.0002226 -0.0017131 0.2221030

Med. 89.2184500 44.5743000 -178.1270000 0.0002745 -0.0018057 0.2193010

Port19

r1 -89.8393000 -44.9751000 0.1571680 0.0009630 0.0000881 0.2163220

r2 -89.8192000 -44.8954000 0.0652004 0.0010022 0.0001921 0.2168040

Med. -89.8292500 -44.9352500 0.1111842 0.0009826 0.0001401 0.2165630

Port12

r1 91.0188000 88.8557000 -0.0005905 -0.0036420 0.2702170

r2 91.3289000 83.7407000 -0.0039345 -0.0164667 0.2706940

Med. 91.1738500 86.2982000 -0.0022625 -0.0100543 0.2704555

Port17

r1 -89.7757000 0.1351700 0.5917830 0.0013878 -0.0012175 0.2393420

r2 -89.8622000 -0.1449840 0.6169270 0.0023377 -0.0014958 0.2394110

Med. -89.8189500 -0.0049070 0.6043550 0.0018628 -0.0013566 0.2393765
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Table E.1: Statistics for analysis of first output pose for ports 19 and 17 taken

from 20 runs. Shown in terms of the camera’s reference system.

Stat port X◦rot Y ◦rot Z◦rot Xtrans Ytrans Ztrans

mean 19 -0.1608 0.0205 0.1667 0.0002 -0.0001 0.0019

median 19 -0.4428 -0.1338 0.5078 -0.0001 0.0000 0.0004

min 19 -1.4315 -0.6667 -3.1607 -0.0003 -0.0004 -0.0003

max 19 1.0328 1.0939 1.2890 0.0030 0.0004 0.0049

stdDev 19 0.9242 0.5196 1.1198 0.0007 0.0003 0.0022

mean 17 -0.6417 -2.0205 -1.9725 -0.0021 -0.0003 0.0001

median 17 -0.6995 -2.5154 -1.8971 -0.0029 -0.0004 -0.0003

min 17 -1.9828 -3.3108 -3.0113 -0.0032 -0.0008 -0.0012

max 17 0.6608 1.1082 -1.5938 0.0007 0.0009 0.0030

stdDev 17 0.5976 1.2096 0.3363 0.0013 0.0004 0.0010
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Table E.2: Statistics for corrected x axis errors for runs in set L1, monocular

mode. Units in meters.

Dataset Ref Stat Act / p19 x Act / p17x

Lsr7 min -0.0025504644 -0.0017847684

max 0.0016004967 0.0016407556

mean 6.89724837125E-05 0.00005174

std dev 0.0006667293 0.0004655003

Lsr8 min -0.0025811036 -0.0019716879

max 0.0031439145 0.0015743239

mean 0.000034068 8.1197660624E-05

std dev 0.0008063667 0.0005878138

Lsr9 min -0.0020109421 -0.0018335258

max 0.0024901833 0.0016121594

mean -1.2017936815E-05 5.7424421366E-05

std dev 0.0007425048 0.0005511716
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Table E.3: Statistics for corrected y axis errors for runs in set L1, monocular

mode. Units in meters.

Dataset Ref Stat Act / p19 y Act / p17y

Lsr7 min -0.0021339309 -0.0028859771

max 0.0021559986 0.0051015257

mean 6.6879374726E-05 -0.0002067896

std dev 0.000873153 0.0012777469

Lsr8 min -0.0025712034 -0.0037495822

max 0.002083794 0.0040252112

mean -8.62389504E-06 8.878376411E-05

std dev 0.0008141167 0.0015494113

Lsr9 min -0.0024132748 -0.004437344

max 0.0023880581 0.0078082982

mean 4.38274698093E-05 -0.0012992621

std dev 0.0008375477 0.0031506428
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Table E.4: Statistics for corrected x axis errors for runs in set L1, stereo mode.

Units in meters

Dataset Ref Stat Act / p19 x Act / p17x

Lsr7 min -0.0014135702 -0.0014127566

max 0.0012936416 0.001293481

mean 5.0236882207E-05 4.9245354607E-05

std dev 0.0004112264 0.0004110308

Lsr8 min -0.0018250803 -0.001828021

max 0.001368422 0.001369152

mean 3.2233174204E-05 2.955191045E-05

std dev 0.0005187851 0.0005194026

Lsr9 min -0.0016692843 -0.001670723

max 0.0014152721 0.0014164501

mean 3.731613645E-06 5.888559917E-06

std dev 0.0005129344 0.0005136706
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Table E.5: Statistics for corrected y axis errors for runs in set L1, stereo mode.

Units in meters.

Dataset Ref Stat Act / p19 y Act / p17y

Lsr7 min -0.0023967792 -0.0023925891

max 0.0021886806 0.0021863567

mean -0.0001359578 -0.0001371278

std dev 0.0009561957 0.00095522

Lsr8 min -0.0020609887 -0.0020610519

max 0.0025142275 0.0025141642

mean -0.0001664698 -0.0001663303

std dev 0.0008494081 0.0008488274

Lsr9 min -0.0019318598 -0.0019350357

max 0.002115497 0.0021181764

mean -0.0001596748 -0.0001596763

std dev 0.0008116479 0.000812441
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Table E.6: Statistics for corrected x axis errors for runs in set L2, monocular

mode. Units in meters.

Dataset Ref Stat Act / p19 x Act / p17x

min -0.0053471688 -0.0033560676

Lsr10 max 0.0049349684 0.0028635134

mean -1.412139265E-06 -1.7271058035E-05

std dev 0.002090637 0.0012758271

min -0.0039061103 -0.002393076

Lsr11 max 0.004473862 0.0031419724

mean -5.4767555764E-05 -0.0001707553

std dev 0.001840937 0.0012760382

min -0.0047655387 -0.0021217482

Lsr12 max 0.0045311447 0.0030117815

mean 0.0001463568 -0.0002929731

std dev 0.0017411013 0.0011404043
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Table E.7: Statistics for corrected y axis errors for runs in set L2, monocular

mode. Units in meters.

Dataset Ref Stat Act / p19 y Act / p17y

min -0.0038734979 -0.0052225364

Lsr10 max 0.0027633171 0.0072228871

mean 9.2552469895E-05 -0.0013124737

std dev 0.0011946442 0.0032911599

min -0.0025570437 -0.0044991574

Lsr11 max 0.0021700125 0.0062482759

mean 0.0001245172 -0.0002055995

std dev 0.001120029 0.0017503407

min -0.0032837698 -0.0046845762

Lsr12 max 0.0022011846 0.0063300264

mean 0.0002928041 -0.0015322619

std dev 0.0011446643 0.0033164567
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Table E.8: Statistics for corrected x axis errors for runs in set L2, stereo

mode.Units in meters.

Dataset Ref Stat Act / p19 x Act / p17x

min -0.003145149 -0.0031407908

Lsr10 max 0.0030260457 0.0030312004

mean -7.102513158E-05 -6.695709575E-05

std dev 0.0012991556 0.0013010882

min -0.0017980191 -0.0017985258

Lsr11 max 0.0029955058 0.0029976976

mean -0.0001837493 -0.0001821092

std dev 0.0012427772 0.0012423029

min -0.0017693416 -0.0017725692

Lsr12 max 0.0029324317 0.0029374813

mean -0.0001887932 -0.0001905367

std dev 0.0011179968 0.0011188865
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Table E.9: Statistics for corrected y axis errors for runs in set L2, stereo mode.

Unit in meters.

Dataset Ref Stat Act / p19 y Act / p17y

min -0.0033969332 -0.003391046

Lsr10 max 0.0024055899 0.0023928987

mean 0.0002053528 0.0002062198

std dev 0.0015381746 0.0015353985

min -0.0030935076 -0.0030960335

Lsr11 max 0.002265272 0.0022645125

mean 9.482685843E-05 9.707288466E-05

std dev 0.0013636329 0.0013640692

min -0.0033260626 -0.0033248161

Lsr12 max 0.0023979148 0.0023984283

mean 0.000054647 5.58208357446E-05

std dev 0.0014264916 0.0014250293
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